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ABSTRACT
MODELING PROJECTION NEURON AND NEUROMODULATORY EFFECTS
ON A RHYTHMIC NEURONAL NETWORK
by
Nickolas Kintos
Projection neurons shape the activity of many neural networks. In particular,
neuromodulatory substances, which are often released by projection neurons, alter the
cellular and/or synaptic properties within a target network. However, neural networks
in turn influence projection neuron input via synaptic feedback. This dissertation uses
mathematical and biophysically-realistic modeling to investigate these issues in the
gastric mill (chewing) motor network of the crab, Cancer borealis. The projection
neuron MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm in which the LG neuron and INT 1 burst in
anti-phase due to their reciprocal inhibition. However, bath application of the
neuromodulator PK elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN 1
participation; yet, the mechanism that underlies the PK-elicited rhythm is unknown.
This dissertation develops a 2-dimensional model that is used to propose three potential
mechanisms by which PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm. The network
dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited rhythms are also compared using
geometrical properties in the phase plane. Next, the two gastric mill rhythms are
compared using a more biophysically-realistic model. Presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1
is necessary for coordinating network activity during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. In
contrast, the PK-elicited rhythm is shown to be coordinated by a synapse that is not
functional during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
Next, the gastric mill rhythm that is elicited by two coactive projection neurons
(MCN 1 and CΡΝ2) is studied. A 2-dimensional model is used to compare the network
dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms via
geometrical properties in the phase plane. While the MCN 1-elicited rhythm requires
the presence of reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron, the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm persists in the absence of this reciprocal inhibition, due to
an inhibitory feedback synapse from ΓΝΤΙ to CPN2 that changes the locus of
coordination in the gastric mill rhythm. Next, the effect of a second feedback synapse,
from the ΑΒ neuron to MCN 1, is shown to change the motor pattern of the MCN 1- and
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythms. Finally, a third MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm is studied
where the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback synapse only affects the LG burst phase of the
rhythm.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Objectives
The objectives of this dissertation are to 1 propose potential mechanisms by which a
neuromodulator can elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the crab, Cancer borealis 2 investigate
how descending inputs from two coactive projection neurons shape the gastric mill
rhythm.
In the first objective, a reduced two-dimensional mathematical model of the
gastric mill rhythm is developed. Then, potential ionic currents are proposed, by way of
a phase-plane analysis, which allow the neuromodulator pyrokinin to elicit a gastric mill
rhythm. In particular, this dissertation investigates how pyrokinin elicits a gastric mill
rhythm that is similar to the gastric mill rhythm elicited by the projection neuron MCN1,
as reported in recent experiments (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). Then, the predictions
of the reduced model are examined in the context of a more biophysically-realistic model
of the gastric mill rhythm. The biophysical model is also used to compare how activity is
coordinated in the MCN 1-elicited and pyrokinin-elicited gastric mill rhythms.
In the second objective, the reduced model is used to investigate how the
coactivity of two projection neurons, MCN1 and CPN2, shapes the gastric mill rhythm.
A phase-plane analysis is used to study how descending inputs from the coactive
projection neurons shape the motor pattern of the gastric mill rhythm. In addition, the
role of ascending feedback to the projection neurons is also examined. Then, the effects
of MCN 1 and CPN2 are investigated in the context of a biophysically-detailed model.
1
21.2 Significance
Oscillatory activity is pervasive within the nervous system of an animal. For example,
oscillations in the mammalian nervous system are involved in sensory processing (Gray,
1994), sleep and arousal (McCormick and Bat, 1997), and learning (Lisman, 1997).
However, synchronous oscillatory activity in the brain can also be pathological
(McCormick and Ba1, 1997). For example, mechanisms that give rise to focal epilepsy
involve the synchronization of rhythmic oscillations among cortical pyramidal neurons
(Wong et al., 1986). Thus, due to the widespread significance of oscillatory activity
within our brain and nervous system, it is important to understand the mechanisms that
generate these oscillations.
In their interaction with the surrounding environment, animals perform a vast
range of behaviors that involve a repeating set of movements such as walking, flying, or
swimming. Such behaviors are generated in different parts of the nervous system by
networks of neurons that produce a sequence of electrical signals called motor output,
which in turn instructs muscles to perform the appropriate movements. However, instead
of generating one specific type of output, neural networks are involved in the generation
of many different types of motor output (harder and Thirumalai, 2002). For example,
leg muscles are involved in walking, jumping, and running. Α great deal of what is
known about the neural basis of behavior comes from the study of central pattern
generators (CPGs), which are neural networks that generate self-sustained rhythmic
activity patterns in the absence of sensory input. Rhythmic behaviors include all motor
acts that involve a repeating set of movements such as locomotion, respiration, and
3mastication. In addition, the stereotyped activity patterns generated by CPGs make them
easier to study.
1.2.1 Difficulties in Studying Mammalian Systems
In the effort to understand how the nervous system generates movement in animals,
neuroscientists would ideally like to answer this question in mammals. However,
mammalian nervous systems contain a huge number of neurons with complex synaptic
connections; therefore, an understanding of how movement is generated by neural
networks in mammals has been limited (harder and Calabrese, 1996; harder, 2002). In
fact, one of the most difficult tasks facing neuroscientists is identifying neurons that
participate in rhythmic pattern-generating networks. The majority of such neurons are
situated within ganglia, nuclei, and brains, which contain many other types of neurons
that perform different functions, and all of this neural circuitry is housed within a
complex nervous system. In addition, the fact that neural network activity can be
modulated (Katz and Frost, 1996; harder and Thirumalai, 2002) has further complicated
the task of identifying neurons that participate in rhythmic pattern generation.
Consequently, a single recording is not sufficient to identify a neuron since it can display
multiple activity patterns due to the effects of neuromodulation (harder and Calabrese,
1996). Thus, it has been extremely difficult to gain insights into the workings of pattern-
generating networks within the mammalian nervous system using today's experimental
techniques.
41.2.2 Insights Gained From Invertebrate Systems
Many neuroscientists have turned to investigating how neural networks generate
rhythmic motor behaviors in invertebrates. One advantage of studying invertebrates is
that they have more simplified nervous systems, and, as a result, they often exhibit less
complicated forms of behavior. In addition, many of the general principles that form the
basis for our understanding of neurons and neural circuits were established in previous
studies with invertebrate preparations. For example, the squid giant axon was used to
understand the mechanisms that generate the action potential (Hodgkin and Huxley,
1952), presynaptic inhibition was first demonstrated at the crustacean neuromuscular
junction (Dudel and Kuffler, 1961), and electrical coupling between neurons was first
studied in the crayfish (Furshpan and Potter, 1959). Today, researchers continue to use
invertebrate preparations to study a variety of different rhythmic motor behaviors such as:
heartbeat in leeches, feeding in crustaceans, and locomotion in insects (harder and
Calabrese, 1996; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002). In addition, more recent work has
established that CPG circuits operate under the same general principles in both vertebrate
and invertebrate nervous systems (Stein, 1997; harder and Bucher, 2001; harder et al.,
2005). Thus, invertebrate preparations have been invaluable for understanding the
general principles that govern motor pattern generation. However, many important
questions still remain such as: the roles of neuromodulators in modifying circuit output,
the roles of descending inputs from projection neurons in regulating rhythmic circuits,
and applications to higher animals such as humans.
51.2.3 The Effects of Neuromodulation on Network Activity
Neuromodulation alters neural network activity in both vertebrate and invertebrate
systems. For example, in lamprey, neuromodulation of the pattern-generating networks
that control locomotion leads to modified swimming patterns and body orientations
(Grillner et al., 1995). Similarly, neuromodulation controls the vigor of escape swim in
the mollusk, Tritonia (Katz and Frost, 1995α, 1995b). Furthermore, neuromodulation
adjusts the oscillatory patterns in the mammalian brain during the sleep/wake cycle
(Steriade et a1., 1993; McCormick and Bal, 1994). Neuromodulators are typically
released as naturally occurring peptides, hormones, or gases, which alter network activity
by modifying the intrinsic properties of individual neurons within a network or the
strength of synaptic connections between network neurons (Pearson, 1993; Katz, 1995α;
Marder and Thirumalai, 2002; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002). Moreover, network
activity is conditional upon the presence of neuromodulators in many systems (Marder
and Thirumalai, 2002). One of the objectives of this dissertation is to elucidate potential
mechanisms by which a neuromodulator can generate oscillations in a rhythmic motor
network.
1.2.4 Projection Neurons Regulate Network Activity
Descending inputs from projection neurons generally initiate, terminate, or modify
activity in pattern-generating networks (Kasicki and Grillner, 1986; Deliagina et al.,
2002; Blitz et al., 2004; Rossignol et al., 2006). In mammals, descending projection
neuron pathways from the cerebellum and brainstem influence locomotor activity
generated by rhythmic motor circuits in the spinal cord (Matsuyama et al., 2004; Sommer
6and Wurtz, 2004α, b). In lower vertebrates such as the lamprey, bulbospinal neurons
from the reticular nuclei shape the activity of rhythmic motor circuits that generate
swimming patterns in the spinal cord (Swain et al., 1993; Bussieres et al., 1999). In
invertebrates such as crustaceans, descending input from projection neurons in the
stomatogastric nervous system activates the gastric mill and pyloric CPG circuits, which
generate food chewing and food filtering motor patterns, respectively (Nusbaum et al.,
2001; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002). Generally, projection neurons in turn receive
rhythmic feedback from their target circuits (Perreault et al., 1993; Norris et al., 1996;
Wood et al., 2004; Zelenin, 2005). However, the role of such feedback to projection
neurons is not well understood. One of the objectives of this dissertation is to determine
how descending input from two coactive projection neurons and ascending rhythmic
feedback to these projection neurons shapes the activity of a rhythmic motor network.
1.3 Background
1.3.1 The Stomatogastric Nervous System
This dissertation investigates how 1 bath application of a neuromodulator and 2
descending inputs from two coactive projection neurons shape the activity of a rhythmic
motor network in the stomatogastric nervous system (STNS) of the crab, Cancer
borealis. The STNS, which is an extension of the central nervous system in C. borealis,
generates the rhythmic motor patterns that control the digestion of food in the crab
stomach. The stomach of C. borealis (Figure 1.1) is composed of four compartments
7(oesophagus, cardiac sac, gastric mill, and pylorus) where the swallowing, storage,
chewing, and filtering of food take place, respectively (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).
The STNS sits on the dorsal side of the stomach (Figure 1.1), and it is composed of four
ganglia along with their connecting and peripheral nerves (Figure 1  .2.Λ). The four
ganglia of the STNS include the paired commissural ganglia (CoGs), the oesophageal
ganglion (OG), and the stomatogastric ganglion (STG). The number of neurons in each
ganglion has been determined to be: roughly 500 neurons in each CoG, 14 neurons in the
OG (Beenhakker et al., 2004), and 26 neurons in the STG (Kilman and Marder, 1996).
Within the STNS, a set of distinct, but interacting, CPG circuits generate the rhythmic
motor patterns that control different aspects of the digestion process (Nusbaum and
Beenhakker, 2002). However, the CPG circuits that have been studied most extensively
are the gastric mill and pyloric circuits, which are distinct but coactive rhythmic circuits
located within the STG that generate the gastric mill rhythm and pyloric rhythm,
respectively (Harris-Warrick et al., 1992; Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Nusbaum and
Beenhakker, 2002). The gastric mill rhythm (frequency — 0.1 Hz) contracts the striated
muscles that control the movements of three teeth responsible for food chewing in the
gastric mill compartment of the crab stomach. The pyloric rhythm (frequency — 1 Hz)
contracts the pylorus, which filters the chewed food from the gastric mill compartment.
Both the small number of neurons within the gastric mill and pyloric circuits and the fact
that both circuits remain functional in the isolated STNS has facilitated their analysis. In
particular, when the STNS is removed from the animal and placed in a saline solution
whose salt concentrations mimic those in the blood of the crab, the gastric mill and
pyloric circuits in this isolated, in vitro, preparation still generate rhythmic motor patterns
8that are essentially identical to those of the in vivo motor patterns of the intact animal
(Heinzel et al., 1993). Moreover, both the gastric mill and pyloric circuits have been
extensively studied with the aid of modern experimental techniques, and investigators
have identified all of the neurons and anatomical connections within both circuits
(harder and Calabrese, 1996; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).
However, the STG, which contains the gastric mill and pyloric circuits, receives
synaptic input from roughly 20 pairs of projection neurons whose cell bodies lie in the
CoGs and OG (Figure 1.2.Α). Of these - 20 pairs of projection neurons, 6 have been
identified (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002), but the axons of all —20 pairs of projection
neurons that innervate the STG do so via the stomatogastric nerve (stn) (Figure 1.2.Α).
Two of the identified projection neurons are the modulatory commissural neuron 1
(MCN 1) and the commissural projection neuron 2 (CPN2), and their coactivity elicits a
gastric mill rhythm in the STG (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). One of the objectives
of this dissertation is to investigate how the coactive synaptic inputs from MCN 1 and
CPN2 shape the gastric mill rhythm.
In addition, the gastric mill and pyloric rhythms are affected by neuromodulatory
substances that are released from the axon terminals of the projection neurons that
innervate the STG. Both the gastric mill and pyloric rhythms are dependent upon the
release of these neuromodulators, and both rhythms are disrupted when action potential
propagation is blocked through the stn (Figure 1.2.Α), which disrupts the release of
neuromodulators into the STG (Nusbaum et a1., 2001; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).
More than 20 different neuromodulators have been identified within the STG axonal
arbors of the projection neurons (harder and Rehm, 2005). The effects of these
9neuromodulators on the cellular and synaptic properties of the gastric mill and pyloric
rhythms have been extensively studied (Nusbaum et al., 2001; Marder and Thirumalai,
2002). In some cases, bath application of a neuromodulator produces the same effect on
a network as the projection neuron from which the neuromodulator is released (Nusbaum
and Marder, 1989; Harris-Warrick et al., 1992). However, this is not true in general since
a projection neuron often exhibits complex synaptic interactions with its target network
(Perrins and Weiss, 1996; Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002). Recently, bath application
of the neuromodulator pyrokinin (PK) to the isolated STG was shown to elicit a gastric
mill rhythm that is surprisingly similar to that elicited by the projection neuron MCN1,
which does not release PK (Hertzberg et al., 2003). Another objective of this dissertation
is to determine potential mechanisms by which PK can elicit such a gastric mill rhythm.
1.3.2 The Pyloric Rhythm
The pyloric rhythm drives the rhythmic muscle contractions in the pylorus during the
digestion process in the crab (Harris-Warrick et al., 1992; Marder and Calabrese, 1996).
The activity of the pyloric rhythm is generated by the anterior burster (ΑB) neuron,
which is a robust oscillatory pacemaker that typically oscillates with a frequency of —1
Hz (Marder and Calabrese, 1996). In particular, the ΑB neuron is an endogenous
oscillator that continues to generate regular bursts of action potentials even when it is
isolated from all other neurons in the pyloric circuit. Moreover, the ΑB neuron maintains
its relatively fixed pattern of activity unless it is perturbed by the obstruction of
neuromodulator release from the stn (Figure 1 .2.Α) or by the synaptic influence of
another neuron (Marder and Calabrese, 1996). In addition, the ΑB neuron is strongly
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electrically coupled to the pyloric dilator (PD) neurons (Harris-Warrick et al., 1992).
This strong electrical coupling allows for the bilateral transmission of electrical signals
between the AB and PD neurons, and, as a result, these neurons exhibit synchronous
activity, in which the PD neurons fire action potentials in time with the AB neuron
(harder and Calabrese, 1996). The resulting AB/PD ensemble is often referred to as the
pyloric pacemaker group, which makes inhibitory synaptic connections with all other
neurons in the pyloric circuit. Moreover, the inhibitory synapses emanating from the
pyloric pacemaker produce the inactive phase of the postsynaptic pyloric neurons and
therefore set the timing of activity in the rest of the pyloric circuit.
1.3.3 The Gastric Mill Rhythm
The gastric mill rhythm drives the rhythmic movements of three teeth responsible for
food chewing in the gastric mill compartment of the crab stomach (Harris-Warrick et al.,
1992; harder and Calabrese, 1996). Unlike the pyloric rhythm which is driven by a
pacemaker, the gastric mill rhythm is instead driven by the reciprocal inhibition between
two of its member neurons. In particular, interneuron 1 (INTl) and the lateral gastric
(LG) neuron reciprocally inhibit each other and oscillate in anti-phase, where the active
phase of each neuron in this pair occurs in alternation. Moreover, the anti-phase INT 1-
LG oscillation occurs with a frequency of —0.1 Hz, and the TNTl-LG pair, via its
inhibitory synaptic connections within the STG, sets the timing of activity in the rest of
the gastric mill circuit (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002). In addition, LG neuron activity
underlies the protraction phase of the lateral gastric teeth, while INT1 activity coincides
with the retraction phase (Heinzel et al., 1993). The dorsal gastric (DG) neuron is
1 1
another member of the gastric mill circuit whose activity coincides with that of  'ΝΤΙ,
where DG neuron activity underlies the retraction phase of the medial gastric tooth
(Heinzel et al., 1993). However, the DG neuron, due to its lack of synaptic connections
onto the other gastric mill neurons, does not generally contribute to the timing of activity
in the gastric mill rhythm (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).
The gastric mill rhythm, which is generally not spontaneously active (Nusbaum
and Beenhakker, 2002), is elicited by stimulation of projection neurons in vitro or bath
application of neuromodulators (Nusbaum et al., 2001; Marder and Rehm, 2005).
Previous work has shown that tonic stimulation of the projection neuron MCN 1 readily
elicits a gastric mill rhythm (Coleman et al., 1995). The cell body of MCNI occurs as a
single copy in each CoG (Figure 1  .2.Α), and each MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm
independently (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994). Moreover, this gastric mill rhythm is
activated by excitatory synaptic input from MCN 1 axon terminals within the STG
(Coleman et al., 1995). CPN2 is another projection neuron whose cell body is located in
the CoG (Norris et al., 1994). CPN2 axon terminals innervate the STG and excite the LG
neuron, while the CPN2 cell body in the CoG is strongly inhibited by INΤ1 (Norris et al.,
1994). Although stimulation of CPN2 alone does not faithfully elicit a gastric mill
rhythm (Norris et al., 1994), co-stimulation of MCN 1 and CPN2 elicits a gastric mill
rhythm that has a distinct motor pattern from that elicited by MCN 1 stimulation alone
(Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). This dissertation
investigates how identified synaptic connections shape the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm.
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The gastric mill rhythm is also influenced by neuromodulators, which are released
from the axon terminals of the projection neurons that innervate the STG (Nusbaum and
Beenhakker, 2002). Previously, the gastric mill rhythm was thought to be elicited only
by stimulation of projection neurons (harder and Calabrese, 1996). However, recent
experiments showed that, in the absence of projection neuron input, bath application of
the neuropeptide pyrokinin (PK) to the isolated STG also elicits a gastric mill rhythm
(Hertzberg et al., 2003). Hence, PK is the first known neuromodulator that faithfully
elicits a gastric mill rhythm when it is bath applied to the STG. In addition, although PK
elicits a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN 1 participation, the PK-elicited gastric
mill rhythm is surprisingly similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, even though MCN 1
does not release PK (Hertzberg et a1., 2003). Thus, PK relies on a distinct functional
mechanism to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm to that elicited by MCN 1 (Hertzberg and
Nusbaum, 2005). This dissertation also proposes potential mechanisms by which PK can
elicit such a gastric mill rhythm.
1.3.4 Reciprocal Inhibition
Reciprocal inhibition, which is at the heart of the gastric mill rhythm, is one of the most
basic circuit mechanisms by which neural networks can produce rhythmic motor output
(Brown, 1914; Friesen, 1994; harder and Bucher, 2001; harder et a1., 2005). In some
cases the two neurons involved in the reciprocal inhibition are identical. For example, an
identical pair of reciprocally inhibitory neurons lies at the core of the rhythmic circuit that
controls heartbeat in the medicinal leech (Calabrese, 1995). There have been numerous
theoretical studies that have explored the properties of symmetrical reciprocally
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inhibitory oscillators composed of identical pairs of neurons (Perkel and Mulloney, 1974;
Wang and Rinzel, 1992; Skinner et al., 1993; Skinner et al., 1994; Van Vreeswijk et al.,
1994; Nadir et al., 1995; Olsen et al., 1995; Gerstner et al., 1996; Sharp et al., 1996;
White et al., 1998). However, in many other cases, the reciprocal inhibition is
asymmetrical and involves a pair of neurons that is not identical. For example, a pair of
non-identical neurons makes up the half-center oscillator that controls the flexor and
extensor muscles in the wings of the locust (Ramirez and Pearson, 1990). In addition, the
reciprocally inhibitory INTl-LG pair that lies at the heart of the gastric mill circuit is
asymmetric as well (Manor et al., 1999). However, less theoretical work has been done
on such asymmetrical half-center oscillators. In addition, the detailed cellular
mechanisms by which projection neurons activate or modulate activity in reciprocally
inhibitory circuits are generally not well understood (Zelenin, 2005). This dissertation
proposes potential cellular mechanisms by which the neuromodulator PK can elicit
network oscillations in the asymmetrical, reciprocally inhibitory INT1-LG pair of the
gastric mill circuit.
1.4 The MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
Tonic stimulation of the projection neuron MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm in vitro
(Coleman et al., 1995). In particular, excitatory synaptic input from MCN1 axon
terminals in the STG activates the half-center oscillation between INTI and the LG
neuron, which are a reciprocally inhibitory pair of neurons (Figure 1  .2.Β) that burst in
alternation (Figure 1.2.C). In addition, the LG neuron, during its burst phase,
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presynaptically inhibits MCN1 axon terminals in the STG (Figure 1.2.Β), which blocks
the local chemical excitation from MCN 1 within the STG but does not affect the MCN 1
soma in the CoG (Coleman et al., 1995). Also, the LG neuron is electrically coupled
locally to the MCN1 axon terminals in the STG (Figure 1.2.Β). This electrical coupling
is not affected by the LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1, but the role of the electrical
coupling during the gastric mill rhythm is not well understood (Coleman et al., 1995).
Another member of the gastric mill circuit, the DG neuron, also receives chemical
excitation from MCN 1 axon terminals in the STG, and bursting in the DG neuron occurs
in alternation with LG neuron bursts (Figure 1.2.C). In addition, the DG neuron is an
effective reporter of MCN l activity within the STG (Coleman et al., 1995). In particular,
the DG neuron bursts in response to MCN 1 excitation within the STG, but DG becomes
inactive when MCN 1 chemical excitation is blocked by LG neuron presynaptic inhibition
of MCN 1 (Figure 1.2.8). Furthermore, due to its lack of functional synaptic connections
onto other STG neurons, DG is a follower neuron in the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm (Coleman et al., 1995).
Subsequently, a "word model" was developed to describe how MCNI elicits a
gastric mill rhythm (Coleman et a1., 1995). First, MCN 1 axon terminals within the STG
provide fast chemical excitation to INTl and slow chemical excitation to the LG and DG
neurons (Figure 1.2.Β). MCN1 excitation allows INTl and the DG neuron to burst, while
the LG neuron remains in its interburst phase when it is inhibited by INTl (Figure 1.2.Β).
Therefore, MCN 1 chemical excitation slowly builds up in the LG neuron as it is inhibited
by INΤ 1. Then, when enough MCN 1 excitation builds up in the LG neuron, it escapes
from INT1 inhibition and begins to burst (Figure 1.2.Β). During the LG burst phase, the
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LG neuron inhibits INT1, which terminates the INTl burst, and presynaptically inhibits
MCN1 axon terminals. This presynaptic inhibition blocks MCN1 chemical excitation
within the STG, which terminates the DG burst. The LG neuron continues in its burst
phase though, since MCN1 excitation decays slowly in LG (Coleman et al., 1995). Also,
the local electrical coupling between MCN 1 axon terminals and the LG neuron, which is
not affected by presynaptic inhibition, is believed to prolong the LG burst phase
(Coleman et al., 1995). Thus, the LG neuron continues in its burst phase with the slow
decay of MCN 1 excitation. Then, when enough MCN 1 excitation decays in the LG
neuron, it falls back into its interburst phase (Figure 1  .2.Β) where it is inhibited by INT1.
Moreover, the removal of LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 allows the DG neuron
burst again. Subsequently, the cycle begins again as MCN 1 excitation slowly builds up
in the LG neuron. Thus, the slow buildup and decay of MCN 1 excitation in the LG
neuron determines the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm (Coleman et
al., 1995).
1.4.1 Insight Gained From a Biophysically-Detailed Model
Using a biophysically-detailed model, it was then shown that the frequency of the
MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is very sensitive to a local synaptic input from the
faster pyloric rhythm (Nadir et al., 1998). In particular, an inhibitory synapse from the
pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (the AΒ neuron) to INTl was shown to both increase the
frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm and to determine the onset of the LG
burst phase (Nadir et al., 1998). The effect of the AΒ to INTl inhibition is seen by the
subthreshold depolarizations in the LG neuron during its interburst phase (Figure 1.3). In
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particular, ΑΒ inhibition of INT1 in turn removes INTl inhibition of the LG neuron
(Figure 1.3), which effectively disinhibits the LG neuron from INT1. Moreover, this
pyloric-timed interruption of the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse shortens the duration of
the LG interburst phase which increases the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm (Figure 1 .4.Α). Furthermore, the ΑΒ to ΙΝΤ1 inhibition time-locks the onset of
the LG burst phase to a burst in the ΑΒ neuron (Figure  1 .4.Β), thus coordinating the
timing of activity in the gastric mill and pyloric rhythms (Nadir et a1., 1998). In
particular, each burst in the LG neuron is initiated by an ΑΒ burst, and a fixed latency
occurs between the onset of the LG burst and the preceding burst in ΑΒ (Nadir et a1.,
1998). Moreover, the period of the gastric mill rhythm is an integer multiple of the
pyloric period in that an integer number of ΑΒ bursts occur in the time between the onset
of two consecutive LG neuron bursts (Nadir et al., 1998).
Thus, the frequency of the MCN l -elicited gastric mill rhythm is dependent upon
both the slow modulatory excitation from MCN 1 and the fast pyloric-timed inhibition
from ΑΒ to INTl (Nadir et al., 1998). In addition, the biophysically-detailed model
demonstrated a novel mechanism by which the frequency of a slow network oscillator is
controlled by a much faster oscillatory network. For example, strengthening the ΑΒ to
INTl inhibition further shortens the duration of the LG interburst phase, which in turn
further increases the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm. Moreover, the
pyloric-timed ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition can adjust the gastric mill period over a range that is
many times larger than the pyloric period itself (Nadir et al., 1998). Thus, the frequency
of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm can be adjusted both by a direct mechanism, via
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modulation of the MCN 1 to LG excitatory synapse, or by an indirect mechanism, via
modulation of the AB to INTl inhibitory synapse.
Then, the predictions of the biophysically-detailed model were confirmed by
experiments in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999). In particular, it was shown
that the AB to INT1 synapse in the biological system is crucial for maintaining the
frequency of the natural gastric mill rhythm (Bartos et al., 1999). Moreover, the
frequency of the gastric mill rhythm becomes significantly slower when the AB to INTl
synapse is removed (Bartos et al., 1999). A computational simulation based on the
biological recordings of (Bartos eta!., 1999) is shown in Figure 1.5.
To investigate the influence of the pyloric rhythm on the frequency of the MCN 1-
elicited gastric mill rhythm in the biological system, the natural pyloric rhythm was first
turned off by injecting hyperpolarizing current into the AB neuron, thus disrupting its
activity. Then, with the pyloric rhythm disrupted in the biological system, the dynamic
clamp technique (Sharp et al., 1993a, b; Manor and Nadir, 1997) was used to create an
artificial AB-to-INTI-like synaptic current. The advantage of using this artificial current
is that its strength and timing could be readily manipulated by the investigator, which is
something that can not be done with the endogenous currents of the biological system.
Subsequently, the artificial AB-to-INTi-like synaptic current induced pyloric-timed
disinhibitions in the LG neuron, similar to those which occur with the natural AB to INTl
synapse. Moreover, a significantly slower gastric mill rhythm occurred in the absence of
the artificial pyloric-timed synapse, and, even though more vigorous stimulation of
MCN 1 elicits a faster gastric mill rhythm, the speed of the gastric mill rhythm was
always slower in the absence of the pyloric-timed synapse (Bartos et al., 1999). On the
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other hand, increasing the strength or frequency of the artificial synaptic input increased
the frequency of the gastric mill rhythm (Bartos et al., 1999). In addition, as seen in the
biophysically-detailed model, the onset of the LG burst phase remained time-locked to
the artificial pyloric-timed input, even for an increased frequency in gastric mill rhythm
(Bartos et al., 1999). Furthermore, as in the biophysically-detailed model, the artificial
pyloric-timed input adjusted the period of the gastric mill rhythm over a range many
times larger than the artificial pyloric period itself (Bartos et al., 1999). Hence, the
experimental study confirmed the predictions of the biophysically-detailed model.
1.4.2 Reduction of the Biophysically-Detailed Model
The biophysically-detailed model of (Nadir et a1., 1998) was then reduced to a 3-
dimensional mathematical model, which was used to examine the synaptic mechanisms
that give rise to the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm via a mathematical analysis
(Manor et al., 1999). INT 1 and the LG neuron were treated as passive neurons in this
reduced model; therefore, action potential generation was ignored. As a result, only the
slow envelope of network oscillations was considered in the reduced model in order to
simplify the network interactions and perform a mathematical analysis (Manor et al.,
1999). Moreover, only graded synaptic transmission was considered in the reduced
model (Manor et al., 1999). Voltage traces of INT1 and the LG neuron for the 3-
dimensional model are shown in Figure 1.6.
In the absence of the ΑB to INT1 inhibition (Figure  1 .6.Α), the frequency of the
MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm in the 3-dimensional model is dependent upon the
strength and time course of the slow excitatory input from MCN 1 to the LG neuron
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(Manor et al., 1999), as also shown in the biophysically-detailed model (Nadir et a1.,
1998). However, since INTl and LG are passive neurons in this reduced model, the
transitions between their active or inactive states occur when their membrane potentials
cross a synaptic threshold, not an intrinsic threshold. For example, when the LG neuron
enters its active state, it presynaptically inhibits MCN 1 because the LG membrane
potential crosses the synaptic threshold that activates the presynaptic inhibition. Then, in
the presence of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric
mill rhythm is increased in the 3-dimensional model (Figure 1  .6.Β), as also shown in the
biological system (Bartos et al., 1999). In particular, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition shortens
the duration of the LG interburst phase which increases the frequency of the MCN 1-
elicited gastric mill rhythm in the reduced model (Manor et al., 1999).
Subsequently, the reduced model showed that network oscillations could be
elicited in two entirely passive neurons that are connected by a graded reciprocal
inhibition and receive a periodic input (Manor et al., 1999). In particular, the periodic
inputs in the reduced model include a fast inhibitory synaptic input from the pyloric
rhythm and a slow excitatory synaptic input from MCN 1, which is converted to a
periodic input by the presynaptic inhibition.
Oesophagus
Figure 1.1 Schematic Diagram aιΡf the Crab Stomach. The four compartments of the
stomach are shown. Food enters through the Oesophagus and is stored in the Cardiac Sac.
Food chewing and the filtering of chewed food occur in the Gastric Mill and Pylorus,
respectively. The stomatogastric nervous system (SINS) controls digestion through the
stomach. The CoG, OG, and STG e ganglia within the SINS, while the dvn, lvn, and
mvn are major nerves that contract the musculature of the of the Gastric Mill and Pylorus.
Abbreviations: Ganglia - CoG, Coinmissural ganglion; OG . Oesophageal ganglion; STG,
stomatogastric ganglion. Nerves - dvn, dorsal ventricular nerve; lvn, lateral ventricular
nerve; mvn, medial ventricular nerve.
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Figure 1.2 The MCNl-Elicited Cίstric Mill Rhythm in C borealis. A, Simplified
diagram of the stomatogastric nervous system. The cell body of the projection neuron
MCNl occurs as a single copy in eaeh CoG, and each MCNl influences the gastric mill
circuit independently. MCNI projects through the ion and stn nerves into the STG, where
its axon terminals influence the gastric mill neurons INT1. LG and DG. Abbreviations:
Nerves — ion, inferior oesophageal nerve; son, superior oesophageal nerve; stn,
stomatogastric nerve. Neurons — 1NTl, interneuron 1; LG, lateral gastric neuron; DG,
dorsal gastric neuron. B, MCNl aχόn terminals provide chemical excitation (t-bars) to
the gastric mill neurons. The LG neuron presynaptically inhibits (filled circle) MCNl
within the STG and is also electrically coupled to MCNl terminals (resistor symbol).
IΝΤ 1 and LG reciprocally inhibit each other. C, Tonic stimulation of MCNl elicits a
gastric mill rhythm where the LG neuron bursts in anti-phase with iNT 1 and DG
(Adapted by permission from Mac`illan Publishers Ltd: Nature (Coleman et al.,
378:502-505, 1995), copyright (1995)). INT1 and the LG neuron burst in anti-phase due
to their reciprocal inhibition. The LG and DG neurons burst in anti-phase due to LG
presynaptic inhibition of MCNl. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: INΤ1 -46
mV; LG -58 mV; DG -64 mV.
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Figure 1.3 Biophysically-Detailed Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. A, Schematic representation of the model neurons. B, Intracellular recordings
of INTl and the LG neuron in the biological system (Adapted by permission from
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature (Coleman et al., 378:502-505, 1995), copyright
(1995)). Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: INTl -46 mV; LG -58 mV. C,
Voltage traces of INTl and the LG neuron in a simulation of the biophysically-realistic
model. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: INTl -71 mV; LG -56 mV.
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Figure 1.4 Effect of the Pyloric-Timed Inhibition from the ΑΒ Neuron to INTl. A,
ΑΒ neuron inhibition of INTl increases the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm. B, ΑΒ inhibition of INTl in turn disrupts ANTI inhibition of the LG neuron
which disinhibits the LG neuron from INTl, as seen by the subthreshold depolarizations
in the LG membrane potential. Moreover, ΑΒ inhibition of INTl triggers the onset of the
LG burst phase.
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Figure 1.5 Simulation of the MC 1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. This simulation is
based upon the intracellular biological recordings of Bartos et al., 1999. Voltage traces
for INT1, the LG neuron and the Α$ neuron are shown, and the gastric mill rhythm is not
spontaneously active in the absence of MCN1 stimulation. Most hyperpolarized
membrane potentials: INT1 -61 rn, LG -60 mV, ΑΒ -64 mV.
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Figure 1.6 Three-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
where INT1 and LG are Passive Neurons. Α, MCN1 input (s) drives the gastric mill
rhythm, where s builds up in the LO neuron during its inactive state but decays during the
active state of LG due to the presyrmptic inhibition of MCN  Ι. B, The inhibitory synaptic
input from ΑΒ to INTl increases the frequency of network oscillations. C, Synaptic
transfer functions in the three-dimensional model.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPARING PROJECTION-NEURON -ELICITED AND
NEUROMODULATOR-ELICITED OSCILLATIONS IN A RHYTHMIC
NETWORK: A REDUCED MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 Introduction
Network activity is often conditional upon the presence of neuromodulators, which are
typically released as hormones or neurotransmitters of projection neurons (harder and
Thirumalai, 2002). In some cases, bath application of a neuromodulator produces the
same result as the projection neuron from which it is released (Nusbaum et al., 2001).
However, this is generally not the case since bath application of a neuromodulator does
not account for the often complex synaptic interactions between a projection neuron and
its target network (Nusbaum and Beenhakker, 2002).
This dissertation uses the gastric mill rhythm of the crab, Cancer borealis, to
investigate these issues. The gastric mill rhythm is generally not spontaneously active,
but tonic stimulation of the projection neuron MCN1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm in vitro
(Coleman et al., 1995). Both excitatory synaptic input from MCN 1 axon terminals within
the STG plus presynaptic inhibition of these terminals by the LG neuron are believed to
be necessary for generating a gastric mill rhythm (Coleman et al., 1995). However,
recent experiments showed that bath application of the neuromodulator pyrokinin (PK) to
the isolated STG elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN 1
participation (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004). Thus, PK relies on distinct network
components to elicit a gastric mill rhythm (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). In addition,
MCN 1 does not release PK, and no combination of MCN 1 co-transmitters elicits a gastric
mill rhythm upon bath application to the STG (Wood et a1., 2000). Moreover, PK is the
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first known neuromodulator to elicit a gastric mill rhythm when bath applied to the STG.
Yet, the mechanism by which PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm is unknown.
This dissertation uses mathematical modeling to propose three potential
mechanisms by which PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-
elicited rhythm. First, a reduced 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm is developed which is based upon the 3-dimensional model of Manor et al.,
(1999). The 3-dimensional model is a reduction of a more biophysically-detailed model
(Nadir et al., 1998), and it was used to investigate, via a mathematical analysis, the
synaptic mechanisms that underlie the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm. A later study
proved the existence and stability of periodic oscillations in the mathematical model and
computed their frequency (Ambrosio-Mouser et al., 2006). Now, this dissertation
reduces the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999) down to 2 dimensions, where
both state variables are directly involved in generating network oscillations. As a result,
the network dynamics of the 2-dimensional model are readily examined via a phase-plane
analysis. Next, three types of ionic currents, which may be potentially activated by PK in
the gastric mill neurons, are proposed which allow for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm
that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Then, after generalizing the MCN 1- and
PK-elicited rhythms into a single 2-dimensional model, geometrical properties are used to
compute bounds on the gastric mill period to account for the cycle-to-cycle variability
induced by a synaptic input from the pyloric circuit.
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Three-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
First, the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999), that was introduced in the
previous chapter, is described in more detail. The MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is
shaped by the reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron. As most synapses
in the STG have a large graded component (Graubard et al., 1980), INT1 and the LG
neuron operate with graded synaptic transmission in the 3-dimensional model of the
MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm (Manor et al., 1999). Moreover, INΤ 1 and LG are
treated as passive neurons in the 3-dimensional model. In particular, they do not include
voltage-gated ionic currents so that action potential generation in them can be ignored.
As a result, only the slow envelope of network oscillations was considered by (Manor et
al., 1999) in order to simplify the network interactions and perform a mathematical
analysis.
The state variables of the 3-dimensional model are designated by VI (VH in
(Manor et al., 1999)), VL and s which represent, respectively, the membrane potential of
INT 1, the membrane potential of the LG neuron, and the slow, excitatory synaptic input
from MCN 1 to the LG neuron. This model is governed by the set of coupled ordinary
differential equations given by
	C ,1 cIt
	gLeak,/ ( ν1 — ΕLeak,') gL—i1 mL->1 ('Ί) (ν1 — ΕL—ι/ ) g11)(t) (V, — Ε) (2.1)
	dt	 , ,	 -
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CL diν = - gLeak,L (VL  	(2.2)Τ	
ιLL 	11 1	 ζ
ι VL C V pre
VL > V
 pre
(2.3)
whose derivation is explained in detail in (Manor et al., 1999). The parameters C, and CL
represent the membrane capacitance of INΤI and of the LG neuron, respectively, and are
set to 1 for simplicity. The terms ILeak,τ and ILeak,L in Equations (2.1) and (2.2),
respectively, model the leak current in each neuron. In particular, the parameters gLeak,l
and ΕLeak,l represent the conductance and reversal potential, respectively, of the leak
current in INT1, while gLeak,L and ELeak,L represent the same quantities for the leak current
in the LG neuron. In the absence of projection neuron input in the biological system,
INTl remains active and exhibits a high membrane potential while the LG neuron
remains inactive and exhibits a low membrane potential (Bartos et al., 1999). This
asymmetry between INTl and the LG neuron is modeled by assigning a high value to
ELeak,l and a low value to ELeak,L (see Table 2.1).
The terms IL-^1 and I14L in Equations (2.1) and (2.2), respectively, model the
reciprocally inhibitory synapses between INTI and the LG neuron (inset of Figure 2.1).
In particular, the parameters gL,, and EL_, in Equation (2.1) represent the maximal
conductance and reversal potential, respectively, of the inhibitory synapse from the LG
neuron to TNT 1, while g,, L and Ε,, L in Equation (2.2) represent the same quantities for
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the INT1 to LG synapse. Moreover, these reciprocally inhibitory synapses are controlled
by the synaptic gating functions mL,, (VL ) and m,,L (V,) , which depend only on the
membrane potential of the presynaptic neuron and are modeled by the sigmoidal
functions
mL' ( VL ) = 1 + exp ((νL, ι — VL )/k' ,)
m'L (ν) =
1 + exp ((ν1-,ι — ν1 )/k' )
The parameters VL _+, and kL,, in Equation (2.4) specify the synaptic inflection point
voltage and steepness, respectively, of the sigmoid that gates the LG to INT1 synapse.
Similarly, V,^ L and k,,L of Equation (2.5) specify the same quantities for the sigmoid
that gates the INT1 to LG synapse. It is noted that Equations (2.4) and (2.5) are obtained
from
1
1 (2.4)
(2.5)
τ (Vpre )
 dmpre^p0st
 =
	 (^m 	 )/Υ1 ρre—ιριιχι 	] 	 φ ρre,ρπαt 	 pre — m pre—, post , (2.6)
where pre and post designate the pre- and postsynaptic neuron, by setting the time
constant m pσaι ίν„γρ )= 0, so that the sigmoids which gate the reciprocally inhibitorypre— 
synapses act instantaneously and depend only on the presynaptic membrane potential.
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The term Ιρ in Equation (2.1) is modeled as a synaptic input that represents the
local inhibitory synapse from the pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (the AB neuron) to
TNT 1. The parameters gρ and Ερ represent its maximal conductance and reversal
potential, respectively. In the biological system, the frequency of the pyloric rhythm
(-1Hz) is much faster than that of the gastric mill rhythm (-10 Hz) (Bartos et al., 1999).
Therefore, in the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999), P(t), within the Ιρ term of
Equation (2.1), is modeled a fast, periodic forcing function that oscillates in [0,1]. In
particular, P(t) is modeled by the half-sine function
Π (t) = sin
Γ π mod ( t, per)
dur
H (dur — mod (t, per)) ,	 (2.7)
where the parameters per and dur represent its period and duty cycle, while mod() and
H() designate modulo and Heaviside functions, respectively.
The term I S in Equation (2.2) models the slow, excitatory synaptic input from the
axon of MCN 1 to the LG neuron. The parameters gs and Ε represent its maximal
conductance and reversal potential, respectively. This slow synaptic input is gated by the
membrane potential of the LG neuron (VL) via presynaptic inhibition of MCNI (Manor et
al., 1999), and the dynamics of this input are modeled by Equation (2.3). In particular,
MCN 1 excitation (s) builds up in the LG neuron with time constant τLΟ when VL is
mn
below the synaptic threshold voltage Vpre for presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1. As a
result, the buildup of s in the LG neuron causes VL to slowly rise (see Figure 1.6 of the
previous chapter). When VL exceeds Vprei s decays in the LG neuron with time constant
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, due to presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1, which causes VL to slowly fall (see Figure
1.6). It is noted that TLo , ΤN, mεn1 , and Vpre are designated by ιr, Tf, and VT in (Manor et al.,
1999).
In the biological system, the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
is controlled by the excitatory synapse from MCN 1 to the LG neuron which acts on a
slower time scale than that of all other synapses in the network (Coleman et al., 1995).
As a result, the time constants TLOmη1 and ΤHIm,η1 in Equation (2.3) are assigned with large
values to model the slow synaptic time scale of the MCN1 to LG synapse. This slow
time scale is revealed by rewriting Equation (2.3) in the form
ds 	 Η(Vpre —VL )—S
dt —=Tm + (Τ10  — ΤΗ'  ) Η ( 11 pre — ΥL )
H(Vpre _VL )_S
\‚ 1+(f_1)H(Vpre — VL) 2
,	 (2.8)
1 Z
where 0 < ε = 	 << 1 and τ =  LOmcn 1 . As a result, since ε is small, the state variable s
ΤΗÍmέn1 	 τ['mcn1
in Equation (2.3) evolves much more slowly than the other state variables and controls
the frequency of network oscillations (see Figure 1.6).
2.2.2 Reduction to a 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
While INTl is only influenced by synaptic inputs that occur on a fast time scale, the LG
neuron, on the other hand, is influenced by the slow excitatory synapse from MCN 1 (see
Figure 1.6). This difference in synaptic time scales can be exploited to reduce the 3-
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dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999) down to 2 dimensions involving the state
variables VL and s. In particular, the membrane potential of TNT! (V') can be assumed to
adjust instantaneously to its steady for each value of VL and s, since INT1 is only
influenced by fast synaptic inputs. Thus, dividing through Equation (2.1) by the leak
conductance gLeak,f gives
τ, dV, = _(Τ' ΕLeak,l) gL^l  mL—,,( ν')(νΙ — ΕL—ι1) _  gΡ  Ρ (t)(1, —Ερ ), (2.9)dt
where τ, = CI is the membrane time constant of TNT 1. Then, setting Ti = 0 sets the
gLeak,1
left hand side of Equation (2.9) to zero and allows for an explicit solution of the INT1
membrane potential given by
= υ ^ Ρ t = gLeak,) ΕLeak,l +
 g'' mL—ι1 ( VL) ΕL—ι1 + gΡΡ (t) ΕΡ 
(^ ()) ^- 	 m 	 ν + g Ρ ( tgLeak,/ gL^l ^—ι/ ( ^) 	 Ρ ` )
(2.10)
As a result, V1 is now expressed in terms of the state variable VL and the periodic forcing
function P(t), which models the fast inhibition of INTl by the pyloric circuit (inset of
Figure 2.1). However, in the biological system, this pyloric inhibition of INΤ 1 does not
affect the gastric mill rhythm during the active state of the LG neuron (Bartos et al.,
1999). This biological fact is incorporated into the model by making the pyloric forcing
function dependent upon the membrane potential of LG as well
gLeak , / 	 gLeak,!
V ) 	q L _ 1 + exp (νL — ν9 )/kq1 (2.12)
Ρ(t,VL )=Ρ ( t) q (VL ) .
In particular, P(t) is the same periodic forcing function of Equation (2.7) while q(VL) is a
decreasing sigmoid of VL given by
where the parameters Vq and kq represent its inflection point voltage and steepness,
respectively. Thus, the pyloric inhibition term of Equation (2.11) now only affects the
gastric mill rhythm during the inactive state of the LG neuron (see Results).
Subsequently, after replacing P(t) with the P(t, Υ1) term of Equation (2.11), the
expression for the membrane potential of INTl in Equation (2.10) becomes
V, = u (VL ; P(t, VL )) . Then, substitution of this VI expression into the m,,L (V,) term of
Equation (2.2) gives a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
dVL 	
gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L) gl--ιLml L (υ (VL; ρ(t,VL)))(νL — Ε/-4L )di 
ι Leak,L
— gss(ΥL — ES)
ι,
(2.13)
ds
dt
VL  V pre
VL > V pre
(2.14)
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Thus, the dynamics of INTl have been absorbed into the dynamics of the state variable
VL (Figure 2.1). As a result, the effects of the fast inhibitory synapses that influence INTl
are absorbed into the INTl to LG synapse, as indicated by the m,^ L (υ (V, ; P)) term of
Equation (2.13) (see also Figure 2.1). It is also noted that the membrane capacitance CL
= 1 in Equation (2.13). Thus, the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et a1., 1999) has been
reduced to 2 dimensions where both state variables are directly involved in generating
network oscillations. This allows for a complete examination of the network dynamics of
the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm via a phase-plane analysis in the VL-s plane.
Next, the phase-plane geometry of the 2-dimensional model is examined. First,
the VL- and s-nullclines are computed, which designate the curves in the VL-s phase plane
where dVVdt = 0 and ds/dt = 0, respectively. Physiologically, the VL-nullcline specifies
the value to which VL would settle for a given value of s, the excitation from MCN 1.
Similarly, the s-nullcline specifies the steady-state value of s for a given value of VL . The
VL-nullcline is computed by setting dVddt = 0 in Equation (2.13) and solving for s.
However, it is noted that the 2-dimensional model is non-autonomous due to the pyloric
forcing term P(t, VL) of Equation (2.13). This allows a family of VL-nullclines to exist in
the phase plane. In particular, a one-parameter family of V L-nullclines indexed by the
values p in [0,1] of P(t, V') exists in the VL-s phase plane as given by
(Υ 	=
 gLeak,L (vL — ELeak,L) +g1 ->Lm1 -+L (u(VL;p))(VL Ε1—ιL) 
;ρ)
gS(VL ES)
(2.15)
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Equation (2.15) describes a cubic VL-nullcline for a given value of p, where the extreme
values p = 0 (p = 1) correspond to the unforced (maximally forced) system. The s-
nullcline, on the other hand, is computed by setting ds/dt = 0 in Equation (2.14) and
solving for s to obtain the step function
s =
'0, 	 VL < Vpre
1 , 	 Y / > V pre
(2.16)
In the unforced system, where p = 0 in Equation (2.15), a single cubic VL-
nullcline exists in the phase plane, given by s(VL; 0). Equivalently, this corresponds to
when P(t, VL) = 0 in Equation (2.13), so that the 2-dimensional system becomes
autonomous and only one VL-nullcline exists in the phase plane. Within the VL-s phase
plane, dV/dt > 0 (< 0) above (below) the VL-nullcline while ds/dt > 0 (< 0) below
(above) the s-nullcline. Therefore, the outer branches of the cubic VL-nullcline are stable
(attracting) while its middle branch is unstable (repelling). In addition, the VL- and s-
nullclines intersect along the unstable middle branch of the cubic, which allows the
system to exhibit oscillations (Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1998). Furthermore, the time
constants of MCN 1 excitation (TLo  , T»') are chosen to be large in order to put the
system in a relaxation regime. As a result, the periodic orbit in the VL-s phase plane
consists of two fast and two slow portions (Figure 2.1.C.1), in which the slow portions
track the outer branches of the cubic to which they are strongly attracted by the fast
horizontal flow. Furthermore, the periodic orbit in the VL-s phase plane describes the
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oscillation in the LG membrane potential (Figure 2.1.C.2) during the gastric mill rhythm
(see Results).
In the forced system, where 0 <_ p <_ 1 in Equation (2.15), a family of cubic VL-
nullclines exists in the phase plane. Two members of this family are shown in Figure
2.1.D.1. In particular, the higher cubic occurs when p = 0 and corresponds to the
unforced system of Figure 2.1.C.1, while the lower cubic occurs when p = 1 and
corresponds to the maximally forced system at the peak of the pyloric forcing. Thus, the
pyloric forcing term shifts the VL-nullcline as p varies in [0,1], which causes the
trajectory to shift back and forth between the higher and lower cubics (Figure 2.1.D.1).
The transitions between cubics are impulsive since the pyloric peak is small compared to
the pyloric period. Thus, when p= 0 in Equation (2.15), the trajectory in the VL-s phase
plane tracks the higher (unforced) cubic (Figure 2.1.D.1), then shifts through a family of
lower cubics for nonzero values of p and touches the lowest (maximally forced) cubic at
p = 1 (Figure 2.1.D.1). Physiologically, the pyloric forcing term models the effect of the
inhibitory synapse from the pyloric circuit to INT 1 (inset of Figure 2.1) on the network
dynamics of the gastric mill rhythm. In particular, the pyloric inhibition of INTl in turn
weakens the INΤ 1 to LG inhibition (inset of Figure 2.1), which effectively "disinhibits"
the LG neuron from INTi, as illustrated by the periodic subthreshold depolarizations in
the membrane potential of LG (Figure 2.1.D.2) (see Results). Moreover, as modeled by
Equation (2.11), the pyloric forcing only affects the inactive state of the LG neuron and
therefore only shifts the left branch of the VL-nullcline. The right branch of the VL
-nullcline, which corresponds to the active state of the LG neuron, remains stationary
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since the effect of the pyloric forcing is not effectively transmitted through the INTl to
LG synapse during the active state of the LG neuron (see Results).
The simulations in Figure 2.1 were performed with the parameter values given in
Table 2.1. The unforced system (Figures 2.1.Α, 2.1.C.1, 2.1.C.2) was simulated by
setting the maximal conductance gP = 0 . The software XPPAUT (Ermentrout, 2002)
was used to perform the numerical simulations in this chapter.
2.2.3 Building a 2-Dimensional Model of the Pyrokinin-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
The 2-dimenisonal model of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm given by Equations (2.13) and
(2.14) is now used to investigate how the neuropeptide pyrokinin (PK) can elicit a similar
gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN 1 participation. First, the slow, excitatory
input from MCN 1 is removed from the model by setting its conductance g. = 0 on the
right hand side of Equation (2.13) to get
dVL _
	(171, Ε) 	 m 	 t,V 	 Ελt 	 gLeak,L 	 Leak,L 	 (u (171;g1—ι^Ι>Ι_ 	 Ρ(	 L )))( Ι. 	 /--ι^)
(^
1ιε141 	 1ι-01
(2.17)
In the absence of MCN 1 input in the biological system, the LG neuron remains
inactive as it is strongly inhibited by INTl (Bartos et a1., 1999). Therefore, the reciprocal
inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron is asymmetric, and the model gastric mill
rhythm is not spontaneously active in the absence of MCN 1 input (see Figure 2.2), as
also occurs in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999). Recent experiments showed
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that bath application of PK to the isolated STG elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is very
similar to the MCN l -elicited rhythm (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004, 2005). However,
the mechanism by which PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm is unknown. This dissertation
proposes three potential mechanisms by which PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm. The
hypothesis of this work is that PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm via activation of voltage-
gated ion channels in the LG neuron to balance the asymmetry in the INΤI-LG reciprocal
inhibition. Three different types of ionic currents are proposed that, when potentially
activated by PK in the LG neuron, will elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
2.2.3.1 Introducing ιρίαί in the LG neuron. As a first proposed mechanism by which PK
elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm, a slowly-inactivating inward current is introduced
into the LG neuron given by
ΙΡιαι = gριαι αφ ( Ι L) n (VL - Εριαι) . (2.18)
The parameters g ρΡ,α, and Ep/at designate its maximal conductance and equilibrium
potential, respectively. In addition, Epiat is set above the resting potential of the LG
neuron (given by ΕLeαk,L in Equation (2.13)) to model Iplαt as an inward current. The
kinetics of activation for IP/at
daτα (ΥL ) 	 =αφ (VL )-α 	 (2.19)
dt
1
αφ (VL) 
1 + exp να -Υ)/k)'
(2.20)
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are ignored by setting the time constant τ (VL ) = 0 . Therefore, activation of 1ΡΙα' is
approximated by an instantaneous sigmoidal function of the LG membrane potential
given by
where the parameters V a and ka specify the inflection point voltage and steepness of the
sigmoid, respectively. On the other hand, inactivation of 1Ρ(αt given by
τη (VL) d ο = υ (νίηαc! — VL ) — n
dt	
1l (2.21)
is slow and follows the time constant
τ (Vι.
ιnαcι ^ 	 VL < V1',
171 > V,,, ' ,
(2.22)
Thus, the dynamics for inactivation of Ιρια/ are modeled by
1—η
dn
dt
VL ^ Vinact
Τ
—n
(2.23)
VL > V,naci
ΗΙιηαιι
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In particular, 1PΙaΙ slowly de-inactivates with time constant τ,, _ί when VL is below the
voltage threshold V l„aCI for inactivation (Figure 2.3). This allows IPlal to flow into and
depolarize the LG neuron so that VL slowly rises (see Results, Figure 2.4). When VL
exceeds Vinact, 1PΙaι inactivates with time constant Τ Η, . This restricts the flow of IΡΙa1 into
the LG neuron so that VL slowly falls (see Results, Figure 2.4). It is noted that 1Pla' in this
work is similar to the low-threshold, slowly-inactivating, Ca t+-dependent current (ICaS)
found in the medicinal leech which promotes rhythmic bursting in the reciprocally
inhibitory circuit that controls heartbeat (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1991; De Schutter et
al., 1993).
To build a 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm, Equation
(2.18) is subtracted from the right hand side of Equation (2.17), and the inactivation of
1Pla' forms the second state variable. Therefore, a 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited
gastric mill rhythm in which PK activates 'Prat in the LG neuron is given by
dVL
Ε=
	
(V Leak,L 	 (υ(^gl-^L 	 1 --^^ 	 ^^ 	 ^ 	 ^) 	 — 	 m 	 •Ρ(t,V )))(V Ε !--,L )dt 	 gLeak,L 	 ^
gρ!αιααο (VL) η (VL - Ερ!αι )
(2.24)
Ι ΡΙαι
dn
dt
1—η
ν!. [ Vinaci
ν, ￿ νίηαιι
(2.25)
—n 
ΤΗ,
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Next, the phase-plane geometry of this 2-dimensional model is examined. As in
the case of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, the periodic, pyloric-timed forcing term modeled
by P(t, VL) makes the system in Equations (2.24) and (2.25) non-autonomous so that a
family of cubic VL-nullclines, indexed by the forcing parameter values p e [0,1] , exists in
the phase plane. This family of cubics is computed by setting dV, /dt = 0 in Equation
(2.24) and solving for n to get
n(V,;p) =
gLeak,L (V  — ELeak,L)+gl--iLml ->L (u(VL;p))(VL — ΕΙ->L)
gριαι αοο (VL) (VL - Ερ!αι )
(2.26)
As in the case of the MCN1-elicited rhythm, p=0 (p=1) in the above equation
corresponds to the unforced (maximally forced) system, where the pyloric-timed forcing
indexed by p e [0,1 ] disinhibits the LG neuron from INTI. The n-nullcline is computed
by setting do/dt = 0 in Equation (2.25) to get the step function
VL < νιηαε1
VL > Vinaci
(2.27)
Simulations of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm in which 'P/at is activated in the
LG neuron are shown in Figure 2.4 (see Results). The simulations in Figure 2.4 were
performed by replacing the MCN l parameters (see Table 2.1) with the 1Ρ/αΐ parameters
(see Table 2.2). All other parameters from Table 2.1 were left unchanged for the
simulations in Figure 2.4.
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2.2.3.2 Introducing Ih in the LG neuron. Α second proposed mechanism by which PK
could elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is through a
slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current (Ih) in the LG neuron
h _ ghh (L-Εh) . (2.28)
The parameters gh and Εh designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential,
respectively. Moreover, Εh is set above the resting potential of the LG neuron to model Ih
as an inward current. However, unlike 'P/at from the previous mechanism, Ih is a non-
inactivating current; thus, the conductance of Ih operates only with activation. Moreover,
the activation of Ih is triggered by a hyperpolarization in the LG neuron (inset of Figure
2.5) and it follows a time constant. The dynamics of Ih activation are modeled by
1—h
dt 	 —h
Tm 
(2.29)
Thus, Ih activates with time constant TLOhrr when VL is below the voltage threshold Vhyp
(inset of Figure 2.5). This allows Ih to flow into and depolarize the LG neuron so that  VL
slowly rises (see Results, Figure 2.5). When VL exceeds Vhyp, Ih de-activates with time
constant ΤΗ! which restricts the flow of Ih into the LG neuron so that VL to slowly falls
dt 	gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L) g1--^L m1->L ( u (VL; ρ (t , VL ))) ίν^ — Ε1,1 )
-ghh (VL - Eh )
dVL
(2.30)
h(ρ) _ 
gLeak,L (VL — ΕL.eak,L) + ^!-^l.m/ ^ L  (u ( 171; ρ))
 ( τ — Ε/L)ι. 
gh (^ι. - Εη )
(2.32)
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(see Results Figure 2.5). In the biological system, Ιh has been characterized as a mixed
cation current that is carried by Na+ and K+ ions (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1989).
To build a 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm in which
PK induces Ιh in the LG neuron, Equation (2.28) is subtracted from the right hand side of
Equation (2.17) and the slow activation of Ιh forms the second state variable. Thus, a 2-
dimensional model of this PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is given by
dh
dt
(2.31)
Next, the phase-plane geometry of this 2-dimensional system is described. The
periodic forcing function P(t, V' ) in Equation (2.30) allows a family of cubic VL-nullclines
to exist in the VL-h phase plane. This family of cubics is computed by setting dVL /dt = 0
in Equation (2.30) and solving for h to get
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As in the previous systems, the forcing parameter p varies in [0,1] where p=0 (p=1)
again corresponds to the unforced (maximally forced) system. The h-nullcline is
computed by setting dh/dt = 0 in Equation (2.31) to get the step function
	{1 5 	 ν < νhΥΡh =
	0, 	 V^ > Vhyp
(2.33)
Simulations for this PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm, where Ih is induced in the LG
neuron, are shown in Figure 2.5 (see Results). Moreover, as the MCN 1- and PK-elicited
models are interchangeable, the simulations in Figure 2.5 are performed by replacing the
MCN 1 column of Table 2.1 with the Ih column of Table 2.2.
2.2.3.3 Introducing 'Proc + Ικ in the LG neuron. A third proposed mechanism by which
PK could elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm is by inducing two non-inactivating currents
in the LG neuron. The two currents play complementary roles in eliciting the gastric mill
rhythm. In particular, an inward current (lproc) depolarizes the LG neuron and facilitates
the transition to its active state, while an outward current (Ι κ) repolarizes the LG neuron
and facilitates the transition back to its inactive state (see Results).
The inward current (iProc), which is known as the proctolin current, was first
shown to be activated in STG neurons by the neuropeptide proctolin (Golowasch and
Marder, 1992). Many different neuropeptides have since been shown to activate a similar
proctolin-like current in STG neurons (Swensen and Marder, 2000, 2001). Accordingly,
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this work assumes that PK, being a neuropeptide, activates a proctolin-like current in the
LG neuron modeled by
proc = gprock (VL) (VL — Eproc) • 	 (2.34)
The parameters kProc and EProc designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential,
respectively, and Ερroc is set above the resting potential of the LG neuron to model 'Proc as
an inward current. However, unlike Ih which has slow kinetics and is activated by a
hyperpolarization in the LG neuron, 'proc has fast kinetics and is activated by a
depolarization in LG (Golowasch and Marder, 1992). The activation of 1Proc is
approximated by an instantaneous sigmoidal function of the LG membrane potential
given by
bφ(V)= 	1 
1±exp((vb —V)/kb )
, (2.35)
where the parameters Vi, and kb designate the infection point voltage and steepness of the
sigmoid, respectively. Physiologically, 'Proc is carried primarily by Na + ions (Golowasch
and Marder, 1992).
The second current induced by PK in the LG neuron is a slow, non-inactivating,
outward K± current
(2.36)
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The parameters gK and ΕK designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential,
respectively. In addition, ΕK is set below the resting potential of the LG neuron to model
Ικ as an outward current. The slow activation of Ικ is modeled by
dw
dt
VL < V
VL > νΚ
(2.37)   
Thus, when VL is below the voltage threshold V K, Ικ de-activates with time constant TLOx .
This restricts the flow of Ικ out of the LG neuron, which allows VL to slowly depolarize
as IProc flows into LG. In particular, activation of IProc occurs in the same voltage range
as de-activation of Ικ (inset of Figure 2.6). Then, when VL rises above VK, Ικ activates
with time constant ΤΗ'K . This allows Ικ to flow out of the LG neuron, which causes VL to
slowly fall. Physiologically, Ικ in this model is similar to the slow, non-inactivating K +
current (ΙK2) found in the medicinal leech which facilitates bursting in the reciprocally
inhibitory CPG circuit that controls heartbeat (Calabrese et a1., 1995).
To build a 2-dimensional model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm in which
PK induces both 'Proc and Ικ in the LG neuron, Equations (2.34) and (2.36) are subtracted
from Equation (2.17) and the slow activation of Ικ forms the second state variable. Thus,
a 2-dimensional model of this PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is given by
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dVL
gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L) g1->Lm1-ιL (υ (νL; Ρ (t, VL ))) (VL — ΕΙ-iL )
gprocko (J' ) ( — Eproc) gw ( — ΕΚ )
ϊρrα 	 ΙΚ 
dt (2.38)
—w
dw ZLO
di' 	1— ω
τΗ1κ
νι <_ ν
V, > νΚ 
(2.39)   
Next, in describing the phase-plane geometry of this system, the periodic forcing
function P(t, VL) in Equation (2.38) allows a family of cubic VL-nullclines to exist in the
VL-w phase plane. This family of cubics is computed by setting dVL /dt = 0 in Equation
(2.38) and solving for w to get
gLeak,L ( VL —ELeak,L)+g1^Lml-ιL (u(VL;p))(VL —ΕΙ-αL)
+ gProc
 b ο (ν ) ( Υ — EPrnc )
gκ (νί —Εκ)
w(V' ;p) = .	 (2.40)
As in the previous systems, the forcing parameter p varies in [0,1] where p=0 (p=1)
again corresponds to the unforced (maximally forced) system. However, instead of the
N-shaped cubic VL-nullclines of the previous systems, Equation (2.40) describes an
inverted N-shaped cubic for a given value of p. This is due to the fact that the slow
variable w grows during repolarization of the LG neuron (along the right branch of the
VL-nullcline) and decays during LG depolarization (along the left branch), which is the
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opposite behavior from that of the slow variable in the previous systems (see Results,
Figure 2.6). The w-nullcline is computed by setting dw/dt = 0 in Equation (2.39) to get
the step function
	{0,
	
VL G VK
ω=
	1, 	 V^ >νΚ
(2.41)
Simulations for the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm in which both 'Proc and Ικ are
induced in the LG neuron are shown in Figure 2.6 (see Results). Moreover, as the
MCN 1- and PK-elicited models are interchangeable, the simulations in Figure 2.6 are
performed by replacing the MCN 1 column of Table 2.1 with the IProc and Ικ columns of
Table 2.2.
Consequences of the ('Proc + ΙΚ) Mechanism in the LG neuron. This work also suggests
that PK is capable of eliciting a gastric mill rhythm via activation of an outward current
(Ικ) in the LG neuron. In particular, while PK activation of the inward current (iProc) in
LG is necessary for eliciting a gastric mill that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm,
IProc is not necessary for eliciting network oscillations (see Results). This result is used to
suggest that network oscillations can be elicited in an asymmetric reciprocally inhibitory
circuit via activation of an outward current (see Results). In addition, since there are no
known pharmacological blockers for IProc in the biological system, this result provides a
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way to check if the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm requires the induction of 'Proc in the
LG neuron (see Results).
In order to elicit network oscillations in the absence of PK-induced 'Proc in the LG
neuron, the 'Proc term is removed from Equation (2.38) and a nonzero value for externally
applied current to the LG neuron is included.
dVL
gl-aLm/^L (υ (νL; Ρ (t,VL)))( νL Ε/--4L )
(2.42)
ΙΕχι 	 ELeak,L)— 	 gLeak,L ( VL —
di
gΚω(Ε^ —ΕΚ)
Ικ
—w
dw
Τ'
	< ν
17 > V
(2.43)Ι τLοΚ
1— ωdi 	 Ι
τΗ1χ
The IEx/ term of the LG neuron was set to zero in the previous systems, but ΙEX' is given a
nonzero value in this system to facilitate network oscillations. Moreover, Equation (2.43)
is equivalent to Equation (2.39).
In the VL-w phase plane of the above system, the forcing function P(t, VL) again
allows for a family of cubic VL-nullclines indexed by the forcing parameter values p in
[0,1] to exist in the phase plane
[—ΙΕχι + gteak,L ( VL — ELeak,L) + g1-iL ml-iL (u ( 171; ρ))(ν11 — Ε/-α1. )]ω(k^; ρ) = 	_ 	 . (2.44)
-Ε)
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The w-nullcline is given by the same step function in Equation (2.41).
When JEXi = 0 in Equation (2.44), the VL- and w-nullclines intersect at a stable
fixed point so that network oscillations do not occur (see Results, Figure 2.7). Yet, the
VL-nullcline is still cubic in shape due to the reciprocal inhibition between ΓΝΤΙ and the
LG neuron (see Results, Figure 2.7), so the system still has the capability to exhibit
network oscillations. When external current is applied to the LG neuron, the V L- and w-
nullclines intersect along the unstable middle branch of the cubic; as a result, the system
exhibits network oscillations, where IExt =  150 μS/cm2 in Figure 2.7.Β (see Results). The
resulting network oscillations are controlled by the slow dynamics (w) of the outward
current (Ικ) which is induced by PK in the LG neuron (see Results, Figure 2.7).
Moreover, since the gastric mill rhythm which is elicited in the absence of 'Proc is
different from the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, Figure 2.7 suggests that induction of both 'Proc
and Ικ in the LG neuron is necessary for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar
to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (see Results).
Table 2.1 Parameters Used to Model the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm.
ΙΝΤ1 Pyloric LG MCN1
gLeak,l = 0.75 mS/cm2 gP = 0.85 mS / cm 2 gLeak,L = 1 mS/cm2 gs = 3 mS / cm 2
ΕLeak, 1 = 10 mV Ε = -60 mV ELeak,L= -60 mV Ε = 50 mV
= 2 mS /cm 2 per = 1 sec g 	 = 5 mS /cm 2 νρΥe = -33 mV
Ε1 , = —80 mV dur = 0.5 Ε,1 = —80 mV τ10 	=14 sec 
= —30 mV Vq = -35 mV V11 = —30 mV TH!,, ' ,, 	 = 5 sec
kL_,,=5mV kq=3sec k,->L = 5mV
Table 2.2 Parameters Used For Each of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms
IPlat Ι, 'Proc ΙΚ
gρ,α1 = 6 mS/cm2 gh = 3 mS/cm 2 gproc. = 12 mS/cm 2 gK = 4 mS/cm 2
Ερ!αι = 20 mV Eh = 30 mV Eproc = 12 mV ΕΚ = -80 mV
να = -40 m V νbυρ = -33 m V νb = -20 m νΚ = -33 m
ka = Ι7m TLo	=10.5 sechyp kb τ%^ 	 =3.5 sec
V naci = -33 mV τ,,,^ρ = 6 sec T»' 	= 5.5 sec
τLΟ 	= 5 sec
,ηυ
THuinac' = 4 sec
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Each PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is run by replacing the MCN 1 parameters (see Table
2.1) with the appropriate PK-induced current(s) (see Table 2.2).
2.2.4 Generalization to a Single 2-Dimensional Model
Next, the individual 2-dimensional models that govern the MCN 1-elicited and PK-
elicited gastric mill rhythms are generalized into a single 2-dimensional model. In
particular, instead of relying on the specific properties induced by MCN1 or PK, the
generalized model is described by the common geometrical properties shared within the
phase planes of the individual 2-dimensional models. The generalized model is given by
dVL (2.45)f (νΙ Υ;Ρ)dt
1- y
VL [ ν thresh
dy _
di
Η
 (Vlhresh — VL) TLo
_y (2.46)ΤΗ! + (TLO — ΤΗ'
 ) Η (V thresh — VL )
VL > V thresh
ΤΗ! '
where the state variable y designates the slow variable of the individual MCN 1, I ρό , Ih , or
IProc + Iκ systems. In particular, the slow variable of the general model is such that y = s,
n, h, or 1-w of Equations (2.14), (2.25), (2.31), or (2.39), respectively (see also Results,
Figure 2.9). Moreover, the right hand side of Equation (2.45) is such that
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f (ΥL , y ; Ρ) = _gLakL (ΥL _ ΕLeakL ) _ L mιL (υ(νL ;Ρ))(VL _ ΕΙL )
1 1.14ι 	 Ιι 1
— I Osc
(2.47)
where Ρ = P(t, VL) and
lose _ gss (νL  ΕS )
Ρ!α1 αyο (VL) (VL — ΕΡ!α1 )
\ 	 J
Ι ΡΙΑΙ
(2.48)
ghh(VL — Eh)
Ι 6
gProcbφ (VL) (ν — EProc) + gΚ ω (VL — ΕΚ )
of the individual MCN1, IPlat, Ih, or IΡτοc + Iκ systems, respectively.
The behavior of the generalized model in Equations (2.45) and (2.46) can be
largely determined by its geometrical properties in the phase plane. These geometrical
properties are shared with a broader class of equations that describe 2-dimensional
relaxation oscillators with fast periodic inputs. Moreover, with the 2-dimensional model
described in this broader context, geometrical singular perturbation theory (Mishchenko
and Rozov, 1980) can be used to track the trajectory of the generalized system in the V L y
phase plane. This trajectory in the VL
 y phase plane involves distinct time scales. In
particular, the dynamics of the slow variable (y) are dominant along the stable outer
branches of the cubic VL-nullcline; therefore, the trajectory evolves slowly along the outer
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branches of the cubic. In contrast, the dynamics of the fast variable are dominant during
the transitions between the outer branches of the VL-nullcline so that the trajectory is
much faster during these transitions (see also Figure 2.9). The difference in time scales is
revealed in the model by factoring out the common time constant ΤΗ! in Equation (2.46) to
give what is called the fast system
dVL  = f (V , y;P)
di
(2.49)
Η ( Vthresh — Υ L) — 
1 + ZLO  -1 Η (Vthresh — VL )
\ \ τω /
	J
1 - y
 	 VL 	 Vthresh
= ε τ
Υ , 	VL > Vthresh
(2.50)
where ε = 1 « 1 is a small positive parameter and f = DLO is the ratio of time
τ11	 τΗΙ
constants. Rescaling time in the fast system by ξ = εt gives what is called the slow
system
ε d^
` 
= f (V1.,y;P) (2.51)
1 —y
dy 	 ' 	 VL < Vthreshdξ = τ
Υ 	 VL ￿ ^ thresh
(2.52)
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Both systems are equivalent in describing the dynamics of network oscillations as long as
the parameter ε Ο. However, as ε —. 0, each system approaches a distinct singular limit
that controls a different part of the trajectory. In particular, setting ε = 0 in Equation
(2.50) gives the singular fast system
dvL = f (VL ,y;Ρ)dt (2.53)
dy 
=0,
di'
(2.54)
which governs the fast transitions between the stable outer branches of the cubic VL
-nullcline. These transitions occur instantaneously with respect to the slow time scale ξ,
and each is a solution of Equation (2.53) where y and Ρ act as parameters. In contrast,
setting ε = 0 in Equation (2.51) gives the singular slow system
0= f(ν , y; Ρ) (2.55)
d {1— Υ νdξ 	 τ
—Υ,
VL ^ V thresh
VL > Vthresh
(2.56)
where Equation (2.55) restricts the trajectory to lie strictly on the cubic V L-nullcline and
Equation (2.56) governs the slow evolution of the trajectory on the cubic. Moreover,
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although the pyloric-timed forcing (P) causes the left branch of the cubic to move,
Equation (2.55) still requires the trajectory to remain on the moving cubic.
Α singular orbit is constructed by pasting together the individual solutions of the
singular fast system and singular slow system. When ε > 0 is small, the non-singular
trajectory described by Equations (2.51) and (2.52) becomes 0(ε) close (as ε --i 0) to the
singular orbit (Mishchenko and Rozov, 1980). Therefore, the simplified properties of the
singular orbit can be utilized for tracking the trajectory of the generalized 2-dimensional
system in Equations (2.51) and (2.52) and for calculating bounds on gastric mill period
(see Results).
2.3 Results
The 2-dimensional models that were developed in Methods are used to investigate how
the neuromodulator PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. The state variables of each 2-dimensional model are directly involved in
generating network oscillations, so the dynamics of each network model are fully
described via a phase-plane analysis. First, the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited
gastric mill rhythm are described. Next, three different mechanisms are proposed by
which the neuromodulator PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Each mechanism involves PK-activation of voltage-gated ionic
currents in the LG neuron. Then, the individual models of the MCN 1-elicited and PK-
elicited gastric mill rhythms are generalized into a single 2-dimensional model that is
used to compute bounds on the gastric mill period. These bounds account for the
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variability in the gastric mill period of the biological system due to a local synaptic input
from the pyloric circuit.
2.3.1 Investigating the Network Dynamics of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
The MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is described by the 2-dimensional model in
Equations (2.13) and (2.14) (see Methods). The state variable s describes the slow,
presynaptically-gated excitation from MCN 1 to the LG neuron, and s drives the network
oscillations in this system (Figure 2.1). Moreover, the time constants of s in Equation
(2.14) are chosen to be large so that the system operates in a relaxation regime (see
Methods). In the VL-s phase plane, the left branch of the VL-nullcline corresponds to the
inactive state of the LG neuron, while the right branch corresponds to the active state of
LG. Physiologically, during its inactive state the LG neuron is inhibited by INTl and it
receives a slow modulatory excitation (s) from MCN 1. On the other hand, when the LG
neuron is active, it inhibits INTl and presynaptically inhibits MCN 1.
The forcing function P(t, V1) in Equation (2.13) makes the 2-dimensional system
non-autonomous so that a family of cubic VL-nullclines exists in the phase plane. This
family of cubics is modeled by Equation (2.15), while the s-nullcline is modeled by
Equation (2.16) (see Methods). Physiologically, the P(t, V4) forcing function describes
the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition of the biological system, where the ΑΒ neuron is the
pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (see Methods).
First, the unforced MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is examined, which
corresponds to when the forcing function P(t, Vi) = 0 in Equation (2.13). The 2-
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dimensional model is autonomous in the absence of this forcing function so that a single
cubic VL-nullcline, given by s(VL; 0) in Equation (2.15), exists in the phase plane (see
Methods). The network dynamics of the unforced MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm are
described using the geometrical properties in the V L-s phase plane (Figure 2.1.C.1). In
particular, during the inactive state of the LG neuron, where it is inhibited by TNT 1, the
slow modulatory excitation from MCN 1 (s), slowly builds up in the LG neuron. As a
result, a phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the cubic VL-nullcline from point
1 to point 2 as s builds up in LG (Figure 2.1.C.1). Moreover, this slow buildup of s
excitation causes the LG membrane potential, modeled by the state variable VL , to slowly
rise (Figure 2.1.C.2). When the phase point reaches the left knee of the cubic at the point
2 (Figure 2.1.C.1), it becomes unstable and undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation. As a
result, the phase point jumps to the stable right branch of the cubic at the point 3 (Figure
2.1.C.1), since dVVdt > 0 above the VL-nullcline (see Methods). Physiologically, this
jump corresponds to when enough MCNI excitation builds up in the LG neuron to allow
it to overcome its inhibition by INTl. As a result, the LG neuron jumps into its active
state on the right branch of the cubic, where it inhibits INT1 and presynaptically inhibits
MCN 1. The presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 causes s to slowly decay in the LG neuron
so that the phase point slowly falls down the right branch of the cubic, which causes VL to
slowly fall toward its resting potential (Figure 2.1.C.2). When the phase point reaches
the right knee of the cubic at the point 4 (Figure 2.1.C.1), it becomes unstable and
undergoes another saddle-node bifurcation. As a result, the phase point jumps back to the
stable left branch of the cubic at the point 1 (Figure 2.1.C.1), since dVjdt < 0 below the
VL-nullcline (see Methods). Physiologically, this jump corresponds to when VL falls
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enough to allow the graded inhibition from INT 1 to push the LG neuron back down into
its inactive state, which in turn removes the LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1. Then,
the cycle begins again as the phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the cubic
and s slowly builds up in the LG neuron. Thus, the periodic orbit in the V L-s phase plane,
which consists of two fast and two slow portions, describes the network dynamics that
underlie oscillations in the LG neuron during the gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the
pyloric input (Figure 2.1.C).
Next, the forced MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is examined in which
0 <_ P (t, ν) <_ 1 in Equation (2.13). This forcing function allows a family of cubic V L -
nullclines to exist in the phase plane (see Methods). Two members of this family which
correspond to the extreme values of p = 0 and p = 1 in Equation (2.15) are shown in
Figure 2.1.D.1. In particular, the higher (unforced) cubic occurs when p = 0 and
corresponds to the unforced system of Figure 2.1.C.1, while the lower (maximally forced)
cubic occurs when p = 1 and corresponds to the maximally forced system at the peak of
the pyloric-timed synaptic input (see Methods). Thus, during the inactive state of the LG
neuron where s slowly builds up in LG, the phase point slowly climbs up the left branch
of the VL-nullcline as it is bounced back and forth between the unforced and maximally
forced cubics (Figure 2.1.D.1). In particular, each pyloric peak (shown in Figure 2.1.D.2)
shifts the unforced cubic down to the maximally forced cubic. In addition, the fast,
pyloric-timed transitions between left branches of the VL-nullcline correspond to the
small-amplitude depolarizations in VL
 during the inactive state of the LG neuron (Figure
2.1.D.2). In particular, the pyloric-timed ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition interrupts the INT1 to
LG inhibition in turn (inset of Figure 2.1), which effectively disinhibits the LG neuron
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from INTl and causes the small pyloric-timed depolarizations in V L . When the phase
point reaches the level of the lower left knee, the next forcing peak shifts the cubic below
the phase point and initiates the jump to the stable right branch at the point 2 (Figure
2.1.D.1), since dVVdt > 0 above the VL-nullcline (see Methods). Thus, in the presence of
the pyloric-timed forcing, the jump to the right branch occurs below the higher left knee
of the unforced cubic, so less MCN1 excitation is required to build up in the LG neuron
before it jumps into its active state.
During the active state of the LG neuron, the phase point slowly falls down the
right branch of the cubic as s slowly decays in LG due to its presynaptic inhibition of
MCN1; as a result, VL slowly falls toward its resting potential (Figure 2.1.D.2). There is
only one right branch of the VL-nullcline since the pyloric forcing term P(t, V') described
by Equation (2.11) does not affect the active state of the LG neuron (see Methods). In
particular, when the active LG neuron inhibits INΤ 1, the reverse INΤ 1 to LG inhibition
becomes very weak (inset of Figure 2.1); therefore, the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INΤ 1
inhibition is not effectively transmitted through the weakened synapse and does not affect
the active state of the LG neuron, as described in the biological system (Bartos et al.,
1999). When the phase point reaches the right knee of the cubic at the point 4, it
becomes unstable and undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation, where it jumps back to the
point 1 on the stable left branch (Figure 2.1.D.1). This jump corresponds to when the LG
neuron falls back into its inactive state, which removes the presynaptic inhibition of
MCN1. Then, the cycle begins again as the phase point slowly climbs up the left branch.
Hence, in the forced system, the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline is
initiated by a pyloric forcing peak. Physiologically, this means that the onset of the LG
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burst phase is triggered by the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition (Figure 2.1.D.2). In addition, the
effect of the pyloric forcing shortens the duration on the left branch on the VL-nullcline as
the jump occurs below the higher left knee of the unforced cubic. This in turn shortens
the duration on the right branch since the jump from the point 2 to the point 3 occurs at a
lower value of s than in the unforced system (Figure 2.1.D). Therefore, the ΑΒ to INTI
inhibition also increases the frequency of network oscillations in the gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 2.1.D).
In the absence of MCN 1 input, the LG neuron remains in its inactive state so that
the gastric mill rhythm is not spontaneously active (Figure 2.2). In particular, setting the
conductance of the MCN 1 input g S. = 0 in Equation (2.15) makes the cubic VL-nullcline a
straight line (Figure 2.2.Α). Specifically, the s-value of the cubic V L-nullcline blows up
when g -i 0 in Equation (2.15). The resulting VL-nullcline in Figure 2.2.Α is attracting
so that dVL /dt > 0 (<0) to the left (right) of the VL-nullcline (see Methods). In
particular, the VL-nullcline in Figure 2.2.Α corresponds to the stable left branch of the
cubic in Figure 2.1 after the s-value of the cubic blows up when gs -> 0 in Equation
(2.15). Thus, in the absence of MCN 1 input, the VL- and s-nullclines intersect at a stable
fixed point to which the trajectory settles. Two VL-nullclines are shown in Figure 2.Α to
illustrate the unforced (p = 0) and maximally forced (p = 1) systems due to the pyloric-
timed forcing, which still underlies the subthreshold depolarizations in the LG neuron
(Figure 2.2.Β). Physiologically, Figure 2.2 illustrates that the gastric mill rhythm is not
spontaneously active without synaptic input from the projection neuron MCNl (s) to
balance the asymmetry in the INTl-LG reciprocal inhibition. In particular, the LG
neuron remains in its inactive state, where it is inhibited by INΤ 1, in the absence of
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MCN1 input. This corresponds to the biological system, where the gastric mill rhythm is
not spontaneously active before MCN l stimulation (Bartos et al., 1999) (see also Figure
1.5).
2.3.2 Proposed Mechanisms by Which Pyrokinin (PK) Elicits a Similar Gastric
Mill Rhythm
Next, the gastric mill rhythm elicited by the neuropeptide pyrokinin (PK) is investigated.
Recent experiments showed that bath application of PK to the isolated STG elicits a
similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN 1 participation (Hertzberg and
Nusbaum, 2004, 2005). This result is surprising because PK is not released by MCN1,
which releases only GAGA, proctolin, and CabTRP Ia as its co-transmitters (Blitz et a1.,
1999). Moreover, no combination of the MCN 1 co-transmitters elicits a gastric mill
rhythm when bath applied to the isolated STG (Wood et al., 2000). Thus, PK relies on
distinct network properties to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm (Hertzberg and
Nusbaum, 2005). However, although PK boosts the activity of gastric mill neurons in
vitro, the mechanism by which it elicits a gastric mill rhythm is unknown.
This work develops a 2-dimensional model to investigate how PK can elicit a
gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (see Methods). Three
different mechanisms are proposed by which PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm
via activation of voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron to balance the asymmetry
in the INΤ 1-LG reciprocal inhibition. The proposed PK-induced currents in the LG
neuron include: 1 a slowly inactivating inward current (ΙPιat), 2 a slow, hyperpolarization-
activated inward current (ib), 3 a fast, non-inactivating inward current (Ι Proc) plus a slow
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non-inactivating outward current (I κ). When induced by PK in the LG neuron, each of
the above mechanisms is shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
2.3.2.1 PK Induction of Ιριαt in the LG Neuron Elicits a Similar Gastric Mill Rhythm.
First, PK induction of IPηαt (a slowly-inactivating inward current) in the LG neuron is
shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. IPIαt has
both a fast activation plus a slow inactivation (see Methods, Equation (2.18)); thus, IPlat is
a current with regenerative properties that elicits network oscillations when induced in
the LG neuron. However, unlike the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm which is driven
by the slow excitation from MCN 1 to LG plus the presynaptic inhibition from LG back to
MCN 1, the gastric mill rhythm elicited by PK-induction of IPΙat is instead controlled by
the activation and inactivation Of IP'αt in the LG neuron (Figure 2.3).
The gastric mill rhythm elicited by PK-induction of IPΙat in the LG neuron is
governed by the 2-dimensional model in Equations (2.24) and (2.25) (see Methods). The
dynamics of this gastric mill rhythm are driven by the slow inactivation (n) of IPjat, and
the geometrical properties in the VL-n phase plane are used to describe the network
oscillations (Figure 2.4). As in the MCN1-elicited rhythm, a family of N-shaped cubic
VL-nullclines exists in the VL-n phase plane due to the pyloric-timed input, and this family
of cubics is expressed by Equation (2.26) (see Methods). Moreover, as in the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm, dVL /dt > 0 (<0) above (below) the VL-nullcline while do/dt > 0 (<0)
below (above) the n-nullcline. Therefore, the outer branches of the cubic are again stable
while the middle branch is unstable.
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First, the dynamics of the unforced system are examined, where the forcing
function P(t, VL) = 0 in Equation (2.24) (see Methods). The 2-dimensional system in
Equations (2.24) and (2.25) becomes autonomous in the absence of this pyloric-timed
input so that a single cubic VL-nullcline exists in the VL-n phase plane (Figure 2.4.Α.1).
However, unlike the MCN 1-elicited rhythm where the nullclines intersect along the
unstable middle branch of the cubic to allow oscillations (Figure 2.1.C.1), the nullclines
of the PK-induced 'Plat system (Figure 2.4.Α.1) intersect along the stable left branch, so
the trajectory settles to a stable fixed point and there are no oscillations in the absence of
the pyloric-timed input (Figure 2.4.Α.2). As a result, PK-induction of ΙPlαt does not elicit
a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the pyloric-timed inhibition of INT 1. This result
agrees with experiments. In particular, in the absence of the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition,
MCN1 still elicits a gastric mill rhythm, albeit slower (Bartos et a1., 1999), but PK does
not elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition (Hertzberg
and Nusbaum, 2004). Thus, one difference between the MCN 1- and PK-elicited gastric
mill rhythms is that PK fails to elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the ΑΒ to
INT 1 inhibition.
Next, the forced system is examined, where 0 <_ P (t, VL) __ 1 in Equation (2.24).
This pyloric-timed forcing function makes the 2-dimensional system in Equations (2.24)
and (2.25) non-autonomous so that a family of cubics exists in the VL-n phase plane (see
Methods). The higher cubic (Figure 2.4.Β.1) occurs when p = 0 in Equation (2.26) and is
equivalent to the unforced cubic in Figure 2.4.Α.1. The lower cubic (Figure 2.4.Β.1)
occurs when p = 1 in Equation (2.26) and corresponds to the maximally forced system.
In the presence of the pyloric-timed forcing input, the trajectory in the VL-n phase plane is
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very similar to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (compare Figures 2.4.Β.1 and 2.1.D.1).
Thus, PK elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm via the induction of Ιρ/αt in the LG neuron.
However, the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is controlled by different network
components. In particular, during the inactive state of the LG neuron, 1ρ/α( slowly de-
inactivates (increase in n) which allows for activation to occur (see Figure 2.3) so that
1ΡΙαι flows into and depolarizes the LG neuron. As a result, a phase point slowly climbs
up the left branch of the VL-nullcline from the point 1 to the point 2 as it is bounced back
and forth between cubics by the pyloric-timed forcing (Figure 2.4.Β.1). When the phase
point reaches the level of the lower left knee, the next forcing peak shifts the cubic below
the phase point and initiates the jump to the stable right branch at the point 2 (Figure
2.4.Β.1), since dVL /dt >0 above the VL-nullcline. Physiologically, this jump
corresponds to when the LG neuron transitions into its active state, where it inhibits TNT!
and where inactivation of IP(at occurs (slow decrease in n) to restrict the flow of ΙPιaι into
the LG neuron. As a result, the phase point slowly falls down the right branch of the
cubic as Ιριαΐ slowly inactivates in the LG neuron (decrease in n). When the phase point
reaches the right knee of the cubic at the point 4 (Figure 2.4.Β.1), it becomes unstable and
undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation, where it jumps back to the point 1 on the stable left
branch since dVL /dt <0 below the VL-nullcline. Physiologically, the jump back to the
left branch corresponds to when the LG neuron falls back down into its inactive state.
Then, the cycle begins again as 1P/αι slowly de-inactivates (increase in n) in the LG
neuron. Thus, in the presence of the AΒ to INTl inhibition, PK-induction of 'P/at in the
LG neuron elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm
(compare Figures 2.4.Β.2 and 2.1.D.2).
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2.3.2.2 PK-Induction of Ih in the LG neuron Elicits a Similar Gastric Mill Rhythm.
Alternatively, PK-induction of Ih (a slow, hyperpolarization-activated, inward current) in
the LG neuron can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm. Ih is modeled by Equation (2.28)
(see Methods), but, unlike IPΙαt which has both activation and inactivation, 4 is a non-
inactivating current. In particular, as shown in the inset of Figure 2.5, 4 activates when
the LG neuron is hyperpolarized and de-activates when the LG neuron is depolarized.
This behavior is equivalent to the inactivation of IP/at in the previous mechanism (Figure
2.3). Therefore, since PK-induction of  4 alone in the LG neuron can elicit a similar
gastric mill rhythm, this work predicts that an inactivating current (such as IP/at) is not
necessary for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm.
The gastric mill rhythm elicited by PK-induction of  4 in the LG neuron is
governed by the 2-dimensional model in Equations (2.30) and (2.31). The dynamics of
the network oscillations are driven by the slow activation (h) of 4, and the geometrical
properties in the VL-h phase plane are used to describe these network oscillations (Figure
2.5). A family of N-shaped, cubic VL-nullclines exists in the VL-h phase plane due to the
pyloric-timed forcing, and this family of cubics is described by Equation (2.32) (see
Methods). The dynamics within the VL-h phase plane are similar to that of previous
systems, where dV, /dt > 0 (< 0) above (below) the cubic VL-nullcline while do/dt > 0
(< 0) below (above) the h-nullcline. Therefore, the outer branches of the cubic V L
-nullcline are again stable while its middle branch is unstable.
In the case of the unforced system where the pyloric-timed input is absent, the 2-
dimensional model in Equations (2.30) and (2.31) becomes autonomous so that only a
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single VL-nullcline, corresponding to the higher (unforced) cubic in Figure 2.5.Α, will
exist in the VL-h phase plane. Moreover, similar to that which occurs in the PK-induced
1Ρ/αί system of Figure 2.4.Α, the h-nullcline intersects the unforced (higher) V L-nullcline
along the stable left branch (Figure 2.5.Α); therefore, no network oscillations will result
in the unforced system since the trajectory would settle to the stable fixed point at the
intersection of the unforced (higher) VL-nullcline and h-nullcline (arrow in Figure 2.5.Α).
In the forced system where the pyloric-timed input is present, the 2-dimensional
model in Equations (2.30) and (2.31) becomes non-autonomous so that a family of cubic
VL-nullclines exists in the VL-h phase. The higher cubic again corresponds to the
unforced system and occurs when p = 0 in Equation (2.32), while the lower cubic again
corresponds to the maximally forced system and occurs when p = 1 in Equation (2.32)
(see Methods). The network oscillations in this system are driven by the slow activation
(h) dynamics of Ih (Figure 2.5.Β). In particular, during the inactive state of the LG
neuron, activation of Ih (slow increase in h) allows the current to flow into and depolarize
the LG neuron. Therefore, a phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-
nullcline as it is bounced back and forth between cubics by the pyloric-timed forcing.
When the phase point reaches the level of the lower left knee, the next peak of P(t, VL)
initiates the jump to the right branch at the point 2 (Figure 2.5.Α), since dVL /dt > 0
above the VL-nullcline. As a result, the LG neuron jumps into its active state, where it
inhibits INTl and where de-activation of Ih (slow decrease in h) occurs to restrict the
flow of Ih into the LG neuron. As a result, the phase point slowly falls down the right
branch of the cubic as Ih de-activates in LG. When the phase point reaches the right knee
of the cubic at the point 4 (Figure 2.5.Α), it becomes unstable and undergoes a saddle-
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node bifurcation, where it jumps back to the point 1 on the stable left branch. As a result,
the LG neuron falls back down into its inactive state where it is inhibited by INT1. Then,
the cycle begins again as Ih is activated in the LG neuron (slow increase in h). Thus, PK-
induction of Ih in the LG neuron is sufficient to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm.
2.3.2.3 PK-Induction of IΡroc + Ικ in the LG Neuron Elicits a Similar Gastric Mill
Rhythm. In the final mechanism, PK induces two non-inactivating currents in the LG
neuron (inset of Figure 2.6). In particular, PK-induction of a fast inward current (IProc)
plus a slow outward current (Ικ) in the LG neuron elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm. In
the biological system, several different neuropeptides have been shown to induce IProc in
STG neurons (Swensen and Marder, 2000, 2001). Accordingly, in this work PK, being a
neuropeptide, is assumed to induce 'Proc in the LG neuron, as modeled by Equation (2.34)
(see Methods). In addition, the PK-induced slow outward current (Ικ) is modeled by
Equation (2.36). Ιρroc and Ικ perform different roles for eliciting network oscillations. In
particular, 'Proc depolarizes the LG neuron and facilitates the jump to its active state,
while Ικ repolarizes the LG neuron and facilitates the jump back down into its inactive
state. In the previous two PK-induced mechanisms, both depolarization and
repolarization of LG were performed by a single current. Thus, this final mechanism
addresses the case in which PK induces more than one current in the LG neuron to elicit a
gastric mill rhythm.
The gastric mill rhythm elicited by PK-induction of IProc±IK in the LG neuron is
governed by the 2-dimensional model in Equations (2.38) and (2.39). The network
oscillations are controlled by the slow dynamics (w) of Ικ (Figure 2.6.Β), so the
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geometrical properties in the VL-w phase plane are used to describe the network dynamics
of the system. However, since Ικ is an outward current, the VL-nullcline is an inverted N-
shaped cubic in the VL-w phase plane (Figure 2.6.Α), where dVL /dt > 0 (<0) below
(above) the VL-nullcline while dw/dt > 0 (<0) below (above) the w-nullcline (see
Methods). Therefore, the outer branches of the cubic VL-nullcline are again stable while
the middle branch is unstable. Moreover, a family of cubic VL-nullclines exists in the VL
-w phase plane due to the pyloric-timed forcing, as described by Equation (2.40) (see
Methods).
In the unforced system where the pyloric-timed input is absent, the 2-dimensional
model in Equations (2.38) and (2.39) becomes autonomous so that only a single cubic VL-
nullcline, corresponding to the lower (unforced) cubic in Figure 2.6.Α, will exist in the
VL-w phase plane. As in the previous PK-induced mechanisms, no network oscillations
will occur in the unforced system since the w-nullcline intersects the unforced (lower) VL
-nullcline along its stable (attracting) left branch (arrow in Figure 2.6.Α), so the trajectory
would settle to a stable fixed point.
In the forced system where the pyloric-timed input is present, the 2-dimensional
model is non-autonomous so that a family of cubic VL-nullclines exists in the VL-w phase
plane. In this model, the lower cubic (Figure 2.6.Α) corresponds to the unforced system
which occurs when p = 0 in Equation (2.40), while the higher cubic corresponds to the
maximally forced system which occurs when p = Ι in Equation (2.40) (see Methods).
The network oscillations in this model are driven by the slow activation (w) dynamics of
the outward current (0K) (Figure 2.6.Β). In particular, during the inactive state of the LG
neuron, de-activation of Ικ (slow decrease in w) allows for activation of the fast inward
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current (lProc), which facilitates depolarization of the LG neuron (inset of Figure 2.6). As
a result, a phase point slowly falls down the left branch of the VL-nullcline from the point
1 to the point 2 as it is bounced back and forth between cubics by the pyloric-timed
forcing (Figure 2.6.Α). When the phase point reaches the level of the higher left knee,
the next peak of P(t, VL) raises the unforced cubic above the phase point and initiates the
jump to the stable right branch at the point 2 (Figure 2.6.Α), since dVL /dt > 0 below the
VL-nullcline. As a result, the LG neuron jumps into its active state where it inhibits [ΝΤ1
and where activation of the outward current Ικ occurs (slow increase in w), where Ικ
flows out of and repolarizes the LG neuron. Consequently, the phase point slowly climbs
up the right branch of the VL-nullcline (Figure 2.6.Α) as Ικ repolarizes the LG neuron and
causes VL to fall toward its resting potential (Figure 2.6.Β). When the phase point
reaches the right knee of the cubic at the point 4 (Figure 2.6.Α), it becomes unstable and
undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation, where it jumps back to the point 1 on the stable left
branch since dVL /dt < 0 above the VL-nullcline. As a result, the LG neuron falls back
down into its inactive state where it is inhibited by 1ΝΤ1 and where de-activation of Ι κ
occurs (slow decrease in w). This restricts the flow of Ικ out of the LG neuron, and the
cycle begins again as Ικ slowly de-activates in the LG neuron which allows for 'Proc to be
activated in LG. Thus, PK-induction of 'Proc + Ικ in the LG neuron also elicits a similar
gastric mill rhythm.
Oscillations Elicited Through PK-Induction of Ικ in the LG neuron. This work also
shows that network oscillations are capable of being elicited via PK-induction of only the
outward current (Ικ) in the LG neuron (Figure 2.7). Furthermore, Figure 2.7 also shows
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that although PK-induction of the inward current (IProc) is not necessary for eliciting
network oscillations, 'Proc is necessary for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 2.1).
In particular, removal of 'Proc from the 2-dimensional model in Equations (2.38)
and (2.39) (see Methods) leaves only the PK-induced outward current (Ικ) for
repolarization of the LG neuron, as described by the 2-dimensional model in Equations
(2.42) and (2.43) (see Methods). Subsequently, with no inward current (iP roc) for
depolarization, the LG neuron remains in its inactive state as the VL- and w-nullclines
intersect along the stable left branch of the cubic, and the trajectory settles to a stable
fixed point so that network oscillations do not occur (Figure 2.7.Α.1). The subthreshold
oscillations in the LG neuron (Figure 2.7.Α.2) are due to the effect of the pyloric-timed
forcing input, which again allows a family of cubics to exist in the VL-w phase plane.
The unforced (lower) cubic and maximally forced (higher) cubic are shown in Figure
2.7.Α.1.
However, the VL-nullcline in Figure 2.7.Α.1 is still cubic in shape due to the
reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron, so the system still has the
capability for exhibiting network oscillations. In particular, externally applied current in
the LG neuron (JEx,) allows the VL- and w-nullclines to intersect along the unstable middle
branch of the cubic (Figure 2.7.Β) so that a gastric mill rhythm can result. However, the
network oscillations are controlled by the slow dynamics (w) of the PK-induced outward
current (Ικ) in the LG neuron, similar to that which occurs when PK induces both 1Proc
and Ικ in the LG neuron (Figure 2.6).
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Thus, Figure 2.7 first illustrates that network oscillations are still capable of being
elicited in this asymmetrical reciprocally inhibitory circuit via the induction of a slow,
non-inactivating outward current (Ικ) in the LG neuron. However, Figure 2.7 also
illustrates that the gastric mill rhythm elicited without 'Proc in the LG neuron is different
from the gastric mill rhythm that involves PK-induction of IProc (Compare Figure 2.7.Β
and Figure 2.6). Thus, Figure 2.7 suggests that PK-induction of 'Proc in the LG neuron is
necessary for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
In the biological system, there are no known pharmacological agents that effectively
block 'Proc in STG neurons (M.P. Nusbaum, personal communication), so current
blockers can not be effectively used to check if 'Proc is involved in the PK-elicited gastric
mill rhythm of the biological system. However, Figure 2.7 suggests that both 'Proc and Ικ
are required for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicted
rhythm.
2.3.2.4 PKAllows for Plateau Potential Generation in the LG neuron. Bath application
of PK allows for plateau potential generation in the LG neuron of the biological system
(Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004). In particular, a brief depolarizing current pulse in the
LG neuron elicits a prolonged depolarization in LG that outlasts the brief pulse (Figure
2.8.Α). This indicates that PK activates a slow mechanism in the LG neuron that
supports the prolonged depolarization (Figure 2.8.Α). Otherwise, the depolarized state in
LG would terminate with the brief pulse. Also, since PK does not elicit a gastric mill
rhythm when the pyloric-timed ΑΒ to INT 1 inhibition is absent, the plateau potential in
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Figure 2.8.Α was generated in the absence of the pyloric-timed input to keep the LG
neuron inactive before the brief current pulse.
For all three mechanisms proposed in this work, PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm
via the induction of a slow current in the LG neuron. For example, in the first
mechanism, PK induces a slowly-inactivating inward current in the LG neuron (IPlat),
where the slow inactivation of Ιριαί (n) drives the gastric mill rhythm (see Figure 2.4). As
a result, the slow dynamics IP(at inactivation allows for the generation of plateau
properties in the LG neuron. In particular, after a brief depolarizing current pulse in the
model LG neuron, the slow dynamics of IPlat inactivation (n) sustain the prolonged active
state in LG for a duration that outlasts the brief pulse (Figure 2.8.Β). Specifically, a
phase point can only jump back to the left branch after falling all the way down to the
right knee of the VL-nullcline (Figure 2.8.Β). Thus, PK-induction of Ιρια' in the model LG
neuron allows for the generation of a plateau potential, similar to that which occurs in the
biological system. The remaining two PK mechanisms proposed in this work also
involve activation of a slow current in the LG neuron that drives the gastric mill rhythm.
In particular, the slow dynamics (h) of Ih drive the gastric mill rhythm in Figure 2.5, while
the slow dynamics (w) of Ικ drive the gastric mill rhythm in Figure 2.6. As a result, all
three proposed mechanisms can elicit plateau properties in the LG neuron since a phase
point can only jump back to the left branch after reaching the right knee of the VL -
nullcline.
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2.3.3 Calculation of Bounds on the Gastric Mill Period
This work has proposed three potential mechanisms by which PK can elicit a gastric mill
rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Now, the individual MCN 1-elicited
and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms are generalized into a single 2-dimensional model
given by Equations (2.45) and (2.46) (see Methods). This model is used to describe the
general properties of the gastric mill rhythm instead of the specific properties induced by
MCNl or the individual PK mechanisms (Figure 2.9). The phase-plane trajectory of the
general model can be tracked with singular (lower dimensional) sets of equations that
govern different parts of the trajectory along its orbit (see Methods), and the simplified
properties of the singular orbit can be used to compute bounds on the gastric mill period.
In particular, the gastric mill period is bounded by upper and lower limits due to the
pyloric-timed forcing, and these bounds model the variability in the gastric mill period
that is observed in the biological system (Bartos et a1., 1999).
The gastric mill rhythm of the generalized 2-dimensional model involves distinct
time scales. In particular, the evolution of the phase-plane trajectory along the stable
outer branches of the cubic VL-nullcline is much slower than the jumps between these
outer branches and the pyloric-timed transitions between left branches (Figure 2.9).
Moreover, as the peaks of the pyloric forcing function P(t, VL) are small compared to the
pyloric period, the time spent transitioning between left branches of the V L-nullcline is
negligible compared to the slow evolution up the left branch, so the pyloric-timed
transitions between left branches can be ignored for computing the gastric mill period.
Subsequently, the gastric mill rhythm can be described by the 2-dimensional model in
Equations (2.51) and (2.52) (see Methods). In the singular limit where ε -^ 0 in Equation
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(2.51), the jumps between the stable branches of the cubic occur instantaneously with
respect to the slow time scale ξ (see Methods). Using the results of (Mishchenko and
Rozov, 1980), it can be shown that the non-singular orbit (where ε ^ 0 in Equation (2.51))
becomes 0(ε) close (as ε —i 0) to the singular orbit composed of the solutions to the
singular Equations (2.53)-(2.54) and (2.55)-(2.56) (see Methods). As a result, the
simplified properties of the singular orbit (where the phase-plane trajectory tracks the
stable outer branches of the cubic and the jumps between stable branches are
instantaneous) can be used to compute bounds on the gastric mill period.
Thus, beginning at the jump to the stable left branch where y = yRK in Figure 2.10
and utilizing the simplified properties of the singular orbit, a phase point climbs up the
left branch according to dy = 1 y of Equation (2.52) as y grows linearly toward 1. The
dξ τ
shortest possible duration on the left branch occurs when the y-coordinate of the phase
point reaches YLo (Figure 2.10) at exactly the same time a pyloric forcing peak occurs. In
this case, the forcing peak initiates the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline at y =
YLo. In particular, the time of the jump corresponds to the time of the forcing peak since
the forcing is impulsive (width of the pyloric forcing peak is small compared to pyloric
period); therefore, the jump is not affected by amplitude-dependent forcing variations.
Thus, the duration from yRK to YLo on the left branch of the VL-nullcline is called the
"minimum interburst duration" since it represents the shortest possible inactive phase of
the LG neuron. To compute the minimum interburst duration, integration of dy = 1— y
dξ τ
gives
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y(ξΡ)=1—(1—yαχ)exp (2.57)
where y(0) = yRK initially on the left branch (Figure 2.10). Then, the smallest possible
duration on the left branch of the VL-nullcline is the time ξΡL required for y to increase
from yRK to YLO (Figure 2.10). Solving Equation (2.57) for ξΡL with y (ξΡL) = yLO gives the
minimum interburst duration
=f log (2.58)
Similarly, the shortest possible duration on the right branch is given by the time ξΡR
required for the phase point to fall from y = yLO to y = yRK (Figure 2.10). This duration is
called the "minimum burst duration" since it represents the shortest possible active phase
of the LG neuron. To compute the minimum burst duration, integration of dy = —y in
dξΡ
Equation (2.52) gives
Υ(ξΡ)= YLO exp( — [ξ — ξΡL]) (2.59)
where y (ξΡL) = YLO at the point of the jump to the right branch. Moreover, by denoting the
time at which the trajectory reaches y = yRK on the right branch by ξΡ = Tmin, the minimum
burst duration (ξΡR) in Figure 2.10 is expressed by ξΡR = Tmin — ξΡL, where Tm,n is the period
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of this gastric mill oscillation. Then, solving Equation (2.59) for ξ with y(Tmin) = YRK
gives the minimum burst duration
ξΡR = log (2.60)
Thus, since the jumps between the stable branches of the cubic VL-nullcline occur
instantaneously with respect to the slow time scale ξ, the shortest possible gastric mill
period is the sum of the minimum interburst and burst durations:
Tm in = +
 R' (2.61)
However, Tmin expresses the gastric mill period only for when a forcing peak
initiates the jump to the right branch at precisely y = YLo. Otherwise, the phase point
continues to climb up the left branch above YLo until the next forcing peak initiates the
jump at y = Y, (Figure 2.10). The jump at yj occurs at most one pyloric period (Τρ) after
the phase point climbs above YLO, since the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline is
initiated by a forcing peak. Thus, an upper bound for the duration on the left branch is
given by
= + Τρ (2.62)
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which is called the "maximum interburst duration". Then, the duration on the right
branch is given by the time required for the phase point to fall from y, to yLO plus the
minimum burst duration (fall from YLO to yRK). If the time constants are assumed to be
equal on both branches so that f = DLO =1 in Equation (2.52) (see Methods), then the rate
ΤΗ'
of evolution for the phase-plane trajectory will be the same on both branches. Therefore,
the time required for the phase point to fall down the right branch from y, to yLO (Figure
2.10) is at most one pyloric period (Τρ) more than the minimum burst duration. Thus, the
"maximum burst duration" is given by
ξR = ξR -i- ΤΡ . (2.63)
Consequently, an upper limit for the gastric mill period is given by the sum of Equations
(2.62) and (2.63) to get
Tmax = ξι +ξπ + 2ΤΡ .
Tm"
(2.64)
Although the jump to the right branch is initiated by a pyloric forcing peak, the
jump back to the left branch does not necessarily coincide with a forcing peak since the
pyloric forcing function does not affect the active state of the LG neuron (see Methods).
Similarly, in the biological system the onset of the LG burst phase (modeled by the jump
to the right branch) is always initiated by a pyloric peak, but the LG burst termination
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(modeled by the jump back to the left branch) does not necessarily coincide with a
pyloric peak (Bartos et al., 1999).
Consequently, since the jump to the right branch is always initiated by a pyloric
forcing peak, an integer number of forcing peaks occur in the time between two
consecutive jumps to the right branch during the gastric mill oscillation. Therefore, the
gastric mill period (T) is an integer multiple of the pyloric period (Τρ) so that Τ = kTP ,
where k is an integer. From Equations (2.61) and (2.64), the gastric mill period is
bounded by
Tm ,n __< Τ = kΤΡ < Τm;η + 2ΤΡ . 	 (2.65)
Solving for the integer k gives
Tmin < k < Tm,n  ± 2,
ΤΡ 	 ΤΡ
(2.66)
which indicates an upper and lower bound for the number of pyloric periods that occur
during a gastric mill period.
In particular, when Τ = Tmjn so that jumps to the right branch occur at y
 = yLo
(Figure 2.10), Tm1VTp is an integer that gives the number of pyloric periods that occur
during the gastric mill period. However, if Τ > Tm,n, then jumps to the right branch do
not occur at precisely yLo and are instead initiated by the next forcing peak at y, (Figure
2.10), where yLo < y ; S yLo + Τ. Therefore, Tm1VTp + 2 is an upper bound in Equation
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(2.66) for the number of pyloric periods that occur during the gastric mill period, but this
upper bound is not an integer when T(= kΤ) ^ Tm 'n• However, since k is an integer in
Equation (2.66), the upper bound can be tightened to the integer
Tmin  ^ k G Tmin 
Τ,,[ Τρ
+2, 	 (2.67)
where L·i is the greatest integer function.
Subsequently, an expression for the lower bound of the gastric mill period (Tm ,n)
is derived from Equations (2.58), (2.60), and (2.61) to get
Tm;n = f log + log YLO (2.68)
\ +RK
Therefore, Equation (2.67) can be rewritten as
log 1 YRK + log
YLo ) 
YLO  f log
( 1 — YRK 
YLo ]
Τρ
+ log            
+2. 	 (2.69)
ΤΡ                
As a result, the bounds on the gastric mill period in Equation (2.65) are rewritten as
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f log
1- YRK + log YLO
1 — YLO ] ιΥRΚ /f log
( 1 — YRK + log YLO _< Τ = kΤ <_ + 2 ΤΡ .
\ 1 	 ΥLο / YRK ] ΤΡ
- /
(2.70)
Hence, an analytical formula has been derived that gives upper and lower limits
for the gastric mill period. These limits are due to the effect of the pyloric-timed forcing
in the model. Physiologically, the pyloric-timed forcing is used to describe the effect of
the local inhibitory synaptic input from the ΑΒ neuron to INT 1 in the biological system.
Previous modeling (Nadir et al., 1998) and experiments (Bartos et al.,  1999) showed that
this synaptic input regulates the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm and
time-locks the onset of the LG burst phase with a burst in the ΑΒ neuron of the pyloric
circuit. In this work, the formula in Equation (2.70) describes the cycle-to-cycle
variability that is observed in the gastric mill period of the biological system due to the
effect of the pyloric-timed ΑΒ to INT1 synaptic input.
2.3.4 Summary of Results
In this chapter, a 2-dimensional model was derived to examine the network dynamics of
the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm and to propose three potential mechanisms by
which PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the absence of MCN l participation.
The following voltage-gated currents where shown to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm
when induced (potentially) by PK in the LG neuron
•	 IPlat (low-threshold, slowly inactivating plateau current)
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• ih (slow, hyperpolarization-activated inward current)
• IProc+ΙK (fast inward current + slow outward current, both non-inactivating)
In addition, each proposed PK-induced current
• Generates a plateau potential in the LG neuron, as occurs in the biological
system
• Does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition,
as occurs in the biological system.
The proposed PK-induced currents can be checked in the biological system via the use of
current blockers.
Finally, the individual MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms were
generalized into a single 2-dimensional model. This generalized model was used to
compute bounds on the period of the gastric mill rhythm by determining the maximum
and minimum values attained by the slow variable in the phase plane.
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Figure 2.1 MCNl-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm (Reduction to 2 Dimensions). A-B,
Network oscillations are driven by the slow variable s, which builds up in LG when VL
VpYe and decays when VL > Vpre due to LG presynaptic inhibition of MCNi. The pyloric
inhibition of ANT 1 (P) disrupts INT 1 inhibition of LG (arrow). C.1-C.2, Reduction to 2
dimensions (synapses onto INT1 absorbed into IΝTl -LG synapse). Α phase point (VL-s
plane) climbs up the left branch of the VL-nullcline as s builds up in LG and falls down
the right branch when s decays in LG. D.1-D.2, The unforced (forced) cubics occur when
P=0 (P=1) in D.2. The trajectory shifts between left branches due to P input, which
increases the frequency of network oscillations and triggers the LG burst phase onset.
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Figure 2.2 The Gastric Mill Rhythm is Not Spontaneously Active Without MCNI
Input. A, The VL- and s-nullclines intersect at a stable fixed point to which the trajectory
settles (arrows). Due to the effect of the pyloric-timed input P, multiple VL-nullclines
exist in the phase plane. The left V, nullcline corresponds to the unforced (higher) cubic
of Figure 2.1.D.1 while the right VL-nullcline corresponds to the forced (lower) cubic of
the same figure. B, In the absence of MCNI input, the LG neuron remains in its inactive
state. The small depolarizations in VL are due to the effect of P. Thus, the gastric mill
rhythm is not spontaneously active in the absence of MCN 1 input since the LG neuron
never reaches its active state. This also occurs in the biological system (see Figure 1.5 —
before MCN 1 stimulation).
Figure 2.3 Switching From an MCNI-Elicited to a PK-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. A, The MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is driven by the slow excitation from
MCNI to LG (buildup in s) plus the presynaptic inhibition from LG back to MCNI
(decay in s), see also Figure 2.1. B, The PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm (where PK
induces JPlat in the LG neuron) is driven by the activation and inactivation of 'P/at in LG.
Inactivation of 'P/at is much slower than activation of /PιΡ«t. When switching between
MCNI and 'Plat for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm, all other model parameters remain the
same (see also Tables 2.1 and 2.2):
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Figure 2.4 PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm (Mechanism 1: PK Induces IPlt in the
LG Neuron), Α.1-Α.2, In the unforced system (no P input), the trajectory in the VL-s
phase plane settles to the stable fixed point at the intersection of the V L- and n-nullclines.
As a result, PK does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm without the pyloric-timed inhibition
of INT1 (P). This also occurs in the biological system (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004).
Β.1-Β.2, In the presence of P input, PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the
MCN1-elicited rhythm (of Figure 2. Ι .D) via the induction of Ιρ/αt in the LG neuron. A
phase point climbs up the left branch of the cubic VL-nullcline as 1P/at slowly de-
inactivates (increase of n) in the LG neuron, and the phase point shifts between cubics
due to the effect of P in Β.2. The phase point then falls down the right branch of the V L
-nullcline as IF/at slowly inactivates (decrease of n) in the LG neuron.
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Figure 2.5 PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm (Mechanism 2: PK Induces 1h in the
LG Neuron). A, Without P input, the h-nullcline intersects the stable left branch of the
unforced (higher) VL-nullcline. Thus, the trajectory would settle to a stable fixed point
(arrow) and no network oscillations would occur without P input. A-B, In the presence of
P input, PK elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm via the induction of  4 in LG. Activation
of Ih (slow increase of h) in LG allows for a phase point to climb up the left branch of the
VL-nullcline as it is shifted between cubics, while de-activation of I h (slow decrease of h)
in LG causes the phase point to fall down the right branch of the VL-nullcline.
Α
Figure 2.6 PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm (Mechanism 3: PK Induces 'Proc and Ικ
in the LG Neuron). 1Pro, is a fast inward current while Ικ is a slow outward current. The
slow dynamics (w) of Ικ control the network oscillations, where the lower (higher) VL-
nullcline occurs when P=0 (P=1) in B. A, Network oscillations do not occur without P
input since the w-nullcline intersects the stable left branch of the unforced cubic (arrow).
A-B, In the presence of P input, PI( elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm. De-activation of
Ικ (decrease of w) allows for depolarization of LG as a phase point falls down the left
branch of the VL-nullcline and is shifted between cubics. Activation of Ικ (increase of w)
repolarizes LG as a phase point climbs up the right branch of the VL-nullcline.
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Figure 2.7 Network Oscillations Vlicited Through PK Induction of Only Ικ. Α.1-
Α.2, When only the slow outward cu rrent (Ικ) is induced by PK in the LG neuron, the VL
-and w-nullclines intersect at a stable fixed point (arrow). Therefore, without iProc to
depolarize it, the LG neuron remains in its inactive state. The small depolarizations in V L
are due to the effect of P, where the lower (higher) VL-nullclines correspond to when P=0
(P=1). However, the VL-nullcline is still cubic in shape, so the PK-induced outward
current (Ικ) still has the capability of producing network oscillations. Β.1-Β.2, The
intersection of the VL- and w-nullclines can be moved to the unstable middle branch of
the cubic by injecting external current (i EXt) in LG. As a result, network oscillations are
controlled by the slow dynamics (w) of 1K. Therefore, PK induction of the inward current
(iProc) in LG is not necessary for eliciting network oscillations, but 1Prοc is necessary for
PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN1-elicited rhythm (compare
B.2 above with Figure 2.1.D.2).
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Figure 2.8 Plateau Potential Generation in the LG Neuron. A, In the biological
system, PK elicits plateau properties in the LG neuron. In particular, a brief depolarizing
current pulse elicits a prolonged depolarization in LG that outlasts the brief pulse. This
indicates that PK induces a current With sufficiently slow dynamics in the LG neuron to
support this prolonged depolarization. Also, the plateau potential is generated in the
absence of the pyloric-timed inhibition of INT1 (P - see Figure 2.4.Α) to keep the LG
neuron inactive before the brief current pulse. Β.1-Β.2, PK-induced IPiat in the LG neuron
elicits plateau properties. In particular, the slow dynamics of 'P/at inactivation (n) support
a prolonged depolarization in LG after a brief current pulse, since a phase point can only
jump back to the left branch of the VL-nullcline after falling all the way down to the right
knee at the point 5. Similarly, the slow dynamics of both ht and Ικ in the other two PK
mechanisms can also elicit plateau properties in LG due to the fact that a phase point only
jumps back to the left branch of the VL-nullcline after reaching the right knee.
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GENERALIZATION
(y = s, n, h, 1-w)
MCN1-Elicited System
Figure 2.9 Generalization of the Individual 2-Dimensional Models. The gastric mill
rhythms that are elicited by MCNl and by each of the individual PK mechanisms (left)
can be analyzed in a more general context. In particular, the slow variable that drives
oscillations for each individual mechanism can be represented by the same variable (y).
In this general context, PK still does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the
pyloric-timed synaptic input P (bold arrow in PK-elicited system), but the MCNI-elicited
and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms are the same in the generalized context when the P
input is present. As a result, the common geometrical properties of the phase-plane
trajectory in the VL-y phase plane ( in the presence of P input) can be used to compute
bounds on the gastric mill period.
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Figure 2.10 The Pyloric-Timed Input (P) Allows For Cycle-to-Cycle Variability in
the Period of the Gastric Mill Rhythm. Beginning at the jump back to the left branch
when y=YRK, the shortest possible duration on the left branch (denoted by ξι,) occurs when
the y-coordinate of a phase point reaches YLO at exactly the same time a pyloric forcing
peak of P occurs to initiate the jump to the right branch. In this case, the duration on the
right branch (denoted by ξ) is given by the time required to fall from y=YLO to y=YRK.
Thus, a lower bound for the gastric mill period (denoted by Τmίn) is given by Tmin =ξι +
SR However, if a forcing peak of P does not occur at exactly y=YLO on the left branch,
then the phase point will continue to climb up the left branch until the next forcing peak
lowers the VL-nullcline below the phase point and initiates the jump to the right branch at
y=y1 (as in the figure). The jump at yj can occur at most one pyloric period (Τρ) after the
phase point climbs above YLO. Asa result, the duration on the right branch is given by the
time required to fall from y=y, to y=yιο (which takes at most one pyloric period ΤΤ) plus
the time ξR to fall down to y=YRK. Thus, an upper bound for the gastric mill period is
given by Tmax = Tmin + 2ΤΤ.
CHAPTER 3
COMPARING PROJECTION NEURON AND NEUROMODULATORY
EFFECTS ON NETWORK ACTIVITY USING A BIOPHYSICALLY-REALISTIC
MODEL
3.1	 Introduction
In this chapter, the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms are compared in
the context of a more biophysically-realistic model. First, the mechanisms proposed in
the reduced 2-dimensional model (previous chapter), which allow for PK to elicit a
gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, are assessed in the
context of the more biophysically-realistic model. In each of the proposed mechanisms,
PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm by boosting the activity of the LG neuron, via the
induction of voltage-gated ionic currents, to balance the asymmetry within the INTl -LG
reciprocally inhibitory pair (see Results, Figure 3.2). However, several details of the
biological system were not included in the reduced 2-dimensional model. For example,
INTl and LG were treated as passive neurons so that action potential generation in them
was ignored. Nonetheless, in the biophysically-realistic model of this chapter, all of the
proposed PK mechanisms are still shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
Next, the dorsal gastric (DG) neuron is added to the biophysically-realistic model.
Physiologically, the DG neuron bursts in alternation with the LG neuron during both the
MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms (Figures 3.1, 3.2). During the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm, the DG neuron is an effective reporter of MCN 1 activity within
the STG (Coleman et al., 1995). However, the DG neuron does not have the same role in
the PK-elicited rhythm, which occurs in the absence of MCN 1 participation.
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Consequently, the addition of the DG neuron to the biophysically-realistic model allows
for a comparison of the cellular and network-level properties in both gastric mill rhythms.
First the cellular properties of both gastric mill rhythms are examined. Since the
PK-elicited rhythm occurs in the absence of MCN 1 participation, LG presynaptic
inhibition of MCN 1 is not involved in the PK-elicited rhythm. First, this chapter shows
that PK elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm via the activation of plateau properties in the
LG neuron. Then, using the same plateau properties in LG, this chapter assesses which
aspects of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm require the presence of the presynaptic inhibition.
Next, the two gastric mill rhythms are compared at the network level.
Physiologically, the timing of activity in the DG neuron during the MCN l -elicited
rhythm is determined by LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 (Coleman et al., 1995).
Moreover, DG is only a follower neuron in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm due to its lack of
functional synaptic connections onto other STG neurons (Coleman et al., 1995). In
contrast, bath application of PK strengthens an inhibitory synapse from the DG to LG
neuron that is not functional in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Hertzberg and Nusbaum,
2005). Therefore, the DG neuron may play a more active role in the PK-elicited rhythm,
so its effect on network activity is examined using the biophysically-realistic model.
3.2 Methods
Previously, a conductance-based biophysical model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm (Nadir et al., 1998) was used to show that a local synaptic input from the ΑΒ
neuron of the pyloric circuit to INTl strongly regulates the frequency of the MCN 1-
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elicited rhythm. INT1, LG, and MCN1 were treated as Hodgkin-and-Huxley type
neurons in this biophysical model. Moreover, each neuron was modeled with a multi-
compartment structure, where adjacent compartments were separated by an axial
resistance, to separate the neuronal sites of synaptic input from that of action potential
generation (Nadir et al., 1998). In addition, the local synapse from the AB neuron to
INTI was treated as an inhibitory periodic input in this model. However, this original
biophysical model did not capture all of the features reported in the biological system for
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. In particular, MCN 1 still elicits a gastric mill rhythm of
slower frequency when the AB to INΤI inhibition is removed in the biological system
(Bartos et al., 1999), but the model did not produce a gastric mill rhythm in the absence
of the AB to INTl inhibition.
The original biophysical model has since been updated using insights gained from
reduced mathematical modeling on the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm (Manor et al.,
1999; Ambrosio, 2005). In particular, in the updated model, MCN1 now elicits a slower
gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the AB to INΤI inhibition, as occurs in the
biological system. Moreover, the updated model was utilized in a recent study to
investigate the effect of sensory feedback on the gastric mill rhythm (Beenhakker et al.,
2005). All simulations of the biophysical model were performed with the software
NETWORK, which is freely available at http://stg.rutgers.edu/software/network/htm.
3.2.1 Biophysically-Realistic Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
Now, the updated conductance-based biophysical model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric
mill rhythm that is utilized in this chapter is described. Each neuron is modeled with
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multiple compartments as shown in Figure 3.2. The membrane potential of a given
compartment is obtained by numerical integration of a first-order differential equation of
the form
dV 
C dt = Ιεχ ( 1Leak +Σ 1αχία! +Σ 110 ± Σ 1 ) (3.1)
where V designates the membrane potential of the given compartment and the parameter
C designates its membrane capacitance. IEx' represents external (applied) current that can
be injected into the neural compartment. ILeak designates the leak current of the
compartment, which models the passive flow of ions through the cell membrane. ILeak is
modeled by
1 Leαk = gLeak (Υ — ΕLeak ) (3.2)
where the parameters gLeak and ELeak designate its conductance and reversal potential,
respectively. Each Iaxιaι represents an axial current which is induced in the given
compartment due to a voltage difference with adjacent compartments. In particular, the
ith compartment of a neuron is influenced by axial currents from both the (i+ 1) `h and (i-
]) `h compartments. Moreover, the sum of axial currents that affect the compartment in
Equation (3.1) is modeled by
Σ Ιαχίαι = i+1
	
(3.3)
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where V represents the membrane potential of the i"h compartment. Thus, g'+1 represents
the axial conductance due to the voltage difference (V — Vι+1) with the adjacent
compartment to the right. Similarly, g1" 1 represents the axial conductance due to the
voltage difference (V — V" 1) with the adjacent compartment to the left. For terminal
compartments, which have an adjacent neighbor only on one side, gε+1 = Ο for a right
terminal compartment of a neuron while gτ" 1 = Ο for a left terminal compartment.
Next, each ionic current (Ι, ) in Equation (3.1) is modeled by an equation of the
form
Ι;οη = g ;ηη m ph y (V - Ε,0 ) , 	(3.4)
where g ,, and Ε;0 designate its maximal conductance and equilibrium potential,
respectively. Moreover, since the ionic conductance is voltage-gated, m and h designate
activation and inactivation of the ionic conductance, respectively, where p and q are non-
negative integers and q = Ο for a non-inactivating conductance. Both activation and
inactivation are dependent upon the membrane potential of the compartment and are
modeled by equations of the form
τ (V)—
dx =Χ(V) -Χ
dt
Χ = m,h (3.5)
1 (3.6)x(V)=
1 + exp k V νk
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τ (ν) = + τ2 (3.7)
l±exp(l(V_v,))
Ι,Υη
In particular, the steady-state behavior for activation (or inactivation) of the ionic
conductance is modeled by the sigmoidal function in Equation (3.6), where the
parameters vk and k represent the inflection point voltage and steepness of the sigmoid,
respectively. Moreover, k < 0 for activation while k > 0 for inactivation. The
corresponding time constant is described by the voltage-dependent sigmoid of Equation
(3.7), where the parameters v '  and / similarly represent the inflection point voltage and
steepness of the sigmoid, respectively. Moreover, the parameters τ 1 and Τ2 are used to
model the extreme values of the time constant. For example, when / < 0 so that Equation
(3.7) describes an increasing sigmoid, the minimum and maximum values of the sigmoid,
which can be designated by TLO and ΤΗ! respectively, are given by τ ί = TLO and τ2 = THj -
ΤLO, so that Equation (3.7) describes a time constant for activation (x = m). On the other
hand, when 1 > 0 so that Equation (3.7) describes a decreasing sigmoid, then Ti = ΤΗ! and
Τ2 = TLO - ΤΗ!, and they describe a time constant for inactivation (x = h).
Then, each synaptic conductance in Equation (3.1) is modeled by an equation of
the form
= YflS(ν - (3.8)
τΞ (Vρre )= τ3 +
1+exp(β( VρYe — νβ ))
τ4 (3.11)
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where the parameters gsy,, and Ε,υ„ designate its maximal conductance and reversal
potential, respectively. The synaptic gating function, S, is dependent upon the membrane
potential of the presynaptic compartment (VpYe), and the dynamics of the synapse are
governed by equations of the form
Τ (Vpre )
 dS =
 S  (Vpre
 ) — s
dt
S  (Vpre )  =
1 
Ι + exp (α (Vpre — Vα ))
(3.9)
(3.10)
The steady-state behavior of the synapse is modeled by the sigmoid in Equation (3.10),
whose inflection point voltage and steepness are given by the parameters Va and a,
respectively. Moreover, the synaptic time constant is modeled by the sigmoid in
Equation (3.11), where Vβ and β similarly model the inflection point voltage and
steepness of the sigmoid while τ3 and τ4 model the voltage-dependent values of the time
constant as described for the parameters τ ι and 1-2 of Equation (3.7).
Finally, in the biological system, MCN 1 axon terminals are electrically coupled to
the LG neuron locally within the STG (Coleman et al., 1995). This fact is accounted for
in the biophysical model by coupling the MCN 1 axon terminal compartment and the LG
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neurite compartment (see Figure 3.2).	 Moreover, electrical coupling between
compartments is modeled by
1 elec = gelec (ν — Vcoupie ) , (3.12)
where V designates the membrane potential of a given compartment while Vcoupte
represents the membrane potential of the coupled compartment. The term in Equation
(3.12) is subtracted from the right hand side of Equation (3.1) for the electrically coupled
compartments. All parameter values for the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm are given
in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Building a Biophysically-Realistic Model of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
Now, the biophysically-realistic model of the MCN l -elicited gastric mill rhythm is
utilized to investigate how the neuromodulator PK can elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm.
In the biological system, the gastric mill rhythm is not spontaneously active in the
absence of MCN1 input (see Figure 1.2). Moreover, PK elicits a similar gastric mill
rhythm when it is bath applied to the isolated STG (Figure 3.1); therefore, the PK-elicited
rhythm occurs in the absence of MCN 1 participation (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005).
Using the reduced 2-dimensional model in the previous chapter, three different
mechanisms were proposed by which PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to
the MCN1-elicited rhythm. Now, in this chapter, the efficacy of the proposed PK
mechanisms is assessed in the context of the biophysically-realistic model.
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For each of the mechanisms proposed in the previous chapter, PK elicits a similar
gastric mill rhythm via the induction of voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron.
These PK-induced currents are denoted by 'Plat, Ih, and 'Proc + Ικ for the three proposed
mechanisms, respectively.
In the first mechanism, PK is proposed to induce a low-threshold, slowly-
inactivating inward current in the LG neuron that is modeled by
= kρlQtmh (V - ΕΡ,α1 ) (3.13)
where the parameters kmα, and Ερ'al designate the maximal conductance and equilibrium
potential of the current, respectively. Moreover, as in Equation (3.4) m and h designate
activation and inactivation, respectively, where p = q = 1 for IPIOI· Moreover, the
dynamics of activation and inactivation are modeled by Equations (3.5)-(3.7). In the case
of Ιρ/al which is a low-threshold slowly-inactivating current, inactivation (h) is modeled
with a lower voltage threshold (vk) and with a larger time constant (larger values of TI and
Τ2) than that of activation (m).
In the second mechanism, PK is proposed to induce a slow, hyperpolarization-
activated, inward current in the LG neuron that is modeled by
'h = ghm(V -Eh ), (3.14)
where the parameters gh and Eh designate the maximal conductance and equilibrium
potential of the current, respectively. Physiologically, 'h is a slow, non-inactivating
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current that is induced by hyperpolarization (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1989). Therefore,
activation (m) of Ih is modeled with a relatively large time constant in Equation (3.7).
Moreover, in the previous chapter Ih was used to show that PK-induction of a non-
inactivating current in the LG neuron is sufficient to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm.
In the final mechanism, PK is proposed to induce two non-inactivating currents in
the LG neuron; in particular, a fast inward current (Iproc) for depolarization of the LG
neuron plus a slow outward current (Ικ) for repolarization of LG. Physiologically,
several different neuropeptides have been shown to induce proc in STG neurons (Swensen
and Marder, 2000, 2001). Accordingly, since PK is also a neuropeptide, it is assumed to
induce Ιproc in the LG neuron, which is modeled by
Ιρrπι = gproc m (ν - Eproc ) (3.15)
The parameters kρrοc and Eproc designate the maximal conductance and equilibrium
potential of the current, respectively. Moreover, 'Proc is modeled with small values of T'
and τ2 in Equation (3.7) to model the fact that its activation (m) occurs with relatively fast
kinetics in the biological system (Golowasch and Marder, 1992). The second proposed
PK-induced current in this mechanism is a slow non-inactivating outward current that is
modeled by
ΙΚ =gκΡm(ν -Εκ ) , (3.16)
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where the parameters gK and Εκ denote its maximal conductance and equilibrium
potential, respectively. Physiologically, Ικ is a slow outward current, and it is modeled
with a relatively large time constant in Equation (3.7).
Parameter values for the proposed PK-induced currents in the LG neuron are
given in Appendix A.
3.2.3 Including the Dorsal Gastric Neuron in the Biophysically-Realistic Model
The dorsal gastric (DG) neuron is included in the biophysically-realistic model of the
MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. Physiologically, the DG neuron
bursts in alternation with the LG neuron (see Figure 1.2). In the MCN 1-elicited rhythm,
the DG neuron is an effective reporter of MCN 1 activity because it bursts in response to
excitatory synaptic input from MCN 1 axon terminals within the STG (Coleman et al.,
1995). However, presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 (by the LG neuron) causes the DG
neuron to become quiescent (Coleman et al., 1995). Therefore, the DG neuron bursts
only when MCN 1 axon terminals are uninhibited within the STG. In contrast, during the
PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm which occurs in the absence of MCN 1 participation, DG
neuron bursts are generated by the neuromodulatory actions of PK. In this chapter, the
biophysically-realistic model is used to compare the cellular mechanisms that drive DG
activity in the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms.
3.2.3.1 The DG Neuron is Modeled With the Intrinsic Currents Ih and Ικ. Two non-
inactivating currents that contribute to the cellular properties of the DG neuron in the
biological system are used for building a model of the DG neuron. In particular, a slow
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hyperpolarization-activated inward current (Ιh), which is described by Equation (3.14),
and a slow outward current (Ικ), which is described by Equation (3.16), are included in
the model DG neuron. Physiologically, Ih and Ικ are modulated in the DG neuron by
synaptic input from the gastropyloric muscle stretch receptor (GPR) neurons, which
project into the STG from the foregut (Katz and Harris-Warrick, 1989; Kiehn and Harris-
Warrick, 1992α, b). In particular, GPR serotonin release enhances Ih but weakens Ικ in
the DG neuron (Katz, 1995b). Moreover, Ih contributes to the resting potential of the DG
neuron in the biological system (Kiehn and Harris-Warrick, 1992α). In addition,
although Ικ in the DG neuron of the biological system is dependent upon both K+ and
Cat+ ions (Kiehn and Harris-Warrick, 1992α), Ικ in the model DG neuron is
approximated by a voltage-dependent outward K+ current in the form of Equation (3.16).
3.2.3.2 The Model DG Neuron Bursts in Response to 'Proc. In this work, bursting in the
model DG neuron is generated by a proctolin-like current (IProc), as described by
Equation (3.15). Experimental data from the biological system is used to support this
role for 'Proc in the model DG neuron. First, in the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm of
the biological system, the DG neuron exhibits rhythmic bursting in response to synaptic
input from MCN 1 axon terminals. During the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, MCN 1 releases its
neuropeptide co-transmitters proctolin and CabTRP Ia into the STG (Blitz et al., 1999).
Physiologically, the DG neuron is not responsive to bath application of proctolin, but
experimental data strongly suggests that MCN 1 uses CabTRP Ia to excite the DG neuron
(Wood et al., 2000). In particular, rhythmic bursting in the DG neuron is disrupted
during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm after bath application of Spantide I (Wood et al., 2000),
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a tachykinin receptor antagonist that blocks the actions of CabTRP Ia (Christie et al.,
1997). Specifically, bath application of Spantide switches the activity of the DG neuron
from rhythmic bursting to tonic firing (Wood et al., 2000) (see also Results, Figure 3.6).
Therefore, this strongly suggests that MCN 1 uses its neuropeptide co-transmitter
CabTRP Ia to generate rhythmic bursting in the DG neuron. In independent experiments,
bath application of CabTRP Ia was shown to activate 'Proc in many STG neurons
(Swensen and Marder, 2000). As a result, this work assumes that MCN 1-released
CabTRP Ia induces 'Proc in the DG neuron to facilitate rhythmic bursting.
On the other hand, in the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm the DG neuron exhibits
very similar bursting activity to that in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. However, the PK-
elicited rhythm occurs in the absence of MCN 1 participation (Hertzberg and Nusbaum,
2005). Therefore, MCNI is not responsible for generating rhythmic bursts in the DG
neuron during the PK-elicited rhythm. However, since PK is a neuropeptide, and several
different neuropeptides have been shown to induce 'Proc in STG neurons (Swensen and
Marder, 2000), PK is assumed to induce 'Proc in the DG neuron, as modeled by Equation
(3.15), to generate rhythmic bursting in DG. It is noted that the neuropeptide PK was
similarly assumed to induce ΙProc in the LG neuron as part of the third proposed
mechanism for the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm (see Figure 3.2.C.3).
3.2.3.3 Incorporating the Model DG neuron in the MCNI-Elicited and PK-Elicited
Gastric Mill Rhythms. The model DG neuron is included in the biophysically-realistic
model of the MCNI-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. Physiologically, the
two gastric mill rhythms are driven by different functional circuits, since the PK-elicited
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rhythm occurs in the absence of MCNl participation (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). In
this work, the biophysically-realistic model is used to compare how network activity is
coordinated in the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. Furthermore, the
inclusion of the DG neuron in the biophysically-realistic model allows for a more
complete comparison with the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms of the
biological system (Coleman et al., 1995; Barbs et al., 1999; Wood et a1., 2000; Hertzberg
and Nusbaum, 2005).
Parameter values for the model DG neuron are included in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
3.3 Results
The biophysically-realistic model is now used to investigate the MCN 1-elicited and PK-
elicited gastric mill rhythms. Physiologically, it is believed that both excitatory synaptic
input from MCN1 axon terminals within the STG plus presynaptic inhibition of these
terminals by the LG neuron are necessary for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm (Coleman et
al., 1995). Moreover, DG is a follower neuron during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm due to
its lack of functional synaptic connections onto other neurons within the STG (Coleman
et al., 1995). In contrast, the PK-elicited rhythm, which occurs in the absence of MCN 1
participation, involves a different functional circuit that elicits a similar gastric mill
rhythm (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). Moreover, bath application of PK strengthens
an inhibitory synapse from the DG to LG neuron (Figure 3.1) that is not functional during
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). Therefore, the DG neuron
may play a more active role in the PK-elicited rhythm.
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First, the biophysically-realistic model is used to investigate the cellular
properties that underlie the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. In
particular, the cellular mechanisms that were proposed for the PK-elicited gastric mill
rhythm in the 2-dimensional model of the previous chapter are assessed in the context of
the biophysically-realistic model. Next, since the PK-elicited rhythm does not involve
presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 yet is still similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, the
biophysically-realistic model is used to assess which aspects of the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm require the presence of the presynaptic inhibition. Then, the properties of the
MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms are compared at the network level.
In particular, the biophysically-realistic model is used to examine which features of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm are responsible for coordinating the timing of network activity.
Similarly, the model is then used to investigate which features of the PK-elicited rhythm
coordinate the timing of network activity. Finally, since the gastric mill rhythm controls
food chewing in the biological system, the model is used to compare the types of chewing
modes that may be activated during the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill
rhythms.
3.3.1 The MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm in the Biophysically-Realistic Model
The frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is driven by the slow excitatory synaptic
input (s) from the MCN 1 axon terminals to the LG neuron (Figure 3.2.Β).
Physiologically, MCN 1 excitation of TNTl occurs on a faster time scale and does not
drive the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, as confirmed by previous experiments
(Barbs et al., 1999) and modeling (Nadir et al., 1998). Thus, during the inactive state of
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the LG neuron, where it is inhibited by INT1, MCN1 excitation (s) slowly builds up in
LG (Figure 3.2.Β). The small-amplitude depolarizations in the LG membrane potential
are due to the effect of the AΒ to INTl inhibition (Figure 3.2.Β). In particular, AΒ
inhibition of INTl in turn disrupts INTl inhibition of the LG neuron, which effectively
disinhibits the LG neuron from INTl. After a sufficient buildup of s excitation, the LG
neuron escapes from INT1 inhibition and begins to burst. As a result, the LG neuron
inhibits INTl and presynaptically inhibits the MCN1 axon terminals (Figure 3.2.Β). This
presynaptic inhibition blocks MCN 1 excitation to both INTl and LG. However, since s
decays slowly in the LG neuron (Figure 3.2.Β), the LG burst phase continues during the
presynaptic inhibition. Moreover, the electrical coupling between the LG neuron and the
MCN 1 axon terminals, which is not affected by presynaptic inhibition, is believed to
prolong the LG burst phase (Coleman et al., 1995). However, the role of this electrical
coupling during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is still not clearly understood. It is also noted
that the AΒ to INT 1 inhibition does not affect the LG burst phase, as occurs in the
biological system (Bartos et al., 1999), because the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse (inset
of Figure 3.2.Β) becomes inactive during the LG burst phase; as a result, the effect of the
AΒ to INTl inhibition is not effectively transmitted to the LG neuron through the
inactive synapse. Subsequently, the LG burst phase terminates after a sufficient decay of
s excitation in LG (Figure 3.2.Β) and MCN 1 is released from the presynaptic inhibition
as the LG neuron falls back down into its inactive phase where it is inhibited by INTl.
Then, the cycle begins again as s builds up in LG.
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3.3.2 The PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm in the Biophysically-Realistic Model
Physiologically, the gastric mill rhythm is not spontaneously active in the absence of
projection neuron input. In particular, the LG neuron rests in its inactive state while it is
inhibited by INT1 which is active in the isolated STG (Bartos et al., 1999). In the
biophysically-realistic model, the gastric mill rhythm is similarly not spontaneously
active in the absence of MCN1 input (Figure 3.2.Α). However, in the biological system
bath application of the neuromodulator PK to the isolated STG elicits a gastric mill
rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005).
Now, the biophysically-realistic model is used to assess the proposed mechanisms of the
2-dimensional model in the previous chapter that allowed for PK to elicit a similar gastric
mill rhythm. Subsequently, we show that all three mechanisms proposed in the 2-
dimensional model also allow for PK to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the context
of the biophysically-realistic model.
3.3.2.1 PK-Induction of a Slowly Inactivating Inward Current ('Plat) in the LG Neuron
Elicits a Similar Gastric Mill Rhythm. First, PK is shown to elicit a similar gastric mill
rhythm via the induction of a low-threshold, slowly-inactivating inward current ('P/at) in
the LG neuron. This PK-induced current is modeled by Equation (3.13) with a fast
activation plus a slow inactivation (see Methods). Thus, IP/a( is a regenerative current
that, when induced by PK in the LG neuron, elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. However, while the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is controlled by
the slow excitation from MCN 1 to LG (s) plus the presynaptic inhibition from LG back
to MCN 1, this PK-elicited rhythm is instead controlled by the fast activation plus slow
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inactivation Of Ιριαt in the LG neuron. Moreover, the frequency of this PK-elicited rhythm
is driven by the slow inactivation of Ιριαt, denoted by h (Figure 3.2.C.1). In particular,
during the inactive state of the LG neuron where it is inhibited by INT 1, ΙΡΙΊΙ slowly de-
inactivates in the LG neuron (increase of h — Figure 3.2.C.1), which allows for activation
of Ιριαt to occur (inset of Figure 3.2.C.1). As a result, Ιριαt flows into and slowly
depolarizes the LG neuron. Once again, the small-amplitude depolarizations in the LG
membrane potential are due to the effect of the ΑΒ to INΤI inhibition, which disinhibits
the LG neuron from ΙΝΤ1, as discussed for the MCN1-elicited rhythm. Moreover, since
Ιριαΐ inactivation is dependent upon the LG membrane potential (see Methods), each
disinhibition of the LG neuron from IΝΤΙ, which results in a small depolarization of LG,
also results in a small inactivation Of Ιριαt (small decrease of h - Figure 3.2.C.1). After a
sufficient buildup of 'P/at, the LG neuron escapes from INTl inhibition and begins to
burst. As a result, LG inhibits INT1 and 'P/at slowly inactivates in the LG neuron during
its burst phase (decrease of h — Figure 3.2.C.1). It is noted that 'P/at activation occurs on a
faster time scale and does not control the duration of the LG burst phase. Moreover, the
ΑΒ to INTl inhibition does not affect the LG burst phase as discussed for the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. Subsequently, the LG burst phase terminates after a sufficient
inactivation of 'P/at, and the LG neuron falls back down into its inactive state where it is
inhibited by iNTl. Then, the cycle begins again with the slow de-inactivation (increase
in h) of 'Plat in the LG neuron. Thus, PK can elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm via the induction Of Ιρια, in the LG neuron.
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3.3.2.2 PK-Induction of a Slow, Hyperpolarization-Activated Inward Current (Ih) in the
LG Neuron Elicits a Similar Gastric Mill Rhythm. Next, it is shown that PK can elicit a
similar gastric mill rhythm via the induction of a slow, hyperpolarization-activated
inward current (Ih) in the LG neuron (Figure 3.2.C.2). Ih is a non-inactivating current
modeled by Equation (3.14), (see Methods). In particular, activation of Ih occurs at low
LG membrane potentials while de-activation of Ih occurs when LG reaches a high
membrane potential (inset of Figure 3.2.C.2). Thus, as in the 2-dimensional model of the
previous chapter, the biophysically-realistic model suggests that PK-induction of Ih in the
LG neuron is sufficient to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm. In particular, during the
inactive state of the LG neuron where it is inhibited by 1ΝΤ1, Ih slowly activates in the
LG neuron (increase in m — Figure 3.2.C.2). As a result, Ih flows into and slowly
depolarizes the LG neuron. The fast, small-amplitude depolarizations in the LG
membrane potential (Figure 3.2.C.2) are caused by the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition which
disinhibits the LG neuron from 'ΝΤ1, as discussed for the MCN1-elicited rhythm.
Moreover, Ih undergoes a small de-activation (decrease in m — Figure 3.2.C.2) for each
disinhibition in the LG neuron, since the conductance of Ih depends on the LG membrane
potential (see Methods). Then, after a sufficient buildup of Ih, the LG neuron escapes
from iNTl inhibition and begins to burst. As a result, LG inhibits INTl, and Ih slowly
de-activates in the LG neuron during its burst phase (decrease in m — Figure 3.2.C.2).
Moreover, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition does not affect the LG burst phase, as discussed for
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Subsequently, the LG burst terminates after sufficient de-
activation of Ih, and the LG neuron falls back down into its inactive state where it is
inhibited by INTl. Then, the cycle begins again with activation of Ih in the LG neuron.
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Thus, in the second proposed mechanism, PK elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm via the
induction of a non-inactivating current (Ih) in the LG neuron. This suggests that an
inactivating current (such as IP(at) is not necessary for PK to elicit a similar gastric mill
rhythm.
3.3.2.3 PK-Induction of Two Non-Inactivating Currents in the LG Neuron Elicits a
Similar Gastric Mill Rhythm. A third mechanism by which PK can elicit a similar gastric
mill rhythm is by the induction of two non-inactivating currents in the LG neuron; in
particular, a fast inward current (Iproc), as modeled by Equation (3.15), plus a slow
outward current (Ικ), as modeled by Equation (3.16), (see Methods). 'proc and Ικ play
different roles in generating the gastric mill rhythm. In particular, 'proc depolarizes the
LG neuron, which facilitates the transition to the LG burst phase, while Ικ repolarizes the
LG neuron, which causes the transition back to the inactive phase of LG. Both roles were
performed by a single current in the previous two PK mechanisms. Moreover, the PK-
induction of both 'proc and Ικ in the LG neuron elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm whose
frequency is controlled by the slow activation dynamics (m) of Ικ (Figure 3.2.C.3). In
particular, during the inactive state of the LG neuron where it is inhibited by TNT 1, Ι κ
slowly de-activates (decrease in m — Figure 3.2.C.3), which restricts the flow of Ικ out of
the LG neuron. In addition, this allows for activation of the fast inward current (Iproc) to
occur in the LG neuron (inset of Figure 3.2.C.3). As a result, Iproc flows into and
depolarizes the LG neuron, but the duration of the inactive phase of the LG neuron is
controlled by the slow dynamics (m) of Ικ. In addition, the fast, small-amplitude
depolarizations in the LG membrane potential are again due to the effect of the AB to
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TNTl inhibition which disinhibits the LG neuron from INTl, as discussed for the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. Then, after a sufficient de-activation of Ικ (decrease in m — Figure
3.2.C.3), the LG neuron escapes from INT1 inhibition and begins to burst. As a result,
LG inhibits INT1, and activation of Ικ occurs in the LG neuron (slow increase in m —
Figure 3.2.C.3). This allows Ικ to flow out of and repolarize the LG neuron, so m slowly
increases during the LG burst phase (Figure 3.2.C.3). The AΒ to INTl inhibition does
not affect the LG burst phase, as discussed for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. After a
sufficient efflux of Ικ, the LG burst terminates, and the LG neuron falls back down into
its inactive state where it is inhibited by TNT 1. Then, the cycle begins again with a slow
de-activation of Ικ plus a fast activation of 'Proc in the LG neuron. Thus, PK-induction of
Iproc (for depolarization) plus Ικ (for repolarization) in the LG neuron also elicits a gastric
mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
Testing if ΡΚ-Ιnduction Of Ιρroc in the LG neuron is Necessary to Elicit a Similar Gastric
Mill Rhythm. In the last mechanism, PK induces 'Proc for depolarization of the LG
neuron, but the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is controlled by the slow dynamics (m) of
the outward current, Ικ (Figures 3.2.C.3 and equivalently Figure 3.3). Thus, one can ask
if Ιρroc is necessary for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm. To answer this question, 'Proc is
first removed from the model by setting its maximal conductance gρrοc to zero in
Equation (3.15) (see Methods). This disrupts bursting in the LG neuron, as only the slow
outward current Ικ is left for repolarization of LG (Figure 3.3.Β). Next, to test if LG
depolarization specifically by 'Proc is required for PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm, the
LG neuron is instead depolarized with a constant applied current (Ip x') to check if this
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manual depolarization of LG will elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm. However, the PK-
elicited rhythm where LG is depolarized by 1ΕΧI (Figure 3.3.C) is different from the PK-
elicited rhythm in which IPrοc depolarizes LG (Figure 3.3.Α). Thus, Figure 3.3 suggests
that although PK is still capable of eliciting a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of IProc,
IPrοc plays an important role for generating a gastric mill rhythm that results in a similar
pattern to the MCN1-elicited rhythm. In the biological system, there are no known
pharmacological agents that effectively block proctolin receptors (M.P. Nusbaum,
unpublished data). Therefore, an experiment to block IPrοc (as in Figure 3.3) would be
difficult to do in the biological system. Moreover, Figure 3.3 supports Figure 2.7 of the
previous chapter, which showed that a gastric mill rhythm can still be generated when PK
only induces a slow, non-inactivating outward current, such as Ικ, in the LG neuron. In
particular, although IEXI is used for depolarization of the LG neuron in Figure 3.3.C, the
gastric mill rhythm is controlled by the slow dynamics (m) of PK-induced Ικ.
3.3.3 PK Elicits a Similar Gastric Mill Rhythm via the Induction of Plateau
Properties in the LG Neuron
Three different mechanisms have been proposed by which PK can elicit a gastric mill
rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Each mechanism involves PK-
induction of voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron to elicit a similar gastric mill
rhythm.
However, in the biological system, PK also generates plateau properties in the LG
neuron (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004). In particular, a brief depolarizing current pulse
in the LG neuron activates a prolonged depolarization in the LG membrane potential that
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outlasts the brief pulse (Figure 3.4.Α). Moreover, the plateau potential in the LG neuron
is voltage-dependent as it can be terminated prematurely with a brief injection of negative
current (Figure 3.4.Α). This suggests that the mechanism by which PK elicits a gastric
mill rhythm in the biological system must have slow kinetics in order to generate the
prolonged depolarization in the LG plateau potential. Otherwise the depolarized state in
LG would terminate with the brief current pulse. Moreover, Figure 3.4.Α suggests that
the mechanism by which PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm is voltage-dependent; otherwise,
the plateau potential in LG would not be terminated by the brief negative current pulse.
For each of the proposed mechanisms in the biophysically-realistic model of this work,
the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm is controlled by a slow, voltage-dependent PK-
induced current in the LG neuron (Figure 3.2.C). As a result, the slow, voltage-
dependent PK-induced current of each mechanism will allow for the generation of
plateau properties in the LG neuron. The plateau potential generated by the first
proposed mechanism (IPlat) is shown in Figure 3.4.Β The other two proposed
mechanisms (Ih and IPrOC+IK) which elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm also generate a
similar plateau potential in the LG neuron. Thus, the proposed PK mechanisms produce
the plateau properties that PK generates in the LG neuron of the biological system.
3.3.4 The MCN1-Elicited and PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms are Distinguished
by a Synaptic Input From ΑΒ to ANTI
In the biological system, the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms are not
similar in the absence of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition. In particular, MCN 1 elicits a gastric
mill rhythm of slower frequency in the absence of the ΑΒ to INΤl inhibition (Bartos et
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al., 1999). In contrast, PK does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm in the absence of the ΑΒ
to INTl inhibition (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). This difference between the two
gastric mill rhythms is reproduced in the biophysically-realistic model (Figure 3.5). In
particular, MCN1 still generates a slower gastric mill rhythm when the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition is removed from the model (Figure 3.5.Α). In contrast, the PK-elicited rhythm
is disrupted when the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is removed (Figure 3.5.Β).
Thus, all three PK mechanisms proposed in this chapter reproduce the effects of
the PK-elicited rhythm in the biological system. In particular, each proposed PK
mechanism: 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, 2
generates plateau properties in the LG neuron, and 3 does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm
in the absence of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition. Therefore, from the perspective of the
biophysically-realistic model, all three of the proposed PK mechanisms are equivalent
since they each elicit a gastric mill rhythm that has the same features. Thus, the PK
mechanisms induced in the LG neuron are collectively designated by a generalized
mechanism called "Ιρκ" (as in Figure 3.4) from hereon in the chapter since they all elicit a
gastric mill rhythm that has the same features.
3.3.5 Including the Dorsal Gastric (DG) Neuron in the Biophysically-Realistic
Model
Next, the DG neuron is included in the biophysically-realistic model of the MCN 1-
elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms. The model DG neuron was developed
using experimental data from the biological system, where excitatory synaptic input from
MCN 1 axon terminals facilitates bursting in the DG neuron during the MCN 1-elicited
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rhythm (Coleman et al., 1995). To generate bursting in the model DG neuron, MCN 1 is
assumed to induce a proctolin-like current (Iproc) in DG (see Methods). Experimental
data strongly suggests that MCN 1 can indeed activate 'proc in the DG neuron. In
particular, it is known that MCN 1 uses its neuropeptide co-transmitter CabTRP Ia to
excite the DG neuron (Wood et al., 2000), and bath application of CabTRP Ia has been
shown to induce 'proc in STG neurons (Swensen and Marder, 2000). Therefore, in this
chapter it is assumed that MCN1, through its co-transmitter CabTRP Ia, facilitates
rhythmic bursting in the DG neuron via the induction of 'Proc in DG.
To support this assumption with further biological data, rhythmic bursting in the
DG neuron was disrupted during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm when CabTRP Ia was
pharmacologically blocked (Wood et al., 2000). In particular, during the MCN1-elicited
rhythm, bath application of Spantide I, which blocks the actions of CabTRP Ia, switches
the activity of the DG neuron from rhythmic bursting to tonic firing (Figure 3.6.Α).
Furthermore, the DG neuron becomes quiescent when MCN 1 is inactive and therefore
stops releasing CabTRP Ia (Figure 3.6.Α). Thus, in the biological system Spantide
application during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm blocks MCN 1-released CabTRP Ia and
effectively weakens the response of the DG neuron to MCN1 stimulation, which
suggested that MCN 1 uses CabTRP Ia to influence the DG neuron (Wood et al., 2000).
This behavior in DG neuron activity is reproduced in the biophysically-realistic
model, where MCN 1 generates rhythmic bursting in the model DG neuron via the
induction of 4rοc. In particular, 'Proc is induced by MCN 1 in the model DG neuron based
on the documented effects of the MCN1 co-transmitter CabTRP Ia on STG neurons in the
biological system (Swensen and Marder, 2000, 2001). As a result, when proc is
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weakened in the model DG neuron to mimic the effect of Spantide application in the
biological system, the activity of the model DG neuron switches from rhythmic bursting
to tonic firing (Figure 3.6.Β). Then, in the absence of MCN 1 activity 'proc is no longer
induced in the model DG neuron so it becomes quiescent (Figure 3.6.Β). This behavior
in the model DG neuron also occurs in the PK-elicited rhythm of Figure 3.7.Β, which
does not involve the MCN1 circuitry. Thus, the biophysically-realistic model reproduces
the cellular properties of the DG neuron in the biological system (Figure 3.6).
Next, the model DG neuron is added to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. In the
biological system, the DG neuron bursts in alternation with the LG neuron, and it is an
effective reporter of MCNl activity within the STG (Coleman et al., 1995). In particular,
during the LG interburst phase of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, excitatory synaptic input
from MCN l axon terminals facilitates rhythmic bursting in the DG neuron. However,
during the LG burst phase, presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 axon terminals by the LG
neuron blocks MCN 1 excitation within the STG; therefore, the DG neuron becomes
quiescent during the LG burst phase. This timing of DG neuron activity is reproduced in
the biophysically-realistic model where the DG and LG neurons burst in alternation
during the MCN 1-elicied rhythm (Figure 3.7.Α).
Next, the model DG neuron is added to the PK-elicited rhythm. Earlier, PK was
shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm by activating plateau properties in the LG neuron
(see Figure 3.4). In the biological system, the timing of activity in the DG neuron is
similar in both the MCNl-elicited and PK-elicited rhythms (Hertzberg and Nusbaum,
2005). Therefore, PK is also assumed to induce 'Proc in the DG neuron to facilitate
rhythmic bursting in DG (see Methods). In particular, PK is a neuropeptide, and, since
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bath application of several different neuropeptides induces 1Proc in STG neurons (Swensen
and Marder, 2000, 2001), PK is assumed to induce /Pro, in the model DG neuron, which
facilitates rhythmic bursting in DG (as in Figure 3.6). As a result, the timing of activity
in the model DG neuron is similar to that in the biological system, as the LG and DG
neurons burst in alternation during both the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited rhythms
(Figure 3.7). Moreover, in the PK-elicited rhythm, an inhibitory synapse from the DG to
LG neuron has been included in the model (Figure 3.7.Β). In the biological system, PK
strengthens this synapse, which is not functional during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
(Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). The effect of this synapse on the PK-elicited rhythm is
examined later in the chapter. Thus, using physiological data, a biophysically-realistic
model has been developed in this chapter that reproduces the activity of the DG neuron in
both the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms.
3.3.6 Examining the Effects of Presynaptic Inhibition in the MCN1-Elicited
Gastric Mill Rhythm
In the biological system, the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms appear
similar, but they are generated by different functional circuits (Hertzberg and Nusbaum,
2005). In particular, the PK-elicited rhythm occurs in the absence of MCNI
participation. Therefore, the circuit components that are associated only with the MCN 1-
elcited rhythm, such as presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 by the LG neuron, do not play a
role in the PK-elicited rhythm. However, the presynaptic inhibition is necessary for
generating the MCN 1-elicited rhythm in the biological system (Coleman et al., 1995).
Therefore, we use the biophysically-realistic model to investigate which aspects of the
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MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm require the presence of the presynaptic inhibition. We
find that presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 is necessary for both 1 generating rhythmic
bursting in the LG neuron and INTl and 2 coordinating the timing of activity in the DG
neuron during the MCN 1-elictied rhythm (Figure 3.8).
In the MCN 1-elicited rhythm of the biological system, excitatory synaptic input
from MCN1 is slower in the LG neuron than in INTl or DG (Coleman et a1., 1995;
Marder, 1996). Moreover, the presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 axon terminals by the LG
neuron occurs during the LG burst phase of the rhythm (see Figure 1.2), and it causes a
slow decay of MCN 1 excitatory input in the LG neuron. In the biophysically-realistic
model, the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is controlled by the slow dynamics of
MCN 1 excitation in the LG neuron (denoted by s — Figure 3. 8.Α). As a result, a weaker
presynaptic inhibition in the model causes a slower decay of s, which prolongs the
duration of the LG burst phase (Figure 3.8.Β). In particular, the weaker presynaptic
inhibition takes longer to terminate the LG burst. As a result, this prolongs the INT1
interburst phase, since the duration of the LG to INTl inhibition (inset of Figure 3.8)
increases with the duration of the LG burst phase. Furthermore, the DG interburst phase
is also prolonged since the duration of the presynaptic inhibition also increases with the
duration of the LG burst phase. In addition, as in the biological system, the model DG
neuron becomes quiescent when LG presynaptically inhibits MCN 1. In particular, the
presynaptic inhibition (albeit weaker in Figure 3.8.Β) disrupts MCN 1-induction of /Pro, in
the DG neuron so that DG becomes quiescent (see Figure 3.6). Thus, in the presence of a
weaker presynaptic inhibition, the slow dynamics of s still have the dominant effect on
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network oscillations; therefore, the slower decay of s prolongs the LG burst phase of this
gastric mill rhythm.
When the presynaptic inhibition is made even weaker, the decay of s in LG
becomes slow enough to disrupt rhythmic bursting between the LG neuron and INΤ 1
(Figure 3.8.C). In particular, the decay of s is slowed to the point where the LG neuron
settles to its burst phase. As a result, INΤI remains in its interburst phase since the LG to
INTl inhibition remains active throughout the prolonged LG burst phase. In addition, the
DG neuron remains quiescent for the duration of the LG burst phase since the presynaptic
inhibition of MCN 1 continues for the duration of the LG burst phase. Thus, the
weakened presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 still silences the DG neuron by disrupting the
MCN 1-induction of 'Pro, in DG. Moreover, the slow decay of s still has the dominant
effect, and it is slow enough to cause the LG neuron to settle to its bursting phase.
Therefore, only the LG burst phase of the gastric mill rhythm is exhibited in Figure 3.8.C.
When the presynaptic inhibition is removed from the model, the LG neuron and
INTl remain in their burst and interburst phases, respectively (Figure 3.8.D). However,
in this case where there is no presynaptic inhibition (inset of Figure 3.8.D), there is no
mechanism to cause a decay of s in the LG neuron; therefore, there is no mechanism to
terminate the LG burst. As a result, the LG neuron remains in its bursting phase and
never transitions to its interburst. This suggests that presynaptic inhibition is necessary
for generating rhythmic bursting between the LG neuron and INTl during the MCN -
elicited rhythm. Conversely, the DG neuron bursts rhythmically in the absence of the
presynaptic inhibition in the model. In particular, the MCN 1 synaptic input onto DG is
now uninhibited by the LG neuron (inset of Figure 3.8.D), and the rhythmic bursting in
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the DG neuron is controlled by its cellular properties (MCN 1-induction of 1Proc - see
Figure 3.6.Β). However, in the absence of the presynaptic inhibition, the timing of DG
neuron activity is no longer coordinated with the activity of the LG neuron. This
suggests that the presynaptic inhibition is also necessary to coordinate the timing of
activity between the LG and DG neurons so that they burst in alternation during the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
Thus, presynaptic inhibition of MCN1 axon terminals is necessary for both
generating rhythmic bursting between the LG neuron and INTl and for coordinating the
timing of DG neuron activity in the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
3.3.7 Assessing How Plateau Properties in the LG Neuron Would Affect the
MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
In the biological system, the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm occurs in the absence of
MCN1 participation and therefore does not involve presynaptic inhibition of projection
neurons. Instead, PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm via the activation of plateau properties in the LG neuron (see Figure 3.4).
Therefore, to investigate how a different functional circuit can still elicit a similar gastric
mill rhythm, we use the biophysically-realistic model to assess which aspects of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm would require the presence of presynaptic inhibition if the model
LG neuron also included plateau properties. In the biological system, there is no
substantial evidence to show that MCN 1 induces plateau properties in the LG neuron
(M.P. Nusbaum, unpublished data). However, we add plateau properties to the model LG
neuron for the purpose of assessing the role of the presynaptic inhibition.
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Earlier, three mechanisms were presented by which PK can elicit a similar gastric
mill rhythm via the activation of plateau properties in the LG neuron (see Figure 3.4).
All of the proposed PK mechanisms are equivalent from the perspective of the model
since they all elicit a gastric mill rhythm with the same features (see Figures 3.5, 3.6);
therefore, as mentioned earlier, we collectively refer to the PK mechanisms as "Ιρκ".
Thus, we assume that MCN 1 activates the plateau properties of Ιρκ in the model LG
neuron in order to assess which aspects of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm will
still require presynaptic inhibition when plateau properties are included in the LG neuron.
As a result, the conductance of Ιρκ (denoted by gρκ — Figure 3.9) oscillates with the LG
neuron and helps control the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 3.9.Α).
Therefore, gρκ is an intrinsic property of the model LG neuron that is independent of the
presynaptic inhibition and helps terminate the LG burst phase in Figure 3.9.
Now, when the presynaptic inhibition is weakened in the model, the duration of
the LG burst phase does not change significantly, since gρκ facilitates the termination of
the LG burst phase to preserve a similar oscillation frequency in LG (Figure 3.9). As a
result, the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm remains similar when the presynaptic
inhibition is weakened in the model (Figures 3.9.Β — 3.9.C). Then, when the presynaptic
inhibition is removed, MCN 1 synaptic input becomes uninhibited by the LG neuron
(inset of Figure 3.9.D). Nevertheless, the intrinsic properties of gρκ in the LG neuron
allows for the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm to exhibit a similar frequency (Figure
3.9.D). This suggests that when Ιρκ is induced in the model LG neuron during the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm, presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 is not necessary for generating
rhythmic bursting in the gastric mill neurons. However, the presynaptic inhibition of
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MCN 1 is still required to preserve the timing of activity among the network neurons. In
particular, the LG and DG neurons become uncoordinated in the absence of presynaptic
inhibition, as their burst phases overlap with each other instead of occurring in alternation
(Figure 3.9.D). Therefore, this suggests that regardless of plateau property generation in
the LG neuron, presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 is necessary for coordinating the timing
of activity in the DG neuron during the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
3.3.8 Investigating the Properties of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm at
the Network Level
In the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm, the timing of activity in the DG neuron is
controlled by LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 (Figures 3.9 - 3.10). This has also
been documented physiologically (Coleman et al., 1995). Now, the properties of the
MCN1-elicited rhythm are further examined at the network level. First, we assess how a
brief perturbation of the LG neuron affects the timing of activity in the other gastric mill
neurons. In particular, a brief injection of positive current in the model LG neuron resets
INTI activity, via the LG to INTl inhibition, and DG neuron activity, via LG presynaptic
inhibition of MCN 1 (Figure 3.10.Β). Therefore, the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
can be reset by the LG neuron.
In comparison, the DG neuron does not synapse onto the other gastric mill
neurons. Therefore, a perturbation of the DG neuron has no effect on the activity of the
LG neuron or INTl (Figure 3.10.C). Thus, DG is only a follower neuron in the MCN1-
elcitied gastric mill rhythm, as it has no effect on the other gastric mill neurons.
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In vivo, the gastric mill rhythm controls the rhythmic movements of three teeth
that are responsible for food chewing in the animal (Figure 3.10.D). In particular, the LG
neuron controls the protraction phase of the lateral gastric teeth, while the DG neuron
controls the retraction phase of the medial gastric tooth (Heinzel et al., 1993). Using the
biophysically-realistic model, it was shown that the LG neuron controls the timing of
activity in the DG neuron during the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 3.10.8). However,
since DG is only a follower neuron in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, it has no effect on the
LG neuron. Therefore, as a first approximation of behavioral significance (Figure
3.10.D), the model suggests that the protractor phase LG neuron controls the timing of
network activity during the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
3.3.9 Investigating the Effect of the DG to LG Synapse in the PK-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm
In the biological system, bath application of PK strengthens an inhibitory synapse from
the DG to LG neuron which is not functional during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
(Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2005). The role of this PK-strengthened synapse is assessed
using the biophysically-realistic model. In particular, the model suggests that the PK-
strengthened synapse coordinates the timing of activity between the LG and DG neurons
during the PK-elicited rhythm. Specifically, the PK-strengthened synapse ensures that
the LG and DG neurons burst in alternation during the PK-elicited rhythm (Figure 3.11).
In contrast, the timing of activity between the LG and DG neurons in the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm is coordinated by the presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 b y the LG neuron (see
Figures 3.11). Thus, the biophysically-realistic model suggests that, in the context of
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coordinating the timing of activity between the LG and DG neurons, the PK-strengthened
synapse in the PK-elicited rhythm parallels the function of the presynaptic inhibition in
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. As a result, the PK-strengthened synapse allows for PK to
elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm via a different
functional circuit.
3.3.10 Investigating the Properties of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm at the
Network Level
Next, the properties of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm are examined at the network
level. Earlier, it was shown that the LG neuron can reset the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
through presynaptic inhibition of MCN1. However, presynaptic inhibition of projection
neurons is not involved in the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm, so the LG neuron will not
have the same effect. In particular, a perturbation of the LG neuron only perturbs the
activity of [NT 1, via the LG to INT 1 inhibition, but has no effect on the DG neuron
(Figure 3.12.Β). Thus, the LG neuron has no mechanism with which to affect the activity
of the DG neuron. Therefore, the LG neuron can not reset the PK-elicited gastric mill
rhythm.
In comparison, while DG is only a follower neuron in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm,
the PK-strengthened inhibitory synapse from the DG to LG neuron allows for the DG
neuron to play a more active role in the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm. In particular, a
brief current injection to perturb the DG neuron resets the timing of activity in the LG
neuron, via the PK-strengthened synapse, which in turn resets INTl activity, via the LG
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to INTl inhibition (Figure 3.12.C). Therefore the PK-strengthened synapse allows the
DG neuron to reset and entrain the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
Hence, during the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm, the DG neuron controls the
timing of activity in the LG neuron. However, the LG neuron has no effect on the DG
neuron. In vivo, DG neuron activity controls the retraction phase of the medial gastric
tooth, while LG neuron activity controls the protraction phase of the lateral gastric teeth
(Heinzel et al., 1993). Therefore, as a first approximation of behavioral significance
(Figure 3.12.D), the model suggests that the retractor phase DG neuron controls the
timing of network activity during the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
3.3.11 Summary of Results
In this chapter, the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms were compared
using a biophysically-realistic model. First, each of the voltage-gated currents proposed
to be induced by PK in the LG neuron was shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is
similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm in the context of the biophysically-realistic model.
Next, the coordination of network activity for both gastric mill rhythms was compared.
In particular, although the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms appear
similar, their locus of coordination is different.
In the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm:
• The buildup and decay of MCN 1 excitation in the LG neuron drives the network
oscillations.
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• Presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 axon terminals by the LG neuron coordinates
network activity.
• The LG neuron can reset the timing of network activity.
In the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm:
• The proposed PK-induced currents (which generate plateau properties in the LG
neuron) drive the network oscillations.
• The PK-strengthened inhibitory synapse from the DG to LG neuron coordinates
network activity.
• The DG neuron can reset the timing of network activity.
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Figure 3.1 Bath Application of the Neuropeptide Pyrokinin (PK) Elicits a Gastric
Mill Rhythm That is Similar to tide MCN1-Elicted Rhythm (S. Saideman and M.P.
Nusbaum, Unpublished Data). A, Recording of the LG neuron during the MCNl-elicited
rhythm. B, Bath application of PK elicits very similar activity in LG. MCNl and PK
elicit similar gastric mill rhythms via different functional circuits (see circuitry diagrams
in A and B). In particular, the PK-elicited rhythm occurs in the absence of MCNi
participation and therefore does not )evolve presynaptic inhibition of projection neurons.
In addition, bath application of PK strengthens an inhibitory synapse from the DG to LG
neuron which is not functional during the MCN l -elicited rhythm. However, the
mechanism by which PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm is unknown.
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Figure 3.2 Biophysically-Realistic Model Used to Assess the Proposed PK
Mechanisms. A, The gastric mill rhythm is not spontaneously active in the absence of
MCN 1. B, The MCN 1-elicited rhythm is controlled by the slow excitatory input (s) from
MCN1 to the LG neuron. The AB to INTl inhibition triggers the LG burst onset. Most
hyperpolarized membrane potentials: INTl -60 mV; LG -55 mV; AB: -64 mV. Cl, PK-
induction of a slowly-inactivating iήώard current ('Plat) in LG elicits a similar gastric mill
rhythm that is controlled by the slow inactivation (h) of IPlar. Most hyperpolarized
potentials are the same as in B. C2, PK-induction of slow, hyperpolarization-activated
inward current (Ih) in LG elicits a similar rhythm that is controlled by the slow dynamics
(m) of /h . Most hyperpolarized potentials: LG -52 mV; INTl and AB same as in B. C3,
PK-induction a fast inward current (. Proc) and a slow outward current (ΙK) (both non-
inactivating) in LG elicits a similar rhythm that is controlled by the slow dynamics (m) of
Ικ. Most hyperpolarized potentials αre the same as in B.
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Figure 3.3 Investigating the Role of Ιρτοc in the Last PI{ Mechanism. A, The gastric
mill rhythm elicited by PK-induced (ΙΡ„,.+ΙΚ) in the LG neuron (same as Figure 3.2.C.3).
The effect of the AΒ to INTl inhibition is indicated by the arrow. Most hyperpolarized
membrane potentials: INTl -60 mV LG -55 mV. B, Removal of iproc disrupts the PK-
elicited rhythm, as only the PK-induced outward current (Ικ) is left for repolarization of
LG. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: INTl -53 mV; LG: -60 mV. C, The PK-
induced outward current (Ικ) controls the gastric mill rhythm that results after injecting
external current (IExt) into the LG neuron. However, this gastric mill rhythm is different
from that in A. Therefore, the model suggests that PK-induced Ι ρτοί, is necessary to elicit a
gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCNl-elicited rhythm. Most hyperpolarized
membrane potentials: INTl -61 mV; LG -16 mV.
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Figure 3.4 PK Elicits a Gastric 1%Íi11 Rhythm via the Activation of Plateau
Properties in the LG Neuron. A, Ín the biological system, bath application of PK
induces a plateau potential in the Lίi neuron (S. Saideman and M.P. Nusbaum,
unpublished data). In particular, a brief depolarizing current pulse activates a prolonged
depolarization in the LG neuron that outlasts the brief pulse. The plateau potential is
voltage dependent as it can be terminated prematurely with a brief injection of negative
current. Most hyperpolarized LG membrane potential: —80 mV. B, The first proposed
mechanism ('P/at) activates a similar plateau potential in the model LG neuron. Most
hyperpolarized LG membrane potentials: top -55 mV; bottom -60 mV. The other
proposed mechanisms (Ι ι and IProc ±-IK) also activate similar plateau properties in the
model LG neuron.
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Figure 3.5 The MCN1-Elicited and ΡΚ-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms are
Distinguished by the Effect of the ΑΒ to ANTI Inhibition. A, Removal of the ΑΒ to
INTl inhibition slows down the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm. Most hyperpolarized
membrane potentials: ΝNΤΙ -60 mV; LG -55 mV (same top and bottom). This effect was
also reported in the biological system (Bartos et al., 1999). B, In contrast, the PK-elicited
gastric mill rhythm is disrupted wheal the ΑΒ to ΝΤΙ inhibition is removed. Most
hyperpolarized membrane potentials: (top) INTl -60 mV; LG -55 mV, (bottom) INTl
-48 mV; LG -52 mV. This effect was also reported in the biological system (Hertzberg
and Nusbaum, 2005). Each of the proposed PK mechanisms produces the same result,
and all three mechanisms are equivalent from the perspective of the model since they all
elicit a gastric mill rhythm with the same features. The three PK mechanism are
collectively designated by Ιρκ (see Figure 3.4)
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Figure 3.6 The Model DG Neuroli Reproduces the Observed Behavior in the
Biological System. A, Physiologically, MCN I stimulation produces rhythmic bursting in
the DG neuron. However, bath application of Spantide I changes DG activity from
rhythmic bursting to tonic firing during MCN 1 stimulation. Spantide I blocks the MCN 1
neuropeptide co-transmitter CabΤRt Ia. This suggests that MCNl uses CabTRP Ia to
excite the DG neuron (Adapted by permission from the Society for Neuroscience: Journal
of Neuroscience (Wood et al., 20:8943-8953, 2000), copyright (2000)). Β, In the model it
is assumed that MCN1 activates a proctolin-like current (Ip roc) in the DG neuron, since
the MCN 1 co-transmitter CabTRP I has been shown to activate 1Ρτοc in STG neurons.
Consequently, MCN1-induced 1 rοc produces rhythmic bursting in the model DG neuron,
whose activity switches to tonic firing when 'prOc is weakened to model Spantide
application. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: DG silent -46 mV; DG burst -51
mV; DG tonic -44 mV.
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Figure 3.7 The Model DG Neurt itί is Included in the MCN1-Elicited and PK-
Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms. Α, The LG and DG neurons burst in alternation during
the MCN1-elicited rhythm. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials: INT1 -60 mV; LG
-55 mV; DG -51 mV. B, Similarly, the LG and DG neurons burst in alternation during
the PK-elicited rhythm. PK elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm via a different functional
circuit. The LG neuron bursts due to PK-induction of any one of the three plateau-
generating mechanisms denoted by "Iρκ"(see Figure 3.4). The DG neuron bursts during
the PK-elicited rhythm due to PK-induction of Ιρ„,. In particular, since PK is a
neuropeptide, it is assumed to induce ΙΡrο in the DG neuron. Most hyperpolarized
membrane potentials are the same as in A.
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Figure 3.8 Effect of Presynaptic Inhibition in the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. A, The slow modulatory excitation from MCNl to the LG neuron (s) drives the
MCN1-elicited gastric mill rhythm. B, A weaker presynaptic inhibition prolongs the LG
burst phase, as the decay of MCN1 excitation (s) becomes slower in the LG neuron. C,
An even weaker presynaptic inhibtidn disrupts rhythmic bursting. D, When the
presynaptic inhibition is removed, ńo mechanism exists to terminate the LG burst.
Therefore, the LG neuron is stuck in its burst phase while INTl is stuck in its interburst,
due to the LG to INTl inhibition. However, LG has no influence over the DG neuron
without the presynaptic inhibition, sd the DG neuron bursts rhythmically due to MCN 1-
induced 'Proc in DG (see Figure 3.6). Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials A: INTl -
60 mV, LG -55 mV, DG -51 mV; fl IΝTl (same as A), LG -54 mV, DG -50 mV; C:
INT1 (same as A), LG -37 mV, DO-43 mV; D: INΤl (same as A), LG -27 mV, DG
(same as A).
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Figure 3.9 Assessing the Role of Presynaptic Inhibition if Plateau Properties are
Included in the Model LG Neura.. A, Presynaptic inhibition is intact. The plateau
properties of the model LG neuron help terminate the LG burst phase of this MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. B-C, As the presynaptic inhibition is weakened, the duration of the LG
burst is not prolonged because the cllular properties of the model LG neuron terminate
the LG burst phase independent of the presynaptic inhibition. D, Without the presynaptic
inhibition, LG and INTl continue to burst rhythmically due to the cellular properties in
the LG neuron. However, the timing of activity between the LG and DG neurons
becomes uncoordinated. In particular, the LG and DG neurons do not consistently burst
in alternation without the presynaptic inhibition. Most hyperpolarized membrane
potentials: INΤ1 -60 mV; LG -55 mV; DG -51 mV (same for all traces).
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Figure 3.10 Network-Level Properties of the MCNl-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm.
Α, Control conditions. B, The LG 1 enron can reset the MCN1-elicited rhythm. Perturbing
the model LG neuron via a brief depolarizing current injection resets the timing of
activity in INTl, via the LG to INTI inhibition, and the timing of DG activity, via
presynaptic inhibition of MCNl. Filled circles indicate the DG burst onset in A. C, The
DG neuron, since it has no functional synapses, can not reset the MCN1-elicited rhythm.
Filled circles indicate the LG burst onset in A. D, The LG neuron (lateral tooth protractor)
controls the timing of DG activity (medial tooth retractor). This suggests that the LG
protractor phase controls the MCN1=elicited rhythm. Most hyperpolarized membrane
potentials A: INT1 -60 mV; LG -55 mV; DG -51 mV, B: INTl -61 mV; LG -57 mV; DG
(same as A), C: INT1, LG (same as A), DG -52 mV.
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Figure 3.11 Investigating the Roll of the PK-Strengthened DG to LG Synapse
During the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. A-C, The PK-strengthened synapse
regulates the timing of activity between the LG and DG neurons during the PK-elicited
rhythm. In particular, the PK-strengthened synapse ensures that the LG and DG neurons
burst in alternation. Moreover, as the speed of oscillations in the model DG neuron
increases from A to C, the PK-strefgthened synapse continues to ensure that the LG and
DG neurons burst in alternation. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials, Top and
Middle: INTl -60 mV, LG -55 mV, DG -51 mV; Bottom: INTl. LG (same as Top), DG
-50 mV.
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Figure 3.12 Network-Level Properties of the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. A,
Control conditions. B, The LG neumn can not reset the PK-elicited rhythm. In particular,
a perturbation of the LG neuron perturbs the activity of IΝΤl, via the LG to INTl
inhibition, but has no effect on the IG neuron. C, The DG neuron resets the PK-elicited
rhythm. A perturbation of the DG neuron perturbs the activity of LG, via the DG to LG
synapse, which in turn perturbs INTO, via removal of the LG to iNTl synapse. D, The
DG neuron (medial tooth retractor) controls the timing of activity in the LG neuron
(lateral tooth protractor). This suggests that the DG retractor phase controls the PK-
elicited rhythm, which could involve a different chewing mode than the MCN1-elicited
rhythm. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials, A: ΙΝΤ1-60 mV, LG -55 mV, DG -51
mV; B: INTl -61 mV, LG -57 mV, DG (same as A); C: INT1, LG (same as A), DG -53
mV.
CHAPTER 4
INVESTIGATING HOW FEEDBACK TO PROJECTION NEURONS SHAPES
ACTIVITY IN A RHYTHMIC NETWORK: A MODELING STUDY
4.1
	
Introduction
Projection neuron pathways play an important role in shaping rhythmic pattern
generation. In mammals, for example, descending pathways from the cerebellum and
brainstem influence the rhythmic circuits that generate locomotor activity in the spinal
cord (Burke, 2001; Matsuyama et al., 2004; Yamaguchi, 2004). Generally, rhythmic
networks are studied assuming of a feed-forward architecture, in which descending
projection neuron pathways initiate, terminate, or modify network activity (Kasicki and
Grillner, 1986; Deliagina et al., 2002; Blitz et al., 2004; Rossignol et a1., 2006). In
reality, however, the circuitry is more complex in that projection neurons in turn receive
rhythmic feedback from their target networks (Perreault et al., 1993; Norris et al., 1996;
Wood et a1., 2004; Zelenin, 2005). Such feedback can influence the pattern of projection
neuron inputs, but the role of rhythmic feedback in shaping network activity is not well-
understood.
This dissertation addresses these issues using the gastric mill rhythm of the crab,
C. borealis (Harris-Warrick et al., 1992; Marder and Calabrese, 1996; Nusbaum and
Beenhakker, 2002). Physiologically, the gastric mill circuit is located in the
stomatogastric ganglion (STG) (see Figure 1.2), where it receives a local synaptic input
from the coactive pyloric circuit (Bartos et al., 1999). In addition, the STG circuitry is
innervated by descending neuronal input from —20 projection neurons (Nusbaum and
Beenhakker, 2002). Although the gastric mill rhythm is generally not spontaneously
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active, tonic stimulation of the projection neuron MCN1 readily elicits a gastric mill
rhythm in vitro (Coleman et al., 1995). However, co-stimulation of MCN1 plus a second
projection neuron, the commissural projection neuron 2 (CPN2), elicits a distinct gastric
mill rhythm (Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). In addition,
the projection neurons MCN1 and CPN2 receive rhythmic feedback from STG circuits
(Norris et al., 1994; Wood et al., 2004). However, the role of this feedback in shaping
the gastric mill rhythm is not well understood.
This dissertation uses a reduced mathematical model to investigate how (1) feed-
forward inputs from the projection neurons MCN 1 and CPN2 and (2) feedback to these
projection neurons shapes the gastric mill rhythm. Previously, a 3-dimensional model
was used to analyze the synaptic properties that underlie the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm (Manor et al., 1999). Then, a second reduced model was used to investigate how
feedback from the pyloric circuit affects the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, and
it showed that the timing of pyloric feedback is crucial for generating an MCN 1-elicited
rhythm with the observed frequency in the biological system (Ambrosio-Mouser et al.,
2006). Now, this dissertation develops a reduced 2-dimensional model to analyze the
synaptic properties that underlie the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. The
network dynamics of this 2-dimensional model are readily examined via a phase-plane
analysis. As a result, this allows for an investigation of how both feed-forward inputs
from MCN 1 and CPN2 and how feedback to these projection neurons shapes the gastric
mill rhythm.
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4.2 Methods
This chapter develops a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm, where MCNI and CPN2 are two coactive projection neurons. First, a reduction
of the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al.,  1999) down to a 2-dimensional model of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm that was performed in Chapter 2 is reviewed. Then, CPN2 is
added to this model, which is kept in 2 dimensions by exploiting the difference in
synaptic time scales.
4.2.1 Three-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
In the 3-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Manor et al., 1999), INT1 and
LG were treated as passive neurons so that action potential generation in them could be
ignored. As a result, only the slow envelope of network oscillations was considered by
(Manor et al., 1999) in order to simplify the network dynamics and perform a
mathematical analysis. This 3-dimensional model was already described in detail in
Chapter 2, where it is given by Equations (2.1) - (2.3). Therefore, only a brief overview
of the 3-dimensional model is given in this chapter. First, the 3-dimensional model of
(Manor et al., 1999) is rewritten in this chapter for clarity
C/ dV1
dt = gLeak,1 ( ν1 — ELeaki ) --L-^ 1 mL->1 ( VL) (ν1 — EL 1)— g
PP(t)(ν1 — ΕΡ ) (4.1)
1 1cak.► 	 Ιι ,ι
	 Ιρ
CL dν^  = — gLeak,L ( VL — ΕLeak,L) g/–ιίm, - (ν/)(VL — ΕΙ--ι1) gss (ν[, — Εs,dt
(4.2)
V"<Vp,
VL > V
 pre
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(4.3)
The state variables VI, VL , and s represent the membrane potential of INTl, the membrane
potential of the LG neuron, and the slow, excitatory synaptic input from MCN 1 to the LG
neuron, respectively. The terms ILeak,τ and ILeak,L in Equations (4.1) and (4.2) model the
leak current in each neuron and are described in more detail in Chapter 2. The terms
1 L,, and 1,,L in Equations (4.1) and (4.2), respectively, model the reciprocally
inhibitory synapses between iNTl and the LG neuron. The synaptic gating functions
mL,, (VL ) and m,,L (V,) depend only on the membrane potential of the presynaptic
neuron and are modeled by the sigmoidal functions in Equations (2.4) and (2.5),
respectively, in Chapter 2. The term I ρ in Equation (4.1) models the local inhibitory
synapse from the pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (the ΑΒ neuron) to INT1. In the
biological system, the frequency of the pyloric rhythm (— 1 Hz) is much faster than the
frequency of the gastric mill rhythm (4OHz) (Bartos et al., 1999). Therefore, in the 3-
dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999), the synaptic input P(t) is modeled by a fast,
periodic forcing function given by
" π mod (t, per)
ι 	dur
Ρ(t) = sin H (dur — mod (t, per)) ,	 (4.4)
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which oscillates in 10,1] and whose period and duty cycle are given by the parameters per
and dur, respectively. Finally, the term I S in Equation (4.2) models the slow, excitatory
synaptic input from MCN1 to the LG neuron. This slow input is gated by the membrane
potential of the LG neuron, via presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1, as described by
Equation (4.3). In particular, MCN 1 excitation (s) builds up in the LG neuron with time
constant TLO when VL is below the synaptic threshold voltage VpYe for presynaptic
inhibition of MCN 1. As a result, VL slowly rises as s builds up in the LG neuron (see
Figure 4.1). When VL exceeds Vpre , s decays in the LG neuron with time constant ΤΗ! due
to LG presynaptic inhibition of MCN1. As a result, VL slowly falls when s decays in the
LG neuron (see Figure 4.1). In the biological system, the frequency of the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm is controlled by the excitatory synapse from MCN 1 to the LG neuron,
which acts on a slower time scale than that of all other synapses in the network (Coleman
et al., 1995). Therefore, the time constants TLO and ΤΗ! in Equation (4.3) are assigned with
large values to model the slow synaptic time scale of the MCNl to LG synapse.
Moreover, this slow time scale is revealed when Equation (4.3) is rewritten in the form
ds 	 Η(νρΥe—V,)—s
= ε
dt ΤΗ! + (TLo ΤΗ! ) Η (Vpre — τι)
( 
Η (Vpre —1L )— s
\ 1 +(Tl)H(Vpre
(4.5)
where 0 < ε = 1 << 1 and f = TLO . Therefore, the state variable s evolves much more
ΤΗ! 	 ΤΗ!
slowly than the other state variables since ε is small in Equation (4.5), and s drives the
network oscillations (see Figure 4.1).
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4.2.2 Reduction to a 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
In the 3-dimensional model, INTl is only influenced by synaptic inputs that occur on a
fast time scale, but the LG neuron, on the other hand, is influenced by the slow excitatory
synapse from MCN 1 (see Figure 4.1). This difference in synaptic time scales can be
exploited to reduce the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999) down to 2
dimensions involving the state variables VL and s. In particular, the membrane potential
of INT 1 (νι) can be assumed to adjust instantaneously to its steady for each value of  VL
and s, since INT1 is only influenced by fast synaptic inputs. Thus, dividing through
Equation (4.1) by the leak conductance gLeak,l gives
τ1 άι 
=_(νι — ELeak,ι) —	
' 
 m1^ι (ν1)(ν1 - Ε,–^ 1)- 
gΡ  Ρ(t)(ί, -ΕΡ ), (4.6)
ut 	gLeak,l	 gLeak,,
where τ, = C' is the membrane time constant of INT1. Then, setting Ti = Ο sets the
gLeak,1
left hand side of Equation (4.6) to zero and allows for an explicit solution of the INTl
membrane potential
= υ (ν^; Ρ t) = gLeak , l ELeak,l 
+ g1–ι1 mL–), ( VL ) ΕL–ιΙ + gΡ Ρ (t) ΕΡ 
ι 	 Ο 	 + mV^ + Ρ tgLeak,l gL^l ^-^1 ( ) gΡ ( )
(4.7)
As a result, VI is now expressed in terms of the state variable VL and the pyloric-timed
forcing function P(t) (see also Figure 4.2). It is noted that VL affects INTl via the LG to
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INT1 inhibitory synapse mL1 (VL ) while P(t) models the fast inhibition of INT1 by the
pyloric circuit (Figure 4.2). However, in the biological system, the pyloric inhibition of
INT1 does not affect the gastric mill rhythm during the active state of the LG neuron
(Bartos et al., 1999). This biological fact is incorporated into the model by making the
pyloric-timed forcing function dependent upon the LG membrane potential as well
Ρ (t, VL )=Ρ (t) q (VL ) . (4.8)
In particular, P(t) is the same forcing function of Equation (4.4) while q(VL) is a
decreasing sigmoid of VL that is modeled by Equation (2.12) of Chapter 2. Thus, the
pyloric-timed forcing term of Equation (4.8) only affects the gastric mill rhythm during
the inactive state of the LG neuron (see Results).
After replacing P(t) with the P(t, VL) term of Equation (4.8), the expression for the
membrane potential of INT1 in Equation (4.7) becomes V, = u (VL ; P(t, VL)). Then,
substitution of this VI expression into the m,,L (V,) term of Equation (4.2) gives a 2-
dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
dVL
	(VL Ε 	 )m	 (υ (V • Ρ(t 	 )))(Vdt 	 gleak,L 	Leak.L	 ,1—ι^ 1—^^ 	 L^	 L 
Lewk.L
— gs( — Ε,)
(4.9) 
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VL V pre
VL >Vpre
(4.10)
Thus, the dynamics of ANTI have been absorbed into the dynamics of the state variable
VL (Figure 4.2). As a result, the effects of the fast inhibitory synapses that influence
ΙΝΤ Ι are absorbed into the ΙΝΤ Ι to LG synapse, as indicated by the
m,-^L (υ (V1 ; Ρ (t, V, ))) term of Equation (4.9) (see also Figure 4.2). Thus, the 3-
dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999) has been reduced to 2 dimensions where both
state variables are directly involved in generating network oscillations. This allows for a
complete examination of the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
via a phase-plane analysis in the VL-s plane.
Next, the phase-plane geometry of the 2-dimensional model is examined. First,
the VL- and s-nullclines are computed, which designate the curves in the VL-s phase plane
where dVddt = 0 and ds/dt = 0, respectively. The VL-nullcline is computed by setting
dV/dt = 0 in Equation (4.9) and solving for s. However, since the 2-dimensional model
is non-autonomous due to the pyloric forcing term P(t, VL) of Equation (4.9), a family of
VL-nullclines will exist in the phase plane. In particular, a one-parameter family of cubic
VL-nullclines indexed by the values p in [0,1 ] of P(t, VL) exists in the VL-s phase plane
given by
gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L
s(VL ;p)=
g/-^Lml L (υ (νL; ρ))(VL — Ε, L ) 
gS ( VL  εs )
(4.11)
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where the extreme values p = 0 (p = 1) correspond to the unforced (maximally forced)
system. The s-nullcline, on the other hand, is computed by setting ds/dt = 0 in Equation
(4.10) and solving for s to obtain the step function
 VCVpre
S 
={0,
1, 	 VL > V pre
(4.12)
In the unforced system where p = 0 in Equation (4.11), a single cubic VL-nullcline
exists in the phase plane, given by s(VL; 0). This corresponds to when P(t, VL) = 0 in
Equation (4.9), so that the 2-dimensional system becomes autonomous and only one V L
-nullcline exists in the phase plane. Within the VL-s phase plane, dVj/dt > 0 (< 0) above
(below) the VL-nullcline while ds/dt > 0 (< 0) below (above) the s-nullcline. Therefore,
the outer branches of the cubic VL-nullcline are stable (attracting) while its middle branch
is unstable (repelling). In addition, the VL- and s-nullclines intersect along the unstable
middle branch of the cubic, which allows the system to exhibit oscillations (Rinzel and
Ermentrout, 1998). Furthermore, the time constants of MCN 1 excitation (TLO, TH1) are
chosen to be large in order to put the system in a relaxation regime. As a result, the
periodic orbit in the VL-s phase plane consists of two fast and two slow portions (Figure
4.3 .Α. 1), where the slow portions track the outer branches of the cubic to which they are
strongly attracted by the fast horizontal flow. Furthermore, the periodic orbit in the VL-s
phase plane describes the oscillation in the LG membrane potential (Figure 4.3.Α.2)
during the gastric mill rhythm (see Results).
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In the forced system where 0 < p _< 1 in Equation (4.11), a family of cubic VL
-nullclines exists in the phase plane. Two members of this family are shown in Figure
4.3.Β.1. In particular, the higher cubic occurs when p = 0 and corresponds to the
unforced system of Figure 4.3.Α.1, while the lower cubic occurs when p = 1 and
corresponds to the maximally forced system at the peak of the pyloric forcing. Thus, the
pyloric forcing term shifts the VL-nullcline as p varies in [0,1], which causes the
trajectory to shift back and forth between the higher and lower cubics (Figure 4.3.Β.1).
The transitions between cubics are impulsive since the pyloric forcing peak is small
compared to the pyloric period. Therefore, when p= 0 in Equation (4.11), the trajectory
in the VL-s phase plane tracks the higher (unforced) cubic (Figure 4.3.Β.1), then shifts
through a family of lower cubics for nonzero values of p and touches the lowest
(maximally forced) cubic at p = 1 (Figure 4.3.Β.1). Physiologically, the pyloric forcing
term models the effect of the inhibitory synapse from the pyloric circuit to INTl (inset of
Figure 4.3) on the network dynamics of the gastric mill rhythm. In particular, the
pyloric-timed inhibition of INTl in turn disrupts the INTl to LG inhibition (inset of
Figure 4.3), which effectively disinhibits the LG neuron from INTi, as illustrated by the
periodic subthreshold depolarizations in the LG membrane potential (Figure 4.3.Β.2) (see
Results). Moreover, as modeled by Equation (4.8), the pyloric forcing only affects the
inactive state of the LG neuron and therefore only shifts the left branch of the V L
-nullcline. The right branch of the VL-nullcline, which corresponds to the active state of
the LG neuron, remains stationary since the effect of the pyloric forcing is not effectively
transmitted through the ANT l to LG synapse during the active state of the LG neuron (see
Results).
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4.2.3 A 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm that
Includes the Effect of Rhythmic Feedback
Physiologically, MCN1 is rhythmically active in the presence of inhibitory feedback from
the pyloric circuit (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994). In particular, in the intact biological
system, the pacemaker of the pyloric circuit (the AB neuron) inhibits the cell body of
MCN 1 in the commissural ganglion (CoG). In the absence of this inhibitory feedback
connection (as in Figure 4.1), tonic stimulation of MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm
whose frequency is regulated by the local AB to INTl inhibition in the STG (Nadir et
al., 1998; Bartos et al., 1999). The 2-dimensional model in Equations (4.9) and (4.10)
describes this gastric mill rhythm. However, recent experiments showed that in the
presence of the AB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition, the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
exhibits distinct network properties (Wood et al., 2004). In particular, rhythmic
stimulation of MCN1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm whose frequency is insensitive to the
effect of the local AB to INTl inhibition in the STG (Wood et al., 2004). A
mathematical model was recently used to show that the frequency of this gastric mill
rhythm is critically dependent upon the relative timing between the local AB to INΤ 1
inhibition and that of the AB to MCN1 feedback inhibition (Ambrosio, 2005; Ambrosio-
Mouser et al., 2006). In particular, the AB to INTl inhibition (in the STG) must occur at
nearly the same phase of the pyloric rhythm as the AB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in
the CoG) in order to elicit a gastric mill rhythm with the observed frequency of the
biological system (Ambrosio-Mouser et al., 2006).
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In this chapter, the findings of (Ambrosio-Mouser et al., 2006) are used to
develop a reduced 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm that
includes the effect of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. Moreover, the biological fact
that the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition rhythmically interrupts the excitatory feed-
forward synapse from MCN1 to the LG neuron (Wood et al., 2004) is used to develop the
2-dimensional model. This excitatory feed-forward synapse is modeled by the Is term of
Equation (4.9). Thus, to model the effect of the pyloric feedback inhibition on the MCN 1
to LG synapse, a periodic forcing function is included in the IS term given by 
ι π mod (t, per
dur   
σ (t) =1 + gσ sin  H (dur — mod (t , per)) .	 (4.13) 
2 
In particular, σ(t) oscillates in [0,11 and models the pyloric-timed inhibition of the
excitatory MCN 1 to LG synapse by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (Figure 4.4).
The parameter gσ designates the maximal conductance of σ(t), whose period and duty
cycle, given by the parameters per and dur respectively, are the same as that for the ΑΒ
to INTl inhibition modeled by Equation (4.4). Moreover, the pyloric-timed oscillation of
σ(t) is such that (1— gσ ) <_ σ (t) <_ 1, where σ (t) = (1— σ) > 0 represents the maximum
inhibition of the MCN 1 to LG synapse while σ(t) = 1 represents the unforced synapse.
Thus, a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm that includes the
effect of the pyloric feedback inhibition to MCN1 is given by
gl-iLml- 1, (u (VL ; Ρ (t))) (VL - ΕΙ-iL )
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ν1. < vpre
(4.14)
(4.15)
V1 > V pre
dVL _
dt 
 
gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L)
— gssσ (t) (VL — Ε)
1 s(rbbmk)
The Is(rhythm;c) term in Equation (4.14) now includes both a fast and a slow process. In
particular, the state variable s, whose dynamics are governed by Equation (4.15) (which
equivalent to Equation (4.10)) oscillates on a slow time scale (as shown previously in
Equation (4.5)), while in comparison the σ(t) oscillation that is governed by Equation
(4.13) is fast (Figure 4.4). However, the network oscillations are still driven by the slow
dynamics of the state variable s, while σ(t) acts as a forcing function (see Results).
Physiologically, s again describes the slow buildup and decay of the presynaptically-
gated MCN 1 excitation in the LG neuron.
The forcing function P(t) in Equation (4.14), which models the local ΑΒ to ΙΝΤ1
inhibition in the STG, is only time-dependent in this model. Previously in the 2-
dimensional model of Equations (4.9) and (4.10), P(t) was also made dependent upon the
LG membrane potential. This was done in order to model the biological fact that the
active state of the LG neuron is not affected by the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition during
the gastric mill rhythm that elicited by tonic MCN 1 stimulation (Bartos et al., 1999). In
contrast, rhythmic stimulation of MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm in which the active
σ(ν^ — Ετ. )
gLeak,L (VL — ELeakL ) + g/mJ  (u ( VL ; ρ)) ( νL — Ει)s(νL ;ρ,σ) =
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state of LG is indeed affected by the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (Wood et al., 2004), (Figure
4.5). Therefore, P(t) is only time-dependent in Equation (4.14) so that it continues to
affect the active state of the LG neuron (see Results).
Next, the phase-plane geometry of the 2-dimensional model in Equations (4.14)
and (4.15) is examined. It is noted that Equation (4.14) includes the two forcing
functions P(t) and σ(t). Therefore, setting d Vj/dt = 0 and solving for s gives the 2-
parameter family of cubic VL-nullclines
(4.16)
that is indexed by the forcing parameters p of P(t) and σ of σ(t). In particular, p again
varies in [0,1 ] and models the effect of the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition in the STG, where
the extreme values p = 0 (p = 1) again correspond to the minimum (maximum) forcing
due to P(t). On the other hand, σ varies in [(1— gσ ),1Ί and models the effect of the ΑΒ
to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. The extreme values σ =1— g  (σ = 1) correspond to the
maximum (minimum) inhibition of the MCN 1 to LG synapse due to the σ(t) forcing
function. The s-nullcline is computed by setting ds/dt = 0 in Equation (4.15) to obtain
the same step function as in Equation (4.12).
To simplify the network dynamics in the V,-s phase plane, the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition (in the STG) is assumed to occur at the same phase of the pyloric rhythm as the
ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG), which is a reasonable assumption in the
biological system (see Results, Figure 4.5). As a result, the oscillations in P(t) and σ(t),
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modeled by Equations (4.4) and (4.13) respectively, occur in phase so that the forcing
parameter values p and σ of Equation (4.16) simultaneously affect the network dynamics
in the VL-s phase plane. Furthermore, the net effect of the simultaneous forcing
parameters shifts the cubic VL-nullcline up in the phase plane, which corresponds to the
pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the LG membrane potential (see Results, Figure 4.6).
Subsequently, the geometrical properties in the VL-s phase plane are used to investigate
how the added effect of the AB to MCNI feedback inhibition changes the network
dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm (see Results, Figures 4.7 and 4.8).
4.2.4 Building a Mathematical Model of the MCNI/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
A reduced mathematical model is developed to study the gastric mill rhythm that is
elicited by co-stimulation of the CoG projections neurons MCNI and CΡN2 (Figure 4.8).
Physiologically, the axon of CΡN2 descends into the STG where its terminals excite the
LG neuron (Norris et al., 1994). This excitation is believed to occur via a local electrical
coupling within the STG (M.P. Nusbaum, personal communication). In addition, the cell
body of CΡN2 is strongly inhibited by INTl in the CoG (Norris et al., 1994). Although
stimulation of CΡN2 alone is generally not sufficient to elicit a gastric mill rhythm
(Norris et al., 1994), co-stimulation of MCN 1 and CΡN2 elicits a distinct gastric mill
rhythm from that elicited by MCNI stimulation alone (Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997). Thus,
this chapter develops a reduced model of the MCNI/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm to
investigate how the addition of a second projection neuron (CΡN2) changes the network
dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. First, the case in which MCN 1 is tonically
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active is considered, which occurs in the absence of the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback
inhibition, as in the 2-dimensional model of Equations (4.9) and (4.10). The addition of
CPN2 to this system gives a 3-dimensional model of the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm given by
d
di 	gLeak,L ( ν. 	 Leak,L) gl -ι1, 111 	( υ (V
L ; ρ (t, VL ))) (νL — Ε1-α1 )
— gςs(VL — Ε5) — ge(VL — ν,)
(4.17) 
dV. _
	(VC 	 m(υ(Vε; (t )))(V )dt Leak,C 	 Leak,C	 g!-ιC /-^C 	 > !. 	 ! ^C
ILeakC 	11c
(4.18)
ds
di
(4.19)
The dynamics of the LG neuron in this system are modeled by Equation (4.17), where the
only change from Equation (4.9) is the additional l e term that describes the local
electrical coupling between the CPN2 axon and the LG neuron in the STG (Figure
4.8.Α). The parameter ge represents the conductance of this synapse while the variable
Vc represents the membrane potential of CPN2. This electrical coupling is modeled as a
one-way (feed-forward) synapse from CPN2 to LG since it occurs locally within the STG
and does not involve the CPN2 cell body in the CoG.
mι-^c (υ) _ 	1 +exp((ν,,c — υ)/k,,ί )
1 (4.20)
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The dynamics of CPN2 are modeled by Equation (4.18), where it is treated as a
passive neuron. The term ILeak,c models the leak current of CPN2, where the parameters
gLeak,c and ELeak,C designate the leak conductance and reversal potential, respectively. In
the biological system, the membrane potential of CPN2 remains depolarized in the
absence of INT1 inhibition (Norris et al., 1994). This biological fact is modeled by
assigning a high value to ELeQk,C (see Table B.2 of Appendix B).
The term ^ Ι,ς in Equation (4.18) models the inhibitory feedback synapse from
INTl to CPN2 (see Figure 4.8.Α), where the parameters 	 andd Ε,
	
designate its
maximal conductance and reversal potential, respectively. Moreover, this inhibitory
feedback synapse is controlled by the instantaneous sigmoidal gating function
which depends only on the presynaptic membrane potential of INT1 that is given by
V, = u (VL ; P (t, VL )) , as derived earlier in Equations (4.7) and (4.8). The parameters
ν, 	 and k,. designate the synaptic inflection point voltage and steepness of this
sigmoid, respectively. 	 Moreover, since the above sigmoid is a function of
u (V, ; P(t, V^ )) , the effect of the ΑB to INTl inhibition, modeled by P(t, VI) in Equation
(4.8), is transmitted to CPN2 via the inhibitory feedback synapse from INT1.
Consequently, the transmission of the P(t, VL) forcing function induces pyloric-timed
depolarizations in the membrane potential of CPN2 (see Results Figure 4.9).
Furthermore, as discussed for the 2-dimensional model in Equations (4.9) and (4.10),
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P(t, VL) depends upon the LG membrane potential in order to prevent the ΑΒ to INΤ 1
inhibition from affecting the active state of the LG neuron when MCN1 is tonically active
(see Results).
The slow dynamics of the state variable s are governed by Equation (4.19), which
is equivalent to Equation (4.10), and s models the slow, presynaptically-gated excitation
from MCN 1 to the LG neuron. Hence, as in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, MCN 1
excitation (s) builds up in the LG neuron with time constant TLO when VL is below the
synaptic threshold voltage VpYe for presynaptic inhibition, while s decays in LG with time
constant ΤΗ! when VL exceeds Vpre.
4.2.5 Reduction to a 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1/CPN2-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm
The 3-dimensional model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is now
reduced to 2 dimensions by exploiting the difference in synaptic time scales, as was done
for the derivation of Equations (4.9) and (4.10). In particular, CPN2 is only affected by
the fast inhibitory synapse from INTl which is gated by the instantaneous sigmoid of
Equation (4.20). In contrast, the LG neuron is affected by the slow excitatory synapse
from MCN1, which acts on a slower time scale than that of all other synapses in the
network (see Equation (4.5)). Therefore, since CPN2 is only affected by a fast synapse in
the model, its membrane potential (Vc) can be assumed to adjust instantaneously to its
steady-state for each value of the state variables VL and s. In particular, dividing through
Equation (4.18) by the leak conductance gLeak,c gives
τC 
dVC
di
	= (VCE
Leak,C) —
 g1 -*C  ml--^c ( υ ( ν^ ; Ρ (t,VL)))( VC — ΕΙ-►) ^
gLeak,C
(4.21)
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where τc =  Cc is the membrane time constant of CΡΝ2 and Cc = 1 is the membrane
Leak ,C
capacitance of CΡΝ2 in Equation (4.18). Then, setting the time constant TC = Ο sets the
left hand side of Equation (4.21) to zero and allows for an explicit solution of the CΡΝ2
membrane potential given by 
(
gLeak,C ELeak,C ± g Cm1 -C (υ (VL ; ρ (t, VL ))) EI->C
gLeak,c  g1-^c m1-^c (υ ( VL; ρ ( t, ν^  ))) 
VV = r υ (νL; ρ (t, νL ) ) . (4.22)    
As a result, the membrane potential of CΡΝ2 is now expressed in terms of the state
variable VL and the forcing function P(t, V,) (see Figure 4.8.Β). Substitution of Equation
(4.22) into V of the l e term in Equation (4.17) then gives a 2-dimensional model of the
MCΝ 1 /CΡΝ2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
dVL  
—
	 (171
	
)	 m(υ(V•Ρ Υ
dt gLeakL 	 Leak,L	 gl-ι^ /^^ 	 ^>	
> ^)))(ν ^
	 1-iL)
g.ss(ν,  —Es) ge(ν^ — r(υ(ν.;Ρ(t,VL))))
ΙΘ 	 Ι
(4.23)
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ds
dt
VL C Vpre
VL > V pre
(4.24)
Therefore, in reducing the 3-dimensional model to 2 dimensions, the dynamics of CΡN2
are absorbed into the dynamics of the state variable VL (Figure 4.8.Β). Moreover, the
effect of the INTl to CΡN2 feedback inhibition is absorbed in the electrical synapse from
CΡN2 to the LG neuron (Figure 4.8.Β). Thus, the network dynamics of the
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm are described in terms of the 2 state variables
VL and s, which are directly involved in generating network oscillations. As a result, this
allows for a complete examination of the network dynamics in the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythm via the geometrical properties in the VL-s phase plane.
Next, the phase-plane geometry of this 2-dimensional model is examined, where
only one forcing function given by P(t, VL) exists in the model. Thus, setting dVL/dt = 0
in Equation (4.23) and solving for s gives the 1-parameter family of cubic VL-nullclines
that is indexed by the values p of P(t, VL)
s(V'; p)=
gLeak,L ί νi, —ELeak,/.) + gι--ι. m ι—, ^ ( υ ( ΤL;ρ))ί νί. —Ει—,1)
+ ge (Τ/ — γ ( υ ( VL;ρ))) (4.25)
As in the family of cubic VL-nullclines for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm modeled by
Equation (4.11), the parameter p in Equation (4.25) varies in  [0,1] where p = 0 (p =1)
corresponds to the minimum (maximum) forcing due to P(t, VL). The s-nullcline is
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computed by setting ds/dt = D in Equation (4.24) and solving for s to obtain the same step
function as in Equation (4.12).
Physiologically, the parameter p models the effect of the local ΑΒ to INT1
inhibition on the network dynamics of the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
Moreover, Equation (4.25) indicates that the forcing parameter p affects the LG neuron
via two pathways; the INT1 to LG inhibitory synapse and the CPN2 to LG electrical
synapse (see Results). In contrast, the forcing parameter p in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
only affects the LG neuron through the former pathway (see Equation (4.11)).
Subsequently, the geometrical properties in the VL-s phase plane are used to investigate
how the addition of CPN2 changes the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
(see Results Figures 4.9 — 4.13).
4.2.6 Α 2-Dimensional Model of the ΜCN1/CPN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
That Includes the Effect of Rhythmic Feedback to MCN1
Next, a 2-dimensional model of the MCΝΙ/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is
developed that includes the effect of the inhibitory feedback connection from ΑΒ to
MCN 1 (Figure 4.14). The effect of this feedback connection was included in the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm modeled by Equations (4.14) and (4.15). In particular, the fast, periodic
forcing function σ(t) (see Equation (4.13)) was used to model the pyloric-timed
interruption of the excitatory MCN 1 to LG synapse by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback
inhibition. Now, this pyloric-timed interruption of the MCN 1 to LG synapse is included
in a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm given by
gssσ(t)(ν^ — Εs) ge (VL — r(υ(ν^;Ρ(t))) /
Ια(rhythmic)
	
IC
(4.26)di
	gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L) gΙ-->Lm1^L ( u (νL; Ρ (t)))
 `VL - Ε' -> )
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dVL
(4.27)
In particular, the Is(rhythmic) term of Equation (4.26) includes the effect of the σ(t) forcing
function, which inhibits the MCN 1 to LG synapse to model the effect of the ΑΒ to
MCNI feedback inhibition (see Results). In addition, it is noted that the forcing term P(t)
is only time-dependent in Equation (4.26) in order to model the biological fact that the
ΑΒ to INTI inhibition continues to affect the active state of the LG neuron when MCNI
is rhythmically active, as was described in the derivation of Equations (4.14) and (4.15).
Nevertheless, outside of the σ(t) and P(t) forcing functions, the remainder of the model
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm in Equations (4.26) and (4.27) is equivalent to
that in Equations (4.23) and (4.24).
Next, the phase-plane geometry of the above system is examined. Since Equation
(4.26) includes two forcing functions, setting d Υ /dt = 0 and solving for s gives the 2-
parameter family of cubic VL-nullclines that is indexed by the values p of P(t) and σ of
σ(t)
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gLeak,L ( VL — ELeak,L) + gl—ιL ml-aL (u (νL; ρ)) (νL — ΕΙ^L
_{_. ge (VL _ γ (υ (VL ; ρ)) )
s(νL;ρ,σ) =
gsσ(VL—ES)
. (4.28)
where p varies in [0,1] while σ varies in [(1— g ),1] . Moreover, as in the family of
cubics for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm that is modeled by Equation (4.16), the value p = 0
(p = 1) represents the minimum (maximum) forcing due to P(t), while σ =1— gσ (σ = 1)
represents the maximum (minimum) forcing due to (1(t). However, the forcing effect of p
is transmitted to the LG neuron via 2 pathways, as occurs for the cubics of the previous
system modeled by Equation (4.25). Meanwhile, the s-nullcline is given by the step
function of Equation (4.12).
To simplify the network dynamics in the VL-s phase plane, the forcing functions
P(t) and σ(t) are assumed to oscillate in phase so that the forcing parameter values of p
and σ in Equation (4.28) simultaneously affect the network dynamics. The same
assumption was made for the family of cubics in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm modeled by
Equation (4.16). Subsequently, the net effect of the simultaneous forcing parameters σ
and p in Equation (4.28) shifts up the cubic VL-nullcline in the phase plane, which
corresponds to the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the LG membrane potential (see
Results, Figure 4.15). Thus, the above system is used to investigate how the addition of
the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition affects the network dynamics of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-
elicited gastric mill rhythm (see Results, Figures 4.15, 4.16).
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4.2.7 Α 2-Dimensional Model of the VCN-Influenced MCNl/CPN2-Elicited
Gastric Mill Rhythm
In the biological system, the ventral cardiac neurons (VCN) are a group of sensory
neurons that elicit a gastric mill rhythm via their projections into the CoGs. In particular,
VCN stimulation co-activates several CoG projection neurons, including MCNl and
CPN2, which in turn elicits a gastric mill rhythm in the STG (Beenhakker and Nusbaum,
2004). Recent experiments showed that this VCN-elicited gastric mill rhythm can be
closely approximated by co-stimulation of MCN1 and CPN2 in their VCN-influenced
activity patterns (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). However, while CPN2 exhibits
similar activity, MCN Ι is rhythmically active during the LG interburst phase of the VCN-
elicited rhythm but tonically active during the LG burst phase (see Figure 4.17).
Thus, a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is
developed in which MCN 1 and CPN2 exhibit their VCN-influenced activity. To model
the alternating (rhythmic/tonic) activity in MCN1, a forcing function that is similar to that
of σ(t) in Equation (4.13) is used. However, while σ(t) inhibits the MCN1 to LG synapse
throughout the gastric mill rhythm, the forcing function
σ(t,VL )=1+ gσ sin
π mod (t, per) "
dur
σ(tω
Η (dur — mod(t, per)) Η (Vpre — ν.) (4.29)    
is used to inhibit the MCN 1 to LG synapse only during the LG interburst phase. In
particular, the above σ(t, V') forcing function is equivalent to σ(t) in Equation (4.13)
whenever VL < Vpre, but σ(t, VL) = 1 when VL > Vpre. Thus, an MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
gΖsσ(t,VL)(VL —Ε) g e (ν„ —r(υ(τ/,Ρ(t μ,ν,))))
1s(alternatlog ) 	 le(delayP)
(4.30)
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gastric mill rhythm in which MCN1 exhibits alternating (rhythmic/tonic) activity is
modeled by the 2-dimensional system
dVL
 — —gLeak,L (VL —EL kI ) g/-;•Lm/-►Ί (υ (νι , Ρ (t, νL ))) (VL —Ε/L )
dt
VL V pre
VL > V pre
(4.31)
In particular, the ^s(alternating) term of Equation (4.30) includes the effect of σ(t, VL), which
oscillates in [ (1— g ) ,1 ] when VL < Vpre to periodically inhibit the MCN1 to LG synapse
during the inactive state of the LG neuron. However, σ(t, VL) = 1 when VL > VpYe so that
the MCN 1 to LG synapse is unforced during the active state of the LG neuron. In
addition, the P(t, VL) forcing function in Equation (4.30) is dependent upon the LG
membrane potential so that the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition does not affect the active state of
the LG neuron when MCNI is tonically active (when the MCN1 to LG synapse is
unforced), as discussed in the derivation of Equations (4.9) and (4.10). Furthermore, as
in the previous models of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm, the forcing effect
of P(t, VL) is transmitted to the LG neuron via both the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse and
the CΡN2 to LG electrical synapse. However, in this model we investigate how a timing
delay in the transmission of the P(t, VL) forcing effect through the latter CΡN2 to LG
gσ(V, —Ε)
gLeak,L (ν. — ELeak,L) + g1—ιΙ ΜΙ—*^ ( υ (ν1.; Ρ))( νι — ΕΙ ι
+ge (ν1 — γ(υ(νί;ρμ)))
s(νL ;σ,ρ,ρμ )= 	 — 4.32)
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pathway affects the network dynamics. In the biological system, such a delay can be
approximated by i/2 of a pyloric period (see Results, Figure 4.20). This delay is modeled
by the forcing function Ρ(t-μ, VL) in the Ie(delayP) term of Equation (4.30). In particular, the
forcing effect of P(t, VL) is delayed by the parameter μ when transmitted to the LG neuron
via the CΡN2 pathway (see Results).
Next, the phase-plane geometry of this 2-dimensional model is examined. Setting
dν1/dt = 0 in Equation (4.30) and solving for s gives the 3-parameter family of cubic VL
-nullclines that is indexed by the values σ of σ(t, VL), p of P(t, VL) and pμ of Ρ(t-μ , VL)
In particular, the parameter σ varies in [(1— g ),1j when VL < Vpre and models the
pyloric-timed interruption of the MCN 1 to LG synapse during the LG interburst phase of
this gastric mill rhythm. However, σ = 1 when VL > Vpre so that the MCN 1 to LG
synapse is unforced during the LG burst phase. In addition, the parameters p and pμ both
vary in [0,1] and model the effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition. When μ = 0, the forcing
functions P(t, VL) = Ρ(t 1, Υ1) and the forcing effects of p and pμ simultaneously affect the
network dynamics. However, their forcing effects occur at different phases of the pyloric
rhythm when μ ^ 0. We first investigate how the alternating (rhythmic/tonic) activity in
the MCN1 to LG synapse affects the network dynamics of this gastric mill rhythm (see
Results Figures 4.18, 4.19). Then, we investigate how a timing delay in the transmission
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of the P(t, VL) forcing effect through the CΡN2 to LG pathway affects the network
dynamics (see Results Figures 4.21, 4.22).
4.3 Results
The 2-dimensional models that were developed in Methods are now used to investigate
how the projection neurons MCN1 and CΡN2 shape the gastric mill rhythm. In addition,
the models developed in this chapter also include the effects of inhibitory rhythmic
feedback to the projection neurons. Therefore, this also allows for investigating how
such feedback influences the gastric mill rhythm. In particular, as the state variables of
each 2-dimensional model are directly involved in generating network oscillations, the
network dynamics of each model are fully described via the geometrical properties in the
VL-s phase. First the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is studied. Then, the network properties of
the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm are investigated.
4.3.1 Investigating the Network Dynamics of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
First, the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm that is modeled by the 2-dimensional system
in Equations (4.9) and (4.10) is studied via its geometrical properties in the VL-s phase
plane. Since the network dynamics of this gastric mill rhythm were already described in
detail in Section 2.3.1 (see Chapter 2), only a brief overview of the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm is given in this section. The state variable s, which describes the slow
presynaptically-gated excitation from MCN 1 to the LG neuron, drives the network
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oscillations in this system. Moreover, the time constants of s in Equation (4.10) are
chosen to be large so that the system operates in a relaxation regime (see Methods).
Physiologically, the left branch of the VL-nullcline corresponds to the inactive state of the
LG neuron, while the right branch corresponds to the active state of LG. Moreover, the
forcing function P(t, VL) in Equation (4.9), which models the local ΑB to INTl inhibition,
makes the 2-dimensional system non-autonomous so that a family of cubic VL-nullclines
exists in the phase plane (see Methods). This family of cubics is modeled by Equation
(4.11), while the s-nullcline is modeled by Equation (4.12).
First, the unforced MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is described, which
corresponds to when the forcing function P(t, VL) = 0 in Equation (4.9). Since the 2-
dimensional model is autonomous in the absence of this forcing function, a single cubic
VL-nullcline, given by s(VL, 0) in Equation (4.11), exists in the phase plane (see Methods).
During the inactive state of the LG neuron where it is inhibited by INT 1, the slow
excitation from MCN 1 (s) slowly builds up in the LG neuron. As a result, a phase point
slowly climbs up the left branch of the cubic VL-nullcline from the point 1 to the point 2
as s increases in LG (Figure 4.3.Α.1), and the slow buildup of s excitation causes the LG
membrane potential to slowly rise (Figure 4.3.Α.2). When the phase point reaches the
left knee of the cubic at the point 2 (Figure 4.3.Α.1), it becomes unstable and undergoes a
saddle-node bifurcation. As a result, the phase point jumps to the stable right branch of
the cubic at the point 3 (Figure 4.3.Α.1), since dVdt > 0 above the VL-nullcline (see
Methods). Physiologically, this jump corresponds to when enough MCN1 excitation
builds up in the LG neuron to allow it to overcome its inhibition by INTl. Then, during
the active state of the LG neuron where it inhibits INTl and presynaptically inhibits
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MCN1, the presynaptic inhibition causes s to slowly decay in LG so that the phase point
slowly falls down the right branch of the cubic and VL slowly falls toward its resting
potential (Figure 4.3.Α.2). When the phase point reaches the right knee of the cubic at
the point 4 (Figure 4.3.Α.1), it becomes unstable and undergoes another saddle node
bifurcation. As a result, the phase point jumps back to the stable left branch of the cubic
at the point 1 (Figure 4.3.Α.1), since dV,/dt < 0 below the VL-nullcline (see Methods).
Physiologically, this jump corresponds to when the LG neuron falls back down into its
inactive state due to the graded inhibition from INTl, which in turn removes the LG
presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1. Then, the cycle begins again as the phase point slowly
climbs up the left branch of the cubic and s slowly builds up in the LG neuron.
Next, the forced MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is described, where
0 < P (t, VL ) <_ 1 in Equation (4.9) so that a family of cubic VL-nullclines exists in the
phase plane (see Methods). Two members of this family are shown in Figure 4.3.Β.1,
where the higher (unforced) cubic occurs when p = 0 in Equation (4.11) while the lower
(maximally forced) cubic occurs when p = 1 and corresponds to the maximally forced
system at the peak of the pyloric oscillation (see Methods). During the inactive state of
the LG neuron where s slowly builds up in LG, the phase point slowly climbs up the left
branch of the VL-nullcline as it is bounced back and forth between the unforced and
maximally forced cubics (Figure 4.3.Β.1). Each pyloric peak shifts the unforced cubic
down to the maximally forced cubic, and the pyloric-timed transitions between left
branches of the VL-nullcline correspond to the small-amplitude depolarizations in VL
during the inactive state of the LG neuron (Figure 4.3.Β.2). In particular, the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition interrupts the INT1 to LG inhibition (inset of Figure 4.3), which effectively
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disinhibits the LG neuron from INT1 and causes the small pyloric-timed depolarizations
in VL . When the phase point reaches the level of the lower left knee, the next forcing
peak shifts the cubic below the phase point and initiates the jump to the stable right
branch at the point 2 (Figure 4.3.Β.1), since dVj/dt > 0 above the VL-nullcline (see
Methods). Thus, the pyloric-timed forcing allows the jump to the right branch to occur
below the higher left knee of the unforced cubic, so less MCN 1 excitation is required to
build up in the LG neuron before it jumps to the right branch. Then, during the active
state of the LG neuron, the phase point slowly falls down the right branch of the cubic as
s slowly decays in LG due to its presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 (Figure 4.3.Β.1). There
is only one right branch of the VL-nullcline since the pyloric forcing function P(t, VL) does
not affect the active state of the LG neuron (see Methods). When the phase point reaches
the right knee of the cubic at the point 4, it becomes unstable and undergoes a saddle-
node bifurcation, where it jumps back to the point 1 on the stable left branch (Figure
4.3.Β.1). This jump corresponds to when the LG neuron falls back down into its inactive
state, which removes the presynaptic inhibition of MCN1. Then, the cycle begins again
as the phase point slowly climbs up the left branch.
Hence, the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline is initiated by a pyloric
forcing peak. Physiologically, this means that the onset of the LG burst phase is
triggered by the ΑΒ to ANTI inhibition (Figure 4.3.Β.2). In addition, the pyloric-timed
forcing shortens the duration on the left branch of the VL-nullcline, which in turn shortens
the duration on the right branch since the jump from the point 2 to the point 3 occurs at a
lower value of s than in the unforced system (Figure 4.3.Β.1). Thus, the ΑΒ to INΤ 1
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inhibition also increases the frequency of network oscillations in this gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 4.3.Β.2).
4.3.2 Including the Effect of Rhythmic Feedback in the MCN1-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm
The previous model showed that, in the absence of feedback to MCNI, the local ΑΒ to
INTl inhibition (in the STG) increases the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm. Now, we examine how the inhibitory feedback connection from ΑΒ to MCN 1
(in the CoG) affects the network dynamics. Recent experiments (Wood et al., 2004)
showed that the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (in the STG) no longer affects the frequency
of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm but prolongs the duration of the LG phase when
the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG) is present. The 2-dimensional model
of Equations (4.14) and (4.15) is used to investigate how the addition of this inhibitory
feedback connection changes the network dynamics. In particular, the forcing function
σ(t) in the Is(rhythm;c) term of Equation (4.14) is used to model the effect of the ΑΒ to
MCN 1 feedback inhibition, which causes a pyloric-timed interruption of the excitatory
MCN 1 to LG synapse (see Methods). In addition, the forcing function P(t) in Equation
(4.14) is used to model the effect of the local ΑΒ to INΤI inhibition in the STG (see
Methods).
The effect of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition on the network dynamics of
the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm is examined using the geometrical properties in
the VL-s phase plane. The 2-dimensional model in Equations (4.14) and (4.15) contains 2
forcing functions; therefore, a 2-parameter family of cubic VL-nullclines that is indexed
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by the values σ of σ(t) and p and P(t) exists in the phase plane, as described by Equation
(4.16) (see Methods). To simplify the network dynamics in this system, σ(t) and P(t) are
assumed to oscillate in phase (see Methods). Physiologically, this means that the  ΑΒ to
MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG) occurs at the same phase of the pyloric rhythm
as the local ΑΒ to INΤΙ inhibition (in the STG), which is a reasonable assumption in the
biological system (see Figure 4.5). Meanwhile, the s-nullcline is again modeled by
Equation (4.12) (see Methods).
4.3.2.1 Network Dynamics in the Absence of the Local ΑΒ to INTl Inhibition. First, as
was done in the previous system, the forcing effect of the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is
removed (inset of Figure 4.6.Α) by setting p = 0 in Equation (4.16). As a result, only the
ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition, whose effect is modeled by σ, forces the system. The
value of σ in Equation (4.16) varies in [(1— g ) ,1] , where 0 < (1— σ ) < 1 (see
Methods). Two members of the family of cubic VL-nullclines in this system are shown in
Figure 4.6.Α.1. The lower cubic occurs when σ = 1 in Equation (4.16) and corresponds
to the unforced system, where the MCN 1 to LG synapse, that is modeled by the Is(rhy(hmic)
term of Equation (4.14), is unforced by the effect of σ(t). In addition, the unforced cubic
in Figure 4.6.Α.1 is equivalent to the unforced cubic of Figure 4.3. On the other hand,
the higher cubic in Figure 4.6.Α.1 occurs when σ =1-
 g  in Equation (4.16) and
corresponds to the maximally forced system at the trough of the pyloric-timed σ(t)
oscillation (see Methods, Figure 4.4). In particular, each trough of σ(t), which inhibits
the MCN1 to LG synapse, shifts the unforced (lower) cubic up to the maximally forced
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(higher) cubic, whose outer branches sit at more hyperpolarized values of VL than that of
the unforced cubic (Figure 4.6.Α.1).
Thus, during the inactive state of the LG neuron where s slowly builds up in LG, a
phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-nullcline as it is bounced back and
forth between the higher (maximally forced) and lower (unforced) cubics. In particular,
the fast, pyloric-timed forcing σ(t) shifts the trajectory from the lower cubic to the higher
(maximally forced) cubic (Figure 4.6.Α.1), which hyperpolarizes the LG membrane
potential. Physiologically, these hyperpolarizations in the LG neuron are due to the
effect of the pyloric-timed ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition which interrupts the
excitatory MCN1 to LG synapse (Figure 4.6.Α.2). When the phase point reaches the
level of the lower (unforced) left knee, the next value of σ = 1 in Equation (4.16) brings
the unforced cubic below the phase point and initiates the jump to the stable right branch
at the point 2 (Figure 4.6.Α.1). Geometrically, the jump to the right branch is initiated
when the system is unforced (σ = 1), where the trajectory tracks the lower (unforced)
cubic and dV1jdt > 0 above the VL-nullcline (see Methods). In contrast, the jump to the
right branch does not occur when the system is forced ((1— σ) _< σ <1),  where the
trajectory no longer tracks the lower cubic and dν1/dt < 0 in the region between the lower
(unforced) left knee and the higher (maximally forced) left branch (Figure 4.6.Α.1).
Hence, the jump to the right branch is initiated during an episode in which the MCN1 to
LG synapse is unforced by the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition, as is similarly reported
in the biological system (Wood et al., 2004).
During the active state of the LG neuron, s slowly decays in LG due to the
presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1, so the phase point slowly falls down the right branch of
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the VL-nullcline from the point 3 to the point 4 (Figure 4.6.Α.1). However, σ(t) continues
to force the system, so the phase point is bounced back and forth between the higher
(maximally forced) and lower (unforced) cubics as it falls down the right branch. In
particular, each forcing trough of σ(t) again shifts the unforced (lower) cubic up to the
maximally forced (higher) cubic, which causes the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations
during the active state of the LG neuron (Figure 4.6.Α.2). When the phase point reaches
the level of the higher right knee, the next trough of σ(t) (where σ =1— g  in Equation
(4.16)) shifts the cubic above the phase point and initiates the jump back to the stable left
branch at the point 4 (Figure 4.6.Α.1), since dV,jdt < 0 below the higher VL-nullcline
when the system is forced. Thus, the jump back to the left branch is initiated by a σ(t)
forcing trough. Then, the cycle begins again as the phase point climbs up the left branch.
It is noted that the jump back to the left branch occurs before the phase point falls to the
lower (unforced) right knee (Figure 4.6.Α.1); therefore, less decay of MCN 1 excitation
(s) is required to push the LG neuron back down into its inactive state in the presence of
the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition.
Hence, in this system, the jump to the right branch is initiated when the system is
unforced, while the jump back to the left branch is initiated by a σ(t) forcing trough.
Physiologically, this means that in the presence of the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition,
the onset of the LG burst phase occurs during an episode of the MCN 1 to LG excitation
that is uninterrupted by the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition, as reported in the
biological system (Wood et al., 2004). However, the termination of the LG burst phase is
triggered by the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. It is also noted that in the presence of
the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition, the termination of the LG burst phase is not
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initiated by the graded inhibition from INTl, since the phase point jumps back to the left
branch before reaching the lower (unforced) right knee (Figure 4.6.Α.1).
4.3.2.2 Including the Effect of the Local ΑΒ to INT1 Inhibition. Next, the network
dynamics of the full system are investigated, which includes the effect of the local ΑΒ to
INT1 inhibition that is modeled by the value p in Equation (4.16). The forcing functions
σ(t) and P(t) oscillate in phase (see Methods), so they simultaneously affect the network
dynamics. The unforced (lower) cubic of this system (Figure 4.6.Β.1) occurs when σ = 1
and p = 0 in Equation (4.16). This means that the system is unforced when the MCN l to
LG excitation is uninterrupted by the σ(t) forcing, which simultaneously corresponds to
when INTl is uninhibited by the P(t) forcing (inset of Figure 4.6.Β). Moreover, the
unforced cubic in Figure 4.6.Β.1 is equivalent to that of Figure 4.6.Α.1. In contrast, the
maximally forced (higher) cubic in Figure 4.6.Β.1 occurs when σ =1— g and p = 1 in
Equation (4.16) (see Methods). This means that the system is maximally forced at the
peak inhibition of the MCN1 to LG synapse by σ(t) and the simultaneous peak inhibition
of INTl by P(t) (inset of Figure 4.6.Β). However, the added effect of P(t) disrupts the
INTl to LG inhibitory synapse, which initiates small depolarizations in the membrane
potential of the LG neuron (see Figure 4.3.Β.2). Therefore, the depolarizing effect of P(t)
on the LG membrane potential interferes with the hyperpolarizing effect of σ(t) that
interrupts the MCN 1 to LG synapse. As a result, the net effect of the simultaneous σ(t)
and P(t) forcing functions causes smaller hyperpolarizations in the LG membrane
potential compared to that caused by σ(t) alone. In particular, the outer branches of the
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maximally forced (higher) cubic in Figure 4.6.Β.1 sit at less hyperpolarized values of VL
than that of the maximally forced cubic in Figure 4.6.Α.1.
Now, we investigate the added effect of the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition on the
network dynamics of this system. First, during the inactive state of the LG neuron where
s slowly builds up in LG, a phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-
nullcline as it is bounced back and forth between the higher (maximally forced) and
lower (unforced) cubics (Figure 4.6.Β.1). Since the depolarizing effect of P(t) interferes
with the hyperpolarizing effect of the σ(t) forcing, the LG membrane potential exhibits
smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations (Figure 4.6.8.2) compared to the case in which
P(t) is absent (Figure 4.6.Α.2). Then, the jump to the right branch of the V L-nullcline is
again initiated when the system is unforced at the point 2 (Figure 4.6.Β.1).
Geometrically, the jump to the right branch again occurs when the system is unforced,
where the trajectory tracks the lower cubic and dVd/dt > 0 above the VL-nullcline. Thus,
in the presence of P(t), the jump to the right branch is still not initiated when the system
is forced, since dVI/dt < 0 in the region between the lower (unforced) left knee and
higher (maximally forced) left knee (Figure 4.6.Β.1). Hence, the LG burst onset occurs
when the system is unforced by both the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition and the local
ΑΒ to INTl inhibition.
During the active state of the LG neuron where s slowly decays in LG due to the
presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1, the phase point slowly falls down the right branch of the
VL-nullcline as it is bounced back and forth between the higher (maximally forced) and
lower (unforced) cubics. The P(t) forcing again interferes with the effect of the σ(t)
forcing, which causes smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations during the active state of
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the LG neuron. As a result, in of the presence of the P(t) forcing, the duration on the
right branch increases, and one more pyloric-timed transition is required before the phase
point can jump back to the left branch (Figure 4.6.Β.1) as compared to the case in which
P(t) is absent (Figure 4.6.Α.1). The significance of this increased duration on the right
branch will be discussed shortly in section 4.3.2.3. When the phase point reaches the
level of the higher right knee, the next forcing peak shifts the cubic above the phase point
and initiates the jump back to the stable left branch at the point 4 (Figure 4.6.8.1), since
dV,/dt < 0 below the higher VL-nullcline when the system is forced. Thus, the jump back
to the left branch is still initiated by a σ(t) forcing trough. Then, the cycle begins again as
the phase point slowly climbs up the left branch.
Hence, in the presence of both the ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback inhibition and the local
ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition, the LG burst onset of this gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.6.Β.2) is
still initiated during an episode of the MCN 1 to LG excitation that is uninterrupted by the
ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback, since the jump to the right branch of the V L-nullcline occurs
when the system is unforced (Figure 4.6.Β.1). This result is also reported in the
biological system (Wood et al., 2004). Meanwhile, the termination of the LG burst phase
is still triggered by the ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback inhibition (Figure 4.6.Β.2), as the jump
back to the left branch is initiated by a forcing trough of σ(t) (Figure 4.6.Β.1).
Furthermore, it is noted that, in the presence of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition, a
greater buildup of MCN1 excitation (s) is required to trigger the LG burst onset, since a
phase point must climb up to a higher left knee before jumping to the right branch
(compare Figures 4.6.Β.1 and 4.3.Β.1). However, less decay of s is required to terminate
the LG burst phase when the ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback inhibition is present, since the jump
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back to the left branch is initiated by a forcing trough of σ(t) when the phase point falls
below the higher (forced) right knee (compare Figures 4.6.Β.1 and 4.3.Β.1).
4.3.2.3 ΑΒ to INTl Inhibition Prolongs the Duration of the LG Burst Phase. As the
forcing functions P(t) and σ(t) oscillate in phase, the depolarizing effect of P(t) on the LG
membrane potential interferes with the hyperpolarizing effect of σ(t). In particular, the
outer branches of the higher (maximally forced) cubic sit at less hyperpolarized values of
VL
 in the presence of P(t) (Figure 4.6.Β.1) than when P(t) is absent (Figure 4.6.Α.1). As
a result, smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations occur in the LG membrane potential
when the local ΑΒ to ΙΝΤ1 inhibition is present (Figure 4.7). In addition, in the presence
of the P(t) forcing, the right knee of the higher (maximally forced) cubic (Figure  4.6.Β.1)
sits at a lower value of s compared to when P(t) is absent (Figure 4.6.Α.1).
Physiologically, this means that, when the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is present, a
greater decay of MCN1 excitation (s) is required before the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback
inhibition can terminate the LG burst. As a result, an additional pyloric-timed
hyperpolarization occurs during the LG burst phase in the presence of the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition (Figure 4.7); therefore, the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition prolongs the duration
of the LG burst phase during this gastric mill rhythm. Α similar result was reported in the
biological system (Wood et al., 2004). Furthermore, with the prolonged LG burst phase,
the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition slows the frequency of network oscillations during this
gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.7).
In addition, as was reported in the biological system (Wood et al., 2004), a
smaller latency exists between the onset of the preceding episode of the MCN 1 to LG
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excitation and the onset of the LG burst phase when the local ΑΒ to INT 1 inhibition is
present (Figure 4.6.8.1). In particular, since the jump back to the left branch occurs at a
lower value of s when the P(t) forcing is present (Figure 4.6.Β.1), the phase point starts at
a lower value of s on the left branch of the VL-nullcline compared to when P(t) is absent
(Figure 4.6.A.1). Therefore, although the phase point undergoes the same number of
pyloric-timed transitions on the left branch (Figures 4.6.Α.1 and 4.6.Β.1), it starts with a
lower value of s when P(t) is present and jumps to the right branch after rounding the
unforced left knee (Figure 4.6.8.1). As a result, in the presence of P(t), the onset of the
LG burst phase occurs in the middle of an uninterrupted episode of the MCN 1 to LG
excitation (Figure 4.6.8.2) instead of at the beginning of such an episode when the P(t)
forcing is absent (Figure 4.6.Α.2). Therefore, there is a smaller latency between the onset
of the preceding episode of the MCN 1 to LG excitation and the onset of the LG burst
phase when the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is present (Figure 4.6.Β.1), as was also
reported in the biological system (Wood et al., 2004).
4.3.3 Investigating the Network Dynamics of the MCNl/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm
Next, the gastric mill rhythm that is elicited by co-stimulation of MCN1 and CΡN2 is
studied. In the biological system, co-stimulation of these two projection neurons elicits a
distinct gastric mill rhythm from that elicited by MCN1 stimulation alone (Blitz and
Nusbaum, 1997). Now, the 2-dimensional model of Equations (4.23) and (4.24) (see
Methods) is used to investigate how CΡN2 changes the network dynamics of the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. The addition of CΡN2 adds two new synapses to the network (see
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Methods); in particular, (1) a local electrical synapse from the CΡN2 axon to the LG
neuron in the STG plus (2) an inhibitory feedback connection from INTl to the CΡN2
cell body in the CoG (inset of Figure 4.9). First, the effect of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback
inhibition is ignored in order to consider the case in which MCN1 is tonically active
during the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. Therefore, the network dynamics
of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm, modeled by Equations (4.23) and (4.24),
are compared with that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, modeled by Equations (4.9) and
(4.10) (see Methods), by using the geometrical properties in the VL-s phase plane.
Only one forcing function, given by P(t, VL) in Equation (4.23), is contained in
this model of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. However, the effect of this
forcing function, which models the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition in the STG, is transmitted
to the LG neuron via two pathways (see Methods); in particular, (1) the INTl to LG
inhibitory synapse and (2) the CΡN2 to LG electrical synapse (inset of Figure 4.9). Only
the first pathway exists in the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, while the second pathway, which is
contained in the l e term of Equation (4.23), facilitates the pyloric-timed depolarizations in
CΡN2 (Figure 4.9.Β). Hence, a 1-parameter family of cubic V L-nullclines indexed by the
values p of P(t, VL) in Equation (4.25) exists in the VL-s phase plane (see Methods). The
value of p varies in [0,1 ], where p = 0 (p = 1) again corresponds to the unforced
(maximally forced) system. Moreover, the VL-nullclines corresponding to these extreme
values of p are shown in Figure 4.9.Α, where the higher cubic corresponds to unforced (p
= 0) system while the lower cubic corresponds to the maximally forced (p = 1) system.
For purposes of comparison, the maximally forced (p = 1) cubic of the MCN 1-elicited
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rhythm from Figure 4.3.Β.1 is also shown in the VL-s phase plane of Figure 4.9.Α.
Meanwhile the s-nullcline is again modeled by Equation (4.12).
4.3.3.1 The Addition of CΡN2 Slows the Frequency of Network Oscillations. Although
the dynamics in the VL-s phase plane are similar to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
from Figure 4.3.Β.1, the addition of CΡN2 slows the frequency of network oscillations.
In particular, during the inactive state of the LG neuron where MCN 1 excitation (s)
slowly builds up in LG, a phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-nullcline
as it is bounced back and forth between the higher (unforced) and lower (maximally
forced) cubics by the pyloric-timed forcing. However, in the presence of CΡN2, the
phase point must climb up to a higher maximally forced left knee compared to that of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.9.Α). More is explained about this higher left knee
shortly. As a result, more s excitation is required to build up in the LG neuron before it
can jump into its active state (Figure 4.9.Β). Then, at the point 2 (Figure 4.9.Α), a P(t, VL)
forcing peak shifts the VL-nullcline below the phase point and initiates the jump to the
stable right branch, since dV1/dt > 0 above the lower VL-nullcline when the system is
forced. Next, during the active state of the LG neuron, the phase point slowly falls down
the right branch of the VL-nullcline as s slowly decays in LG due to the presynaptic
inhibition of MCN 1. Again, there is only one right branch of the VL-nullcline since
P(t, VL) does not affect the active state of LG when MCN1 is tonically active (see
Methods). However, in the presence of CΡN2, the phase point must fall to a lower right
knee compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm before it can jump back to the stable
left branch (Figure 4.9.Α). More is explained about this lower right knee shortly. As a
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result, a greater decay of s excitation is required before the LG neuron can fall back down
into its inactive state (Figure 4.9.Β). Then, at the point 4 (Figure 4.9.Α), the phase point
becomes unstable and undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation where it jumps back to the
stable left branch since dVddt < 0 below the VL-nullcline. The cycle then begins again as
s slowly builds up in the LG neuron and the phase point slowly climbs up the left branch.
Hence, the addition of CPN2 slows the frequency of the gastric mill rhythm.
First, during the LG interburst phase, 1ΝΤ1 feedback inhibition to CPN2 hyperpolarizes
the CPN2 membrane potential, (Va) (see Methods). As a result, VV becomes more
hyperpolarized than the LG membrane potential (VL) (Figure 4.9.Β) so that
VL > r (u (VL ; P (t, VL))) in the I e term of Equation (4.23). Since the rest of the terms on
vc
the right hand side of this equation are equivalent to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm in
Equation (4.9), l e makes the right hand side of Equation (4.23) more negative. Thus, as
VL
 increases up the left branch of the VL-nullcline, CPN2 pulls down V L via its electrical
coupling with LG. As a result, the LG neuron requires a greater buildup of MCN1
excitation (s) before jumping into its active state, which raises the left knee of the VL
-nullcline. Moreover, since the jump to the right branch occurs at higher values of VL and
s (Figure 4.9.Α), the peak LG membrane potential in the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm is more depolarized than that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.9.Β).
During the LG burst phase, Vc becomes more depolarized than VL since CPN2 is
uninhibited by INTl (see Methods), so VL < r (υ (VL ; P (t, VL ) )) in the I e term of Equation
vc
(4.23). Moreover, as VL falls when the phase point slowly falls down the right branch of
the VL-nullcline, dVj/dt < 0 during the LG burst phase. However, Ie now makes the right
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hand side of Equation (4.23) more positive since VL < Υ. Therefore, during the LG
burst phase, CΡN2 pulls up VL via its electrical coupling with LG. As a result, a greater
decay of s excitation is required in the LG neuron before it can fall back down into its
inactive state; thus, the right knee of the VL-nullcline is lower in the presence of CΡN2
(Figure 4.9.Α). This prolongs the LG burst phase of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.9.Β). Moreover, as
the jump back to the left branch occurs at lower values of VL and s (Figure 4.9.Α), the
minimum LG membrane potential in the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is
more hyperpolarized than that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.9.Β). Furthermore,
since the trajectory on the left branch of the VL-nullcline begins at a lower value of s and
the phase point must climb to a higher left knee, the LG interburst phase of the
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is also prolonged compared to that of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.9.Β). Hence, the addition of CΡN2 slows the frequency
of network oscillations in the gastric mill rhythm.
4.3.3.2 Effect of the Local ΑΒ to INTI Inhibition. The ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, which is
modeled by the forcing function P(t, VL) in Equation (4.23) (see Methods), has similar
effects on the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm as on the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
of Equations (4.9) and (4.10). In particular, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition triggers the onset
of the LG burst phase during the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm (Figure
4.10.Β), since the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline is initiated by a P(t, VL)
forcing peak (Figure 4.10.Α). Moreover, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition increases the
frequency of network oscillations. In particular, when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is
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absent (inset of Figure 4.11) the network oscillations are slower (Figure 4.11.Β).
Specifically, in the absence of the P(t, Vi) forcing function, the system in Equations (4.23)
and (4.24) (see Methods) becomes autonomous so that a single (unforced) V L-nullcline
exists in the phase plane. However, network oscillations in the unforced system are
slower since the phase point must climb up to the higher (unforced) left knee before
jumping to the right branch (Figure 4.11 .A). Furthermore, the left knee (right knee) of
the VL-nullcline is higher (lower) in the presence of CΡN2, so the frequency of network
oscillations in the unforced MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is slower than that
of the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.11.B). Hence, the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition triggers
the onset of the LG burst phase and increases the frequency of network oscillations
during this MCΝI/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
4.3.3.3 Effect of the INTl to CΡΝ2 Feedback Inhibition. The INT1 to CΡN2 feedback
inhibition facilitates the prolonged LG interburst phase of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythm. In particular, when CΡN2 is inhibited by INT1, its membrane
potential (Va) becomes more hyperpolarized than V L during the LG interburst phase (see
Figure 4.9.Β). Thus, VL > Vc in the I e
 term of Equation (4.23) (see Methods), which
makes the right hand side of this equation more negative. As a result, CΡN2 pulls down
VL, via its electrical coupling with the LG neuron, and prolongs the LG interburst phase
of the gastric mill rhythm (see Figure 4.9.Β).
In contrast, when the INTl to CΡN2 feedback inhibition is absent, Vc is never
hyperpolarized (Figure 4.12.Β) and it sits at its resting potential (see Methods). As a
result, VL < Vc in the Ie
 term of Equation (4.23), which makes the right hand side of this
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equation more positive so that CPN2 now pulls up VL during the LG interburst phase.
Consequently, this lowers the left knee of the VL-nullcline below that of the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm, which shortens the duration on the left branch of the VL-nullcline (Figure
4.12.Α) since the phase point jumps to the right branch sooner. Thus, in the absence of
the INTl to CPN2 feedback inhibition, the duration of the LG interburst phase becomes
even shorter than that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.12.Β). On the other hand,
the ΙΝΤ1 to CPN2 feedback inhibition is not active during the LG burst phase, so its
absence does not significantly affect the duration of the LG burst phase (Figure 4.12.Β).
Hence, the INT1 to CPN2 feedback inhibition only prolongs LG interburst phase of the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
4.3.3.4 Network Oscillations Persist Without the INTI to LG Inhibitory Synapse. During
the gastric mill rhythm, INTl and the LG neuron oscillate in anti-phase due to their
reciprocal inhibition. In the biological system, the INT1 to LG inhibitory synapse is
necessary for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm to occur (Bartos et al., 1999). However, the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm in the biological system still persists when the
INTl to LG synapse is pharmacologically removed (Akay et al., 2004). We show that
when the INTl to LG synapse is removed, the ANT 1 to CPN2 feedback inhibition still
facilitates network oscillations during the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 4.13).
In particular, during the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm, INT 1 inhibits
the LG neuron both directly, via the INTl to LG synapse, and indirectly, via the INTl to
CPN2 feedback synapse (inset of Figure 4.13). The addition of the latter feedback
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pathway was shown to prolong the duration of the LG interburst phase (see Figure 4.12).
In particular, CPN2 pulls down VL which raises the left knee of the VL-nullcline, so that
more MCN1 excitation (s) is required to build up in the LG neuron before it can jump
into its active state (see Figure 4.9). However, when the direct LNTl to LG synapse is
removed, INTl only indirectly inhibits the LG neuron via the latter feedback pathway to
CPN2 (inset of Figure 4.13). Yet, network oscillations still persist in the absence of the
direct TNT! to LG synapse (Figure 4.13.Β). However, INT1 inhibits the LG neuron more
weakly when only the indirect CPN2 pathway is present. As a result, the left knee of the
VL-nullcline is lower when only the INT1 to CPN2 feedback pathway is present, so less
buildup of s excitation is required for the LG neuron to jump into its active state (Figure
4.13.Α). Therefore, the duration of the LG interburst phase becomes shorter when the
direct INT1 to LG synapse is removed (Figure 4.13.Β).
On the other hand, since the INTl to LG synapse is not active during the LG burst
phase, its removal does not significantly affect the duration of the LG burst phase during
this gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.13.Β). Moreover, although the phase point traverses a
smaller distance down the right branch of the VL-nullcline (Figure 4.13.Α), the duration
of the LG burst phase remains similar in the absence of the TNT! to LG synapse. This is
because the trajectory in the VL-s phase plane slows down when the right knee of the VL
-nullcline approaches the s-nullcline. It is noted that if the VL- and s-nullclines intersect
along the stable right branch of the cubic, then this forms a stable (attracting) fixed point,
since dVddt > 0 (< 0) above (below) the VL-nullcline (see Methods). We also note that
the right knee of the VL-nullcline becomes lower when the INTl to LG synapse is
removed. In particular, after setting the conductance of the TNT! to LG synapse to
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= 0 (see Methods), the magnitude of s in Equation (4.25) becomes smaller for
values of VL near the right knee of the VL-nullcline. Subsequently, the duration of the LG
burst phase remains similar when the INTl to LG synapse is removed since the trajectory
is slower near the right knee of the VL-nullcline. Moreover, network oscillations persist
during the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm when the INTl to LG synapse is
absent.
4.3.4 Investigating How Rhythmic Feedback to MCN1 Affects the Network
Dynamics of the MCN1/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
The inhibitory feedback connection from the ΑΒ neuron causes MCN 1 to be
rhythmically active in the biological system (see Methods). The effects of the ΑΒ to
MCN 1 feedback inhibition on the MCN 1-elicited rhythm were shown earlier (see Figures
4.6-4.7). Now the 2-dimensional model of Equations (4.26) and (4.27) (see Methods) is
used to investigate how the addition of the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback inhibition changes the
network dynamics of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
Two forcing functions given by P(t) and σ(t) in Equation (4.26) exist in this
model of the MCNI/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm (see Methods). The P(t) forcing
function describes the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition in STG. As was shown in the
previous model of Equations (4.23) and (4.24), the effect of P(t) is transmitted to the LG
neuron via both the INT 1 to LG inhibitory synapse and the CΡN2 to LG electrical
synapse (see Methods). In addition, P(t) is only time-dependent in Equation (4.26) to
model the fact that the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition continues to affect the active state of
the LG neuron when MCN 1 is rhythmically active (see Methods). Meanwhile, the σ(t)
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forcing function in the Is(rhythm;c) term of Equation (4.26) describes the effect of the AΒ to
MCN 1 feedback inhibition, which periodically interrupts the excitatory MCN 1 to LG
synapse (see Methods). This σ(t) forcing function was used earlier in the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm of Equations (4.14) and (4.15) (see Methods).
A 2-parameter family of cubic VL-nullclines, which is indexed by the values p of
P(t) and σ of σ(t) and is modeled by Equation (4.28), exists in the V L-s phase plane (see
Methods). Moreover, as occurs in the family of cubics for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm of
Equation (4.16), the value of p varies in [0,11 while the value of σ varies in [ (1— gσ ),1 ] .
In addition, P(t) and σ(t) are again assumed to oscillate in phase in order to simplify the
network dynamics in the VL-s phase plane (see Methods). Physiologically, this means
that the AΒ to INT1 inhibition (in the STG) occurs at the same phase of the pyloric
rhythm as the AΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG). Thus, the unforced system
occurs when p = 0 and σ = 1 in Equation (4.28), while the maximally forced system
occurs when p = 1 and σ =1— g (see Methods). Meanwhile, the s-nullcline is again
modeled by Equation (4.12).
4.3.4.1 CΡN2 Slows the Frequency of Network Oscillations. When MCN1 is
rhythmically active, the addition of CΡN2 still slows the frequency of network
oscillations (Figure 4.15). In particular, during the LG interburst phase, the INT1 to
CΡN2 feedback inhibition hyperpolarizes the CΡN2 membrane potential (Va) (Figure
4.15.Β) so that V > r ( υ (Vl ; Ρ (t))) in the Ie term of Equation (4.26). As in the previous
vc
model of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited rhythm, this makes the right hand side of Equation
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(4.26) more negative, which prolongs the LG interburst phase of this gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 4.15). In particular, CPN2 pulls down VL via its electrical coupling with the LG
neuron, which raises the left knee of the VL-nullcline so that more MCNI excitation (s) is
required to build up in the LG neuron before it can jump into its active state (Figure
4.15.Α). Then, during the LG burst phase where INTl no longer inhibits CPN2,
VL < r (υ (VL ; P (t))) which makes the right hand side of Equation (4.26) more positive
vc
and prolongs the LG burst phase of this gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.15). In particular,
CPN2 pulls up VL during the LG burst phase, which lowers the right knee of the VL
-nullcline so that a greater decay of s excitation is required before the LG neuron can fal
back down into its inactive state (Figure 4.15.Α). Hence, CPN2 slows the frequency of
network oscillations in the presence of the ΑB to MCN l feedback inhibition.
4.3.4.2 Onset of LG Burst Phase is Triggered by the MCNI to LG Excitation. When
MCN l is rhythmically active during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, the onset of the LG burst
phase was shown to occur during an episode of the MCN 1 to LG excitation that is
uninterrupted by the ΑB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (see Figure 4.6). Now, in the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm, the onset of the LG burst phase occurs under
the same conditions when MCNI is rhythmically active (Figure 4.15). In particular,
during the inactive state of the LG neuron where s slowly builds up in LG, a phase point
slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-nullcline as it is bounced back and forth
between the higher (maximally forced) and lower (unforced) cubics (Figure 4.15.Α). The
lower cubic, which occurs when p = 0 and σ = 1 in Equation (4.28) (see Methods),
corresponds to the unforced system. Physiologically, the system is unforced when the
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ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is absent (p = 0) and when the MCN1 to LG synapse is
uninterrupted (σ = 1) by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. In contrast, the higher
cubic, which occurs when p = 1 and σ =1— g in Equation (4.28) (see Methods),
corresponds to the maximally forced system. Physiologically, the system is maximally
forced at the peak of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (p = 1) and at the peak inhibition of the
MCN 1 to LG synapse (σ =1— σ) by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback connection.
The jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline occurs when the system is
unforced at the point 2 (Figure 4.15.Α). Geometrically, the trajectory tracks the lower
cubic only when the system is unforced. In contrast, when the system is forced, the
trajectory no longer tracks the lower cubic, and dVddt < 0 in the region between the left
knee of the lower (unforced) cubic and the left branch of the higher (maximally forced)
cubic (Figure 4.15.Α). Thus, since the phase point can not jump to the right branch when
dν1jdt < 0, the jump at the point 2 occurs when the system is unforced, where dV'jdt > 0
above the lower VL-nullcline (Figure 4.15.Α). Physiologically, this means that the LG
neuron jumps into its active state during an episode of the MCN1 to LG excitation that is
uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (Figure 4.15.Β). Moreover, since
P(t) and σ(t) oscillate in phase, this also means that the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition does not
trigger the onset of the LG burst phase during this gastric mill rhythm.
4.3.4.3 LG Burst Termination is Triggered by the AB to MCN1 Feedback Inhibition.
Unlike the jump to the right branch which occurs when the system is unforced, the jump
back to the left branch of the VL-nullcline is initiated when the system is forced (Figure
4.15). In particular, during the active state of the LG neuron where s slowly decays in
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LG due to the presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1, the phase point slowly falls down the
right branch of the VL-nullcline as it bounced back and forth between the unforced
(lower) and maximally forced (higher) cubics (Figure 4.15.Α). When the phase point
reaches the level of the higher right knee, the next peak of the forcing, where p = 1 and
σ =1— g  in Equation (4.28), shifts the cubic above the phase point and initiates the
jump back to the left branch at the point 4 (Figure 4.15.Α), since dΥ1jdt < D below the
higher VL-nullcline when the system is forced. Thus, similar to that of the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm (see Figure 4.6), this means that the jump back to the left branch is initiated by a
σ(t) forcing trough, which causes the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in V L during the
active state of the LG neuron (Figure 4.15.Β). Physiologically, this means that the LG
burst phase is terminated by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition during this
MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.15.Β). However, the LG burst
termination occurs after a greater decay of s (Figure 4.15), compared to that of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm (see Figure 4.6), due to the effect of CPN2, which lowers the right
knee of the VL-nullcline and prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase.
4.3.4.4 ΑΒ to INT1 Inhibition Prolongs the Duration of the LG Burst Phase. Since the
forcing functions P(t) and σ(t) oscillate in phase, the effect of P(t), which depolarizes the
LG membrane potential, interferes with the hyperpolarizing effect of σ(t). Therefore,
similar to that which occurs during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (see Figure 4.7), the LG
membrane potential exhibits smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the presence of
the local ΑΒ to INT 1 inhibition during this MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 4.16). Moreover, since the right knee of the maximally forced (higher) cubic sits
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at a lower value of s in the presence of P(t) (Figure 4.16), a greater decay of
MCN l exciation (s) is required before the phase point can jump back to the left branch
when P(t) is present. Physiologically, this means that the  ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback
inhibition becomes less effective at terminating the LG burst phase when the local ΑΒ to
INT1 inhibition is present. In particular, the LG burst phase is terminated (jump back to
the left branch) only after additional pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations, since the phase
point must fall to a lower forced right knee when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is present
(Figure 4.16). Hence, similar to that which occurs during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (see
Figure 4.7), the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition prolongs the LG burst phase of this MCN 1 /CPN2-
elicited gastric mill rhythm, which in turn slows the frequency of network oscillations
(Figure 4.16). However, it is noted that CPN2 has a greater effect in slowing the network
oscillations (see Figure 4.9) than that of the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition.
4.3.5 Investigating the Network Dynamics of the VCN-Influenced MCN1/CPN2-
Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
Next, this section investigates how pyloric-timed activity in MCNI during only the LG
interburst phase affects the network dynamics of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm. In the biological system, stimulation of the ventral cardiac neurons (VCN) co-
activates MCN 1 and CPN2 in the CoG, which in turn elicits a gastric mill rhythm in the
STG (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). During this VCN-elicited gastric mill rhythm,
MCN1 is rhythmically active during the LG interburst phase (due to feedback from ΑΒ)
but tonically active during the LG burst phase (Figure 4.17). Meanwhile, CPN2 exhibits
a similar activity pattern as that in the previous MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythms. Recently
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in the biological system, co-stimulation of MCNI and CΡN2 in their VCN-influenced
activity patterns was shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that closely approximates the
VCN-elicited rhythm (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). As a result, we use the 2-
dimensional model of Equations (4.30) and (4.31) (see Methods) to investigate how the
VCN-influenced activity patterns in MCNI and CΡN2 affect the network dynamics of the
MCNI/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
The VCN-influenced activity in MCN l is modeled by using the forcing function
σ(t, VL) in the Is(alternating) term of Equation (4.30) (see Methods). As in the previous
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited rhythm, σ(t, VL) is used to model the pyloric-timed interruption of
the excitatory MCN 1 to LG synapse by the AB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. However,
in this system, σ(t, VL) is voltage-dependent in Equation (4.29) so that it only interrupts
the MCN 1 to LG synapse during the LG interburst phase of the gastric mill rhythm (see
Methods). Next, the AB to INT1 inhibition is modeled by the forcing function P(t, VL) in
Equation (4.30). The voltage dependence of P(t, V) is used to model the fact that the AB
to INT1 inhibition does not affect the LG burst phase of the gastric mill rhythm whenever
MCN 1 is tonically active (see Methods). In addition, as in the previous models of the
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited rhythm, the forcing effect of the AB to iNTl inhibition is
transmitted to the LG neuron via two pathways: (1) the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse
and (2) the CΡN2 to LG electrical synapse (inset of Figure 4.18). We first assume that, as
in the previous models, the forcing effect of the AB to INΤ 1 inhibition is transmitted
through both pathways simultaneously (Figures 4.18, 4.19). Afterward, we investigate
how a timing delay in transmitting the forcing effect of the AB to INTl inhibition
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through the latter CPN2 pathway affects the network dynamics; as such a delay seems to
occur in the biological system (Figure 4.20).
Thus, in the first case, where the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is
transmitted simultaneously through both pathways, the forcing functions P(t, VL) =
Ρ(t-μ, VL) in Equation (4.30), since μ = 0 in the case of no delay through the CPN2
pathway (see Methods). As a result, the network dynamics of this system are only forced
by σ(t, VL) and P(t, VL) which oscillate in phase, as occurs in the previous models of the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm (see Methods). Furthermore, in this case of no timing
delay, p = pΡ
 in Equation (4.32) so that the family of cubic VL-nullclines depends only on
2 forcing parameter values (see Methods), where σ varies in [(1— g ),1] and p varies in
[0,1], as occurs in the previous model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm. Hence, the
unforced system occurs when σ = 1 and p = Ο in Equation (4.32), while the maximally
forced system occurs when σ =1— g and p = 1 (see Methods).
4.3.5.1 LG Burst Onset is Triggered by the MCNI to LG Excitation (No Delay in
Transmission of ΑΒ to INT1 Forcing). In the first case, where the forcing effect of the
ΑΒ
 to INT1 inhibition is transmitted simultaneously through both pathways (inset of
Figure 4.18), the onset of the LG burst phase occurs during an episode of the MCN 1 to
LG excitation that is uninterrupted by the  ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (Figure
4.18). In particular, during the inactive state of the LG neuron where s slowly builds up
in LG, a phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-nullcline as it is bounced
back and forth between the higher (maximally forced) and lower (unforced) cubics
(Figure 4.1 8Α).
 Physiologically, the system is unforced when the MCN 1 to LG synapse
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is uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback inhibition (σ = 1 in Equation (4.32)) and
when the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is absent (p = 0 in Equation (4.32)) (see Methods). In
contrast, the system is maximally forced at the peak inhibition of the MCN l to LG
synapse by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback (σ =1— σ) and at the peak of the local ΑΒ to
ΓΝΤ 1 inhibition (p = 1) (see Methods).
Then, the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline occurs at the point 2 when
the system is unforced (Figure 4.18.Α). In particular, as was shown in the previous
system (Figure 4.1 7.Α), the jump to the right branch does not occur when the system is
forced since the trajectory no longer tracks the lower cubic and dV1/dt < 0 in the region
between the lower (unforced) left knee and the higher (maximally forced) left branch
(Figure 4.18.Α). Instead, the jump to the right branch occurs when the system is
unforced, where the trajectory tracks the lower cubic and dVIjdt > 0 in the region above
the lower left knee (Figure 4.18.Α). Physiologically, this means that the onset of the LG
burst phase during this gastric mill rhythm occurs during an episode of the MCN 1 to LG
excitation that is uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN l feedback inhibition (Figure 4.18.Β).
Furthermore, since σ(t, VL) and P(t, VL) oscillate in phase, the LG burst onset is not
triggered by the ΑΒ to ANT 1 inhibition.
4.3.5.2 LG Burst Termination is Not Triggered by the  ΑΒ to MCNl Feedback Inhibition.
Since MCN1 is tonically active during the LG burst phase of this gastric mill rhythm, the
MCN 1 to LG synapse is not affected by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition during the
LG burst phase. In particular, σ(t, VL) = 1 (see Methods) so that the MCN 1 to LG synapse
remains uninterrupted for the duration of the LG burst phase (Figure 4.18.Β). In addition,
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the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, modeled by P(t, Vi), has no effect on the LG burst phase
of the gastric mill rhythm when MCN 1 is tonically active (see Methods). Therefore, the
system is unforced during the active state of the LG neuron so that the trajectory in the
VL-s phase plane only tracks the unforced right branch of the VL-nullcline (Figure
4.18.Α). In particular, the phase point falls down the unforced right branch as s slowly
decays in LG due to the presynaptic inhibition of MCN1. Then, when the phase point
reaches the unforced (lower) right knee at the point 4 (Figure 4.18.Α), it undergoes a
saddle-node bifurcation and jumps back to the left branch of the V L-nullcline since dV/dt
< 0 below the right knee. Hence, the  ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition does not
terminate the LG burst phase of this gastric mill rhythm, since the jump back to the left
branch occurs at the unforced right knee. Physiologically, this means that the LG burst
phase is terminated by the graded inhibition from INΤ 1.
4.3.5.3 ΑΒ to INTI Inhibition Has Νo Effect on the Frequency of Network Oscillations.
In this first case where the forcing effect of P(t, VL) is transmitted simultaneously through
both (1) the INTl to LG synapse and (2) the CPN2 to LG synapse (inset of Figure 4.18),
the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition has no effect on the frequency of network oscillations. In
particular, network oscillations occur with the same frequency in the absence of the local
ΑΒ
 to INTl inhibition (Figure 4.19). The only effect of the  ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is that
it causes the LG membrane potential to exhibit smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations
during the LG interburst phase of this gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.19). In particular,
since the σ(t, VL) and P(t, V^) forcing functions oscillate in phase (see Methods), the effect
of P(t, VL), which depolarizes the LG membrane potential, interferes with the
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hyperpolarizing effect of σ(t, VL) (see Methods) so that smaller pyloric-timed
hyperpolarizations occur during the LG interburst phase when the AΒ to JNTl inhibition
is present.
4.3.5.4 A Timing Delay in Transmitting the Forcing Effect of the AΒ to INTl Inhibition
Changes the Network Dynamics. During the MCNl/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm,
AΒ inhibition of INTl in turn removes INTl inhibition of CΡN2 (inset of Figure 4.18).
As a result, the CΡN2 membrane potential exhibits pyloric-timed depolarizations, due to
the removal of TNT 1 inhibition, during the LG interburst phase of the gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 4.18.Β). Hence, the pyloric-timed depolarizations in CΡN2 are due to the effect
of the AΒ to INT 1 inhibition. Thus far, it has been assumed that the forcing effect of the
AΒ to INTl inhibition through this CΡN2 pathway is simultaneous with the forcing effect
through the INTl to LG synapse (see Methods). As a result, the pyloric-timed
depolarizations in CΡN2 occur in phase with the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the
LG neuron and interruptions of the MCN 1 to LG synapse (Figure 4.18.Β). However, in
the biological system, these pyloric-timed depolarizations in CΡN2 are out of phase with
the pyloric-timed activity in the LG neuron and MCN 1 (Figure 4.20). This suggests that
the forcing effect of the AΒ to INT1 inhibition through the CΡN2 pathway is delayed
(inset of Figure 4.20).
In the 2-dimensional model of Equations (4.30) and (4.31), the forcing effect of
the AΒ to INTl inhibition that is transmitted through the CΡN2 pathway is modeled by
the forcing function Ρ(t-μ, VL) (see Methods). Thus far, it has been assumed that Ρ(t-μ, VL)
= P(t, VL), where μ = 0 in Equation (4.30) (see Methods). Now, we assume that μ ^ 0 so
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that the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is delayed through the CPN2
pathway. In particular, P(t-μ, VL) is modeled with a delay of i/2 of a pyloric period so that
it oscillates in anti-phase with the forcing functions P(t, VL) and σ(t, VL) of Equation (4.30)
(see Methods). This is a reasonable approximation of the biological system (Figure
4.20), where the pyloric-timed depolarizations in CPN2 occur nearly in anti-phase with
the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the LG neuron and interruptions of MCN 1
activity. Subsequently, the family of cubic VL-nullclines modeled by Equation (4.32) is
forced by 3 parameter values, where p and ρμ vary in [0,1] with p ^ ρμ while σ varies in
[(1— g  ),1j (see Methods).
4.3.5.5 LG Burst Onset is Triggered by the ΑΒ to INTI Inhibition (Via its Delayed Effect
Through the CPN2 Pathway). In the case where the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to ANT 1
inhibition is delayed through the CPΝ2 pathway (inset of Figure 4.21), it triggers the
onset of the LG burst phase during this gastric mill rhythm (Figure 4.21). In particular,
during the inactive state of the LG neuron where s slowly builds up in LG, a phase point
slowly climbs up the left branch of the VL-nullcline as it is bounced back and forth
between cubics in the VL-s phase plane of this system (Figure 4.21.Α). The higher cubic
(Figure 4.21.Α) corresponds to when the system is maximally forced by the σ(t, VL) and
P(t, VL) forcing functions but unforced by P(t μ, VL), which occurs when σ =1— gσ , p = 1,
and pμ = 0 in Equation (4.32) (see Methods). Physiologically, this occurs at the peak
inhibition of the MCN 1 to LG synapse by the  ΑΒ
 to MCN 1 feedback (σ =1— gσ ) and
when the ΑΒ to ΙΝΤI inhibition is at its peak in the STG (p = 1) but at its minimum in
the CPΝ2 pathway (ρμ = 0) (see Methods). In contrast, the lower cubic (Figure 4.21.Α)
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corresponds to when the system is unforced by σ(t, Υ1) and P(t, VL) but maximally forced
by P(t-μ, VL). Physiologically, this occurs when the MCN 1 to LG synapse is
uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (σ = 1) and when the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition is at its minimum in the STG (p = 0) but at its peak in the CPN2 pathway
(pμ = 1) (see Methods). The middle cubic corresponds to the unforced system, which
occurs when the MCN 1 to LG synapse is uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback
inhibition (σ = 1) and when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is absent (p = p  = 0).
Thus, the forcing functions σ(t, VL) and P(t, VL) again oscillate in phase, and their
net effect shifts the trajectory to the higher cubic in the VL-s phase plane (Figure 4.21 .Α),
which produces a hyperpolarization in the LG neuron (Figure 4.21.8). In contrast, the
forcing function P(t-μ, VL) oscillates in anti-phase and shifts the trajectory to the lower
cubic (Figure 4.21.A), which produces a depolarization in the LG neuron (Figure 4.21.Β).
Thus, when the phase point reaches the level of the lower left knee, the next forcing peak
of P(t μ, VL) shifts the VL-nullcline below the phase point and initiates the jump to the
right branch, since d V,jdt > 0 above the VL-nullcline. Physiologically, this means that the
ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, via its delayed forcing effect through the CPN2 pathway, triggers
the onset of the LG burst phase .during this gastric mill rhythm. Therefore, the MCN 1 to
LG excitation no longer initiates the LG burst onset when the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to
INT1 inhibition is delayed through the CPN2 pathway (Figure 4.21.Β).
4.3.5.6 ΑΒ to INT1 Inhibition Increases the Frequency of Network Oscillations (Via its
Delayed Effect Through the CPN2 Pathway). In the case where the forcing effect of the
ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is delayed through the CPN2 pathway, it increases the frequency
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of network oscillations. In particular, the network oscillations occur with slower
frequency when the ΑB to INTl inhibition is removed (Figure 4.22). Moreover, when
the ΑB to INTl inhibition is absent, a phase point can not jump to the right branch of the
VL-nullcline until it reaches the level of the middle (unforced) left knee (Figure 4.22.Α).
In contrast, when the ΑB to ΙΝΤ1 inhibition is present, the jump to the right branch is
initiated by a peak of Ρ(t-μ, VL) (see Methods) before the phase point climbs up to the
middle (unforced) left knee (Figure 4.22.8). As a result, the frequency of this gastric mill
rhythm increases in the presence of the ΑB to INT1 inhibition (Figure 4.22.C) since the
jump to the right branch occurs at a lower value of s. Similarly, recent experiments in the
biological system showed that the ΑB to INTl inhibition increases the frequency of this
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm (M. Kirby and M.P. Nusbaum, unpublished
data). Therefore, this suggests that the ΑB to ANT 1 inhibition plays an important role
only when its forcing effect is transmitted with a delay through the INT1 to CPN2
feedback pathway during this MCΝΙ/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
4.3.6 Summary of Results
Using a 2-dimensional model, this chapter investigated how the motor pattern of the
gastric mill rhythm is shaped by (1) feed-forward synaptic inputs from MCN 1 and CPN2
and (2) rhythmic feedback to these projection neurons.
First, the network dynamics of the MCN l -elicited rhythm were examined when there is
no feedback to MCN 1. In this case, it was shown that the local AB-) INTl inhibition:
• Increases the frequency of network oscillations.
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• Determines the onset of the LG burst phase.
Next, pyloric-timed feedback to MCN1 (ΑΒ-MCN1 feedback inhibition) was shown to
change the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
In particular, the onset of the LG burst phase is:
• Not determined by the local ΑΒ IΝΤ 1 inhibition.
• Triggered during an episode of the MCN 1-) LG excitation that is not interrupted
by the ΑΒ -MCN 1 feedback inhibition.
The termination of the LG burst phase is:
• Determined by the ΑΒ-MCN1 feedback inhibition.
The local ΑΒ - ΙΝΤ 1 inhibition:
• Prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase.
• Slows the frequency of network oscillations.
• Decreases the latency between the onset of the LG burst phase and the onset of
the preceding episode of the MCN1 -LG excitation.
Then, the network dynamics of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm were examined.
The addition of CPΝ2 to the system:
• Slows the frequency of network oscillations.
• Changes the locus of pattern generation (allows for network oscillations to
persist without reciprocal inhibition between INT1 and the LG neuron).
In the absence of feedback to MCN 1:
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• The local AB -* INΤ 1 inhibition (1) increases the frequency of network
oscillations and (2) determines the onset of the LG burst phase.
In the presence of the pyloric-timed feedback to MCN1:
• The onset of the LG burst phase is triggered during an episode of the
MCN 1-) LG excitation (that is not interrupted by ΑΒ - MCN 1).
• The termination of the LG burst phase is determined by the local ΑΒ - INΤ 1
inhibition.
• The local ΑΒ - INΤ 1 inhibition (1) prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase
(2) slows the frequency of network oscillations.
During a VCN-influenced activity pattern in MCN 1:
• If the effect of the ΑΒ- ΐΝΤ1 inhibition is transmitted simultaneously through
the INTl-) LG synapse and the INTl 4 CPN2 feedback pathway, then (1) the
onset of the LG burst phase is triggered by the MCN1 -LG excitation (2) the
ΑΒ->ΙΝΤ1 inhibition has no effect on the frequency of network oscillations
• If the effect of the AB - INΤ 1 inhibition is transmitted in anti-phase through the
INTl-· LG synapse and the INTl-CPN2 feedback pathway, then the
ΑΒ -i INΤ 1 inhibition (1) determines the onset of the LG burst phase (2)
increases the frequency of network oscillations.
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Figure 4.1 Reduced (3-Dimensiοiιal) Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. A, Circuit diagram showing both phases of the gastric mill rhythm in this
reduced model. INTl and the LG neuron are treated as passive neurons that are
connected by a graded reciprocal inhibition. In addition, the LG neuron receives a slow
modulatory excitation from MCN 1 (s), which is gated by the LG membrane potential via
presynaptic inhibition of MCNl . INTI receives a fast periodic inhibition from the ΑΒ
neuron (P). B, MCNl excitation of the LG neuron (s) evolves on a much slower time
scale than that of all other synapses in this network and drives the frequency of network
oscillations. In particular, s slowly builds up during the LG interburst phase when MCNl
excites the LG neuron, and s slowly decays during the LG burst phase due to LG
presynaptic inhibition of MCN1. Trinsitions between the LG interburst and burst phases
are controlled by the reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron. The periodic
inhibition of INTl (P) releases the LG neuron from INTl inhibition and facilitates the
subthreshold depolarizations in LG. However, P does not affect the LG burst phase since
the INTl to LG inhibition is inactiνe.
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dV, 
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Figure 4.2 Reduction to a 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. The LG neuron is influenced by the slow modulatory excitation from MCNl,
which is much slower than all other synapses in the network. INT1, on the other hand, is
only influenced by fast synapses in this model, so its membrane potential (V I) can be
assumed to adjust instantaneously to its steady state for each value of the state variables
VL and s. This is done by setting the membrane time constant of INT 1 to zero. As a result,
the dynamics of INT1 are absorbed into the dynamics of the state variable V L. Moreover,
the effects of the inhibitory synapses onto NT! are absorbed into the INTl to LG
synapse in the 2-dimensional model.
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Figure 4.3 Network Dynamics of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. A.1,
Phase plane diagram of the 2-dimensional model of the MCNl-elicited gastric mill
rhythm. During the LG interburst phase, a phase point slowly climbs up the left branch of
the VL-nullcline as MCN1 excitation (s) slowly builds up in the LG neuron. During the
LG burst phase, the phase point slo"ly falls down the right branch of the V L-nullcline as s
decays in LG due to presynaptic inhibition of MCNl . Jumps between the outer branches
of the VL-nullcline correspond to the transitions between the LG interburst and burst
phases. Α.2, Network oscillations are described by the periodic trajectory in A.1. The
synaptic voltage threshold VpYe separates the LG interburst and burst phases. B.1, Phase
plane diagram in the presence of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (P). The higher cubic
corresponds to the unforced system in Α.1 while the lower cubic corresponds to the
maximally forced system at the peak of P. Β.2, The ΑΒ to INTl inhibition increases the
frequency of network oscillations and triggers the onset of the LG burst phase.
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Figure 4.4 Adding the Effect of the ΑΒ to MCNl Feedback Inhibition to the 2-
Dimensional Model. A, The 2-dimensional model from the previous figure. B, The effect
of the ΑΒ to MCNl feedback inhibition is added to the 2-dimensional model. In the
biological system, this feedback cοnnection causes pyloric-timed interruptions in the
activity of MCNl (see Figure 4.5). Therefore, the effect of the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback
inhibition is modeled by a periodic forcing function (σ) that interrupts the feed-forward
MCNl to LG excitatory synapse. The forcing functions P and σ oscillate in phase in this
2-dimensional model. C, The state Variable s describes the slow, presynaptically-gated
buildup of decay of MCNl excitation in LG that drives the network oscillations. The
forcing function σ shapes the netwdrk oscillations via its periodic interruption of s.
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Use 2-D Model to Investigate Network Dynamics
Figure 4.5 Biological Recording of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm When
the AB to MCN1 Feedback Inhibition is Intact. The AB to MCN 1 feedback inhibition
produces pyloric-timed interruptions in MCN1. As a result, the LG burst phase exhibits
pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations. The AB and pyloric dilator (PD) neurons oscillate in
phase due to their strong electrical coupling. The AB neuron does not trigger the onset of
the LG burst phase and therefore plays a less prominent role in this MCN1-elicited
gastric mill rhythm. The smaller depolarizations in the LG interburst phase are due to AB
inhibition of IΝΤl (blue bars). These depolarizations are small due to the effect of the AB
to MCN1 feedback inhibition. The adjacent (larger) depolarizations are due to MCN1-
mediated excitation of the LG neuron (Adapted by permission from the Society for
Neuroscience: Journal of Neuroscience (Wood et a1., 24:7455-63, 2004), copyright
(2004)). In building a 2-dimensional model, one can assume that the AB to MCN 1
feedback inhibition (ion) occurs at the same phase of the pyloric rhythm as the local AB
to INTl inhibition (small depolarizations in the LG interburst phase).
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Figure 4.6 Investigating How the ΑΒ to MCNl Feedback Inhibition Changes the
Network Dynamics of the ΜCN1-1licited Rhythm. A.1, Phase plane diagram when
only σ forces the system (periodically disrupts MCN1 to LG synapse). The lower (higher)
cubic corresponds to the unforced (maximally forced) system. Α.2, The onset of the LG
burst phase is initiated during an uhihterrupted episode of the MCN 1 to LG excitation
(jump to the right branch in Α. occίrs when system is unforced). The termination of the
LG burst phase is triggered by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (jump back to left
branch in Α.1 triggered by a forcing trough of σ). B.1, Phase plane diagram when both σ
and P force the system. The jump back to the left branch occurs after a greater decay in s.
Β.2, A smaller latency exists between the onset of the previous episode of the MCN l to
LG excitation and the onset of the LG burst phase, as reported in the biological system.
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Figure 4.7 The Local AΒ to INTl Inhibition Prolongs the Duration of the LG Burst
Phase and Slows the Frequency of Network Oscillations in this MCN1-Elicited
Gastric Mill Rhythm. The jump back to the left branch of the VL-nullcline only occurs
after a greater decay in s when the AΒ to INT1 inhibition is present (see Figure 4.6.Β.1).
As a result, this prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase, where an additional pyloric-
timed hyperpolarization occurs in the presence of the AΒ to INTl inhibition. Moreover,
the LG membrane potential exhibits smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations when the
AΒ to INT1 inhibition is present due to the effect of the forcing function P which
interferes with the hyperpolarizing effect of σ.
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Figure 4.8 Building a 2-DimensitιΡńal Model of the MCNUCΡΝ2-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm. A, The addition of CPN2 to the existing model adds an extra dimension to
the system. B, The 3-dimensional ń οdel is reduced to 2 dimensions by exploiting the
difference in synaptic time scales, as was done in developing the 2-dimensional model of
the MCN-elicited rhythm (see Figure 4.2). In particular, since CPN2 is only affected by
the fast inhibitory feedback synapse from INT1, its membrane potential can be assumed
to adjust instantaneously to its steady state for each value of the remaining state variables
VL and s. As a result, the dynamics of CPN2 are absorbed into the dynamics of the state
variable VL. Moreover, the effect of the inhibitory feedback synapse from iNTl to CPN2
is absorbed into the CPN2 to LG electrical synapse.
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Figure 4.9 Investigating How CΡΝ2 Affects the Network Dynamics of the Gastric
Mill Rhythm. A, During the LG interburst phase, CΡN2 is more hyperpolarized than the
LG neuron due to the feedback inhibition from TNT 1. As a result, VL > Vc, and CΡN2
pulls down the LG membrane potential via the local electrical coupling with the LG
neuron. This raises the left knee of the VL-nullcline so that a greater buildup of MCN1
excitation (s) is required before the LG neuron can jump into its active state. Then, during
the LG burst phase where the INTl to CPN2 feedback inhibition is inactive, VL < Vc and
CPN2 pulls up the LG membrane piitential. This lowers the right knee of the V L-nullcline
so that a greater decay of s is required before the LG neuron can fall back down into its
inactive state. B, The addition of CΡN2 to the system slows the frequency of network
oscillations compared to that of the MCNl-elicited rhythm. The pyloric-timed
depolarizations in CPN2 are due to the effect of the ΑB to INT1 inhibition which releases
CPN2 from INT 1 inhibition. Also, the effect of the ΑB to INTl inhibition on the LG
neuron is indicated by the arrow in the voltage trace of LG.
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Figure 4.10 The Local  ΑΒ to INT1 Inhibition Triggers the Onset of the LG Burst
Phase During the MCΝΙ/CPN24licited Gastric Mill Rhythm (When MCNl is
Tonically Active). A, The jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline is triggered by a
forcing peak of P as it shifts the left knee of the cubic below the phase point, where
dVjdt > 0 above the VL-nullcline. B, The effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is
transmitted to the LG neuron via both the INTl to LG synapse (m Ι,L ) and the INTl to
CPN2 feedback synapse (m 1 ). The latter pathway facilitates the pyloric-timed
depolarizations in CPN2.
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Figure 4.11 The Frequency of Νetwork Oscillations is Slower When the ΑB to INT1
Inhibition is Removed. A, When the forcing effect of Ρ is removed from the system, the
jump to right branch of the VL-nullcline only occurs at the higher (unforced) left knee so
that the frequency of network oscillations decreases. Moreover, the frequency of network
oscillations in the unforced MCNI/CΡΝ2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is slower than that
of the unforced MCN 1-elicited rhythm, since a phase point must climb up to a higher left
knee and fall down to a lower right knee in the presence of CΡΝ2. B, The frequency of
network oscillations becomes slowet in the absence of the ΑB to INTl inhibition.
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Figure 4.12 The Duration of the LG Interburst Phase is Shorter Without the IΝΤΙ
to CPΝ2 Feedback Inhibition. A, When the INT l to CPΝ2 feedback inhibition is
removed, CPΝ2 is uninhibited, so its membrane potential remains more depolarized than
the LG membrane potential, where Vi. < Vc in B. As a result, CPΝ2 always pulls up VL
via its local electrical coupling with the LG neuron. This lowers the left knee of the VL
-nulicline compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm so that less buildup of MCN 1
excitation (s) is required for the LG neuron to jump into its active state. However, during
the LG burst phase, the INTl to C` T2 feedback inhibition is inactive, so its removal does
not significantly affect the duration of the LG burst phase. B, Removal of the INTl to
CPΝ2 feedback inhibition shortens the duration of the LG interburst phase during the
MCΝl/CPΝ2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
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Figure 4.13 Network Oscillations Persist After the INTl to LG Inhibitory Synapse
is Removed. A, In the absence of the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse, INTl still inhibits
the LG neuron via the INTl to CΡΝT2 feedback pathway (m r,c ) . However, the LG
neuron is inhibited more weakly when INTl to LG synapse is removed, so less buildup of
MCN 1 excitation (s) is required before the jump to the right branch. As a result, the
duration of the LG interburst phase is shorter in the absence of the INTl to LG synapse.
B-C, In the presence of CΡN2, reciptocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron is
not required to produce a gastric mill rhythm. Moreover, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, via
its effect that is transmitted through the INTl to CΡN2 feedback pathway (m1-,c )
triggers the onset of the LG burst phase during this gastric mill rhythm.
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Figure 4.14 The Effect of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 Feedback Inhibition is Added to the 2-
Dimensional Model of the MCΝΙ/CΡΝ2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. A, The 2-
dimensional model of the MCN1/C?N2-elicited rhythm where MCN  Ι is tonically active
(see Figure 4.8). B, The forcing function σ is added to the model. As in the MCN1-
elicited rhythm (see Figure 4.4), the effect of σ interrupts the feed-forward excitatory
synapse from MCNl to LG neuron. Moreover, the forcing functions σ and P oscillate in
phase in order to simplify the netwοΥk dynamics in the model.
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Figure 4.15 Investigating How the ΑΒ to MCNI Feedback Inhibition Affects the
MCNI/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. A, In the presence of both the σ and P
forcing functions, the lower (higher) cubic corresponds to the unforced (maximally
forced) system. However, CΡΝ2 sloWs the frequency of network oscillations compared to
the MCNI-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.6). B, The LG membrane potential exhibits pyloric-
timed hyperpolarizations when the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback inhibition is present. The
onset of the LG burst phase is initiated during an episode of the MCNI to LG excitation
that is uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback inhibition. The termination of the LG
burst phase is triggered by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. Thus, the conditions for
the onset and termination of the LG burst phase are the same as that for the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm (Figure 4.6). However, CΡN2 slows the frequency of network oscillations
in this system.
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Figure 4.16 The Local ΑB to INT'1 Inhibition Prolongs the Duration of the LG
Burst Phase and Slows the Freq Jelicy of Network Oscillations in this MCΝΙ/CPN2-
Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. A, Phase plane diagram when the ΑB to INT 1 inhibition
is removed. B, Phase plane diagram when the ΑB to INTl inhibition is present (same as
in Figure 4.15). The jump back to the left branch of the VL-nullcline occurs after a greater
decay of s when the ΑB to INT1 inhibition is present. C, Similar to that which occurs in
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (see Figure 4.7), the forcing function P (which models the ΑB
to INT1 inhibition) interferes with the hyperpolarizing effect of σ (which models the ΑB
to MCN l feedback inhibition) and prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase, as shown
by the additional pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the LG membrane potential.
Moreover, the prolonged LG burst phase slows the frequency of network oscillations.
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Figure 4.17 The Ventral Cardiac Neurons (VCN) Elicit a Gastric Mill Rhythm in
the Biological System via Co-activation of MCN1 and CΡΝ2 (Adapted by permission
from the Society for Neuroscience: Journal of Neuroscience (Beenhakker and Nusbaum,
24:6741-50, 2004), copyright (2004)). MCN1 (activity in the ion) is rhythmically active
during the LG interburst phase but tonically active during the LG burst phase of the
VCN-elicited rhythm. When MCN1 is rhythmically active, the interruptions in its activity
pattern are correlated with PD/AB neuron bursts. This MCN1 activity pattern is produced
in the 2-dimensional model by having the forcing function σ interrupt the MCN 1 to LG
synapse only during the LG interburst phase. CΡΝ2 exhibits a similar activity pattern to
that in the previous gastric mill rhythms.
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Figure 4.18 The Gastric Mill Rhythm Elicited by MCNI and CPN2 in Their VCN-
Influenced Activity Patterns. A, The model is only forced during the LG interburst
phase, so a phase point is only shifted between the left branches of the V L-nullcline,
which corresponds to the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the LG membrane potential.
B, The onset of the LG burst phase is initiated by an episode of the MCNI to LG
excitation that is uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback inhibition (jump to the right
branch in Α occurs when the system is unforced). The termination of the LG burst phase
is mediated by the graded inhibitiol from INTl (jump back to the left branch in A occurs
when the phase point reaches the lower, unforced right knee). Note that the pyloric-timed
activity in CPN2 (VC) occurs in phase with the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the
LG neuron since the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (P) is transmitted
simultaneously through the INTl to LG synapse (m I,L ) and the INTl the CPN2
feedback pathway (m1).
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Figure 4.19 The ΑΒ to INTl Inhibition (P) Has No Influence on the Frequency of
Network Oscillations When its Effect is Transmitted Simultaneously Through the
INTI to LG Synapse (m rL ) and the INTl to CPN2 Feedback Pathway (m
A, Phase-plane diagram when the Αk to INTl inhibition is removed. B, Phase-plane
diagram when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is present. C, Removal of the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition from the system has no effect on the frequency of network oscillations. The
system only exhibits smaller pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations during the LG interburst
phase when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is present.
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Figure 4.20 In the Biological System, the Pyloric-Timed Activity in CPN2 During
the LG Interburst Phase Occurs Approximately in Anti-Phase With the Pyloric-
Timed Interruptions in MCNl and Ilyperpolarizations in the LG Neuron (Adapted
by permission from the Society for Neuroscience: Journal of Neuroscience (Beenhakker
and Nusbaum, 24:6741-50, 2004), copyright (2004)). However, in the 2-dimensional
model, all three pyloric-timed events occur in phase (see Figure 4.18). To model the
timing of CPN2 activity as in the biological system, the forcing effect of the AB to INT1
inhibition, (P), is transmitted through the INT1 to CPN2 feedback pathway (m1) with
a delay of i of a pyloric period (P μ). This will allow the pyloric-timed depolarizations in
CPN2 to occur in anti-phase with the pyloric-timed hyperpolarizations in the LG neuron
and interruptions of the MCN 1 to LU synapse in the model.
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Figure 4.21 Pyloric-Timed Activity Through the INTl to CPN2 Feedback Pathway
(m 1 ) Influences the Network Í)ynamics of This Gastric Mill Rhythm. A, The
forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is transmitted through m 1_,c with a delay of 1/2
of a pyloric period. The highest cubic in the phase plane occurs when the system is
maximally forced by the ΑΒ to MCN l feedback inhibition (σ) and the ΑΒ to IΝΤ Ι
inhibition (P) that is locally transmitted through the INTl to LG synapse (m r,L ) . The
lowest cubic occurs when the syst1t is maximally forced by the AB to INTl inhibition
(Ρμ) that is transmitted through mac . The middle cubic corresponds to the unforced
system. B, As in the biological system (Figure 4.20), the pyloric-timed depolarizations in
CPN2 depolarize the LG membrane potential (arrow) since the forcing peak of P μ occurs
in anti-phase with the peaks of P and σ. The onset of the LG burst phase is triggered by a
peak of Ρμ.
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Figure 4.22 The ΑΒ to INT1 Inhibition Increases the Frequency of Network
Oscillations When its Forcing Efct is Delayed Through the INT1 to CPN2
Feedback Pathway. A, Phase-plane diagram when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is
removed. B, Phase-plane diagram when the ΑΒ to INT1. inhibition is present. C, Network
oscillations occur with increased ft€'quency when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is present. In
particular, the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline in Β is initiated below the
unforced left knee by a forcing peak of Pμ . This increases the frequency of network
oscillations since the jump to the right branch occurs below the unforced left knee in B.
CHAPTER 5
INVESTIGATING HOW COACTIVE PROJECTION NEURONS SHAPE
ACTIVITY IN A RHYTHMIC NETWORK USING A BIOPHYSICALLY-
REALISTIC MODEL
5.1	 Introduction
In this chapter, the network properties of the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythms are compared in the context of a more biophysically-realistic model.
In particular, the biophysically-realistic model, which was first introduced in Chapter 3,
is now used to compare the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythms for the case in which MCN1 is tonically active. This case corresponds to
Figures 4.3 and 4.8 — 4.13 in the previous chapter. Therefore, the predictions of the 2-
dimensional model (previous chapter) in the case where MCN 1 is tonically active are
now assessed in the context of the biophysically-realistic model.
First, CPN2 is added to the biophysically-realistic model. Physiologically, the
axon of CΡN2 descends into the STG where its terminals excite the LG neuron (Norris et
al., 1994). This excitation is believed to occur via a local electrical coupling in the STG
(M.P. Nusbaum, personal communication). In addition, the cell body of CΡN2 (in the
CoG) is strongly inhibited by a feedback synapse from INTl (see Figure 5.1). As a
result, co-stimulation of MCN 1 and CΡN2 in the biological system elicits a distinct
gastric mill rhythm from that elicited by MCN 1 stimulation alone (Norris et al., 1994;
Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). In particular, the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm exhibits a prolonged LG burst duration and
slower cycle frequency compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Blitz and
Nusbaum, 1997). Moreover, although the reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG
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neuron is necessary for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm to occur (Bartos et al., 1999), recent
experiments showed that the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm still persists
without this reciprocal inhibition. In particular, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm persists
when the INΤ1 to LG synapse is pharmacologically removed in the biological system
(Akay et al., 2004). Thus, this chapter uses the biophysically-realistic model to
investigate the network properties of the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm that
were reported in the biological system.
Using the 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (previous chapter),
the addition of CPN2 to the system was shown to slow the frequency of network
oscillations (see Figure 4.9). Moreover, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm was shown to
persist when the INΤ 1 to LG inhibitory synapse was removed in the 2-dimensional model
(see Figure 4.13). In particular, the INTl feedback inhibition to CPN2 was shown to
facilitate network oscillations in the absence of the INΤ1 to LG synapse. However,
several details of the biological system were not included in the reduced 2-dimensional
model of the previous chapter. For example, INTl and LG were treated as passive
neurons so that action potential generation in them was ignored. Now, this chapter
develops a biophysically-realistic model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
that includes more details of the biological system. As a result, the network properties of
the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms are compared in the
context of the biophysically-realistic model.
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5.2 Methods
The biophysically-realistic model was first introduced in Chapter 3. In this model,
MCN l , ΑΒ, INΤ 1, and LG are treated as Hodgkin-and-Huxley type neurons. Moreover,
each neuron in this model is described by a multi-compartment structure in order to
separate the neuronal sites of synaptic input from that of action potential generation, and
adjacent compartments of a neuron are connected via an axial resistance (see Chapter 3).
However, in the present chapter, the DG neuron is not included in the biophysically-
realistic model. In particular, in the biological system, DG is only a follower neuron
during the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms due to its lack
of functional synaptic connections within the STG (Norris et al., 1994; Coleman et al.,
1995). Therefore, since the DG neuron does not play an active role in shaping the
MCN 1-elicited or MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms, it is not included in this
chapter for the purpose of simplicity.
The biophysically-realistic model was described in detail in Chapter 3. Therefore,
a shorter overview of the model is given here. The projection neuron CPN2 is included
in the model for this chapter in order to build a biophysically-realistic model of the
MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm (see Figure 5.2). Each neuron is described
with a multi-compartment structure in this model, so the membrane potential of a given
neural compartment is obtained by numerical integration a first-order differential
equation of the form
dV
dt = Ιεχι ( 1Lecιk +ΣΙαχω ± Σ ' 0 ± Σ 1 ) (5.1)
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where V designates the membrane potential of the given compartment while the
parameter C designates its membrane capacitance. In addition, / D u represents external
current that can be injected into the compartment, and 1Leak designates the leak current of
the compartment, which is modeled by
I Leak = gLeak ( Y — ELeak )
 (5.2)
The parameters gLeak and ELeak represent the conductance and reversal potential of the
leak current, respectively, which is described in more detail in Chapter 3. Next, each Ι' iα/
represents an axial current that is induced in the given compartment due to a voltage
difference with its adjacent compartments. In particular, the sum of axial currents that
affect a given compartment in Equation (5.1) is modeled by
Σ Ιαχία1 = g'±1 (ν _  ,+ι ) + g ;-1 (ν _ νι-1) , (5.3)
where V represents the membrane potential of the it' compartment. In addition, V`+1
represents the membrane potential of the adjacent compartment to the right, while Vι"'
represents the membrane potential of the adjacent compartment to the left. Moreover,
g1+1
 represents the axial conductance for the voltage difference (V - ν +1), while g'" 1
represent the axial conductance for the voltage difference (V — Vi" 1). More details about
Ιaxίa! are given in Chapter 3.
Next, each voltage-gated ionic current in Equation (5.1) is modeled by an
equation of the form
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ιωη = g10»m nh9 (V — Ειοη) , 	 (5.4)
where g and Ε,0 designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential,
respectively. Moreover, m and h represent activation and inactivation of the ionic
conductance, respectively, where p and q are non-negative integers with q = Ο for a non-
inactivating conductance. Furthermore, activation (or inactivation) of the ionic
conductance is modeled by equations of the form
τ(V)±= x(Υ) -x
dt
Χ = m,h (5.5)
1
Χ°° (Υ)  1+ exp k — νk
τ2
l +exp(1(V —ν,))
In particular, the steady-state behavior of activation (or inactivation) for the ionic
conductance is modeled by the sigmoidal function in Equation (5.6), where the
parameters Vk and k represent the inflection point voltage and steepness of the sigmoid
respectively. Moreover, k < 0 for activation while k > 0 for inactivation. Furthermore,
the corresponding time constant for activation (or inactivation) is modeled by the sigmoid
in Equation (5.7). For more details about the voltage-gated ionic current, see Chapter 3.
(5.6)
(5.7)
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Then, each synaptic conductance in Equation (5.1) is modeled by an equation of
the form
1,η = ηS (V — Εsyη) , (5.8)
where g and Εsyη designate its maximal conductance and reversal potential,
respectively. Moreover, the synaptic gating function S, which is dependent upon the
membrane potential of the presynaptic compartment (Vpre), is modeled by equations of
the form
τ ( Vpre )dS
 =Sao(Vpre)—Sdt
_ 	1S (V)
1 exp (α (Vpre _"α ))
(5.9)
(5.10)
τs (17pre ) = τ3 + τ4 (5.11)
1+exp(β(Vpre —νβ ))
The steady-state behavior of the synapse is modeled by the sigmoidal function in
Equation (5.10), whose inflection point voltage and steepness are designated by the
parameters Va and a, respectively. Moreover, the synaptic time constant is modeled by
the sigmoid in Equation (5.11). For more details about the synaptic conductance, see
Chapter 3.
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Electrical synapses in the network are modeled by an equation of the form
1e/ec 	 geιec ί ν — νζουριe) 5 (5.12)
where V designates the membrane potential of a given compartment while Vcoupie
designates the membrane potential of the compartment it is electrically coupled to. In the
biological system, the MCN 1 axon terminals (Coleman et al., 1995) and the CΡN2 axon
terminals (M.P. Nusbaum, personal communication) are electrically coupled to the LG
neuron locally within the STG, and this electrical coupling is included in the
biophysically-realistic model (see Figure 5.2). Finally, all parameter values for the
biophysically-realistic model of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm are given
in Appendix C.
5.3 Results
Now, the biophysically-realistic model is used to examine the network properties of the
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. In particular, for the case in which MCN 1 is
tonically active, the biophysically-realistic model is used to investigate how the network
properties of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm are changed when a second projection neuron
(CΡN2) is co-activated in the system.
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5.3.1 Network Dynamics of the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
First, the network dynamics of the MCN1-elicited rhythm are described. During the
inactive state of the LG neuron where it is inhibited by INT 1, MCN 1 excitation (s) slowly
builds up in LG (Figure 5.3.Α). The small-amplitude depolarizations in the LG
membrane potential are due to the effect of the ΑB to INT 1 inhibition. In particular, as
described in Chapter 3, ΑB inhibition of INTl in turn disrupts INTl inhibition of the LG
neuron (inset of Figure 5.3.Α), which effectively disinhibits the LG neuron from INT1.
After a sufficient buildup of MCN 1 excitation (s), the LG neuron escapes from INTl
inhibition and begins to burst (Figure 5.3.Α). As a result, the LG neuron inhibits iNTl
and presynaptically inhibits MCN 1. This presynaptic inhibition blocks all chemical
synaptic input from MCN I axon terminals in the STG. However, since s decays slowly
in the LG neuron (Figure 5.3.Α), the LG burst phase continues during the presynaptic
inhibition of MCN 1. In addition, the electrical coupling between MCN 1 axon terminals
and the LG neuron, which is not affected by the presynaptic inhibition, is believed to
prolong the LG burst phase (Coleman et al., 1995). However, the role of this electrical
coupling during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm is not clearly understood. Also, it is noted
that the ΑB to INT1 inhibition does not affect the LG burst phase, as reported in the
biological system (Bartos et al., 1999). In particular, during the LG burst phase where
LG inhibits 1NTl, the reverse INTl to LG synapse (inset of Figure 5.3.Α) becomes
inactive; therefore, the effect of the ΑB to INΤI inhibition is not effectively transmitted
to the LG neuron through the inactive synapse. Subsequently, the LG burst phase
terminates after a sufficient decay of s excitation in LG (Figure 5.3.Α), and MCN 1 is
released from the presynaptic inhibition as the LG neuron falls back down into its
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inactive state where it is inhibited by INΤ 1. Then, the cycle begins again as s builds up in
the LG neuron.
In the biological system, CΡN2 remains inactive during the MCN 1-elicited gastric
mill rhythm. However, CΡN2 is still inhibited by the feedback synapse from INT1 (inset
of Figure 5.3.Α) during the LG interburst phase of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (M.P.
Nusbaum, personal communication). Therefore, the membrane potential of CΡN2
remains more hyperpolarized than the LG membrane potential during the MCN1-elicited
rhythm (see legend of Figure 5.3.Α). As a result, since the CΡN2 axon terminals are
electrically coupled to the LG neuron, the biophysically-realistic model includes the fact
that CΡN2 axon terminals still pull down the LG membrane potential during the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm (see Figure 5.3.Α). It is noted that this biological fact was not included in
the reduced 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.3 of previous
chapter).
5.3.2 Network Dynamics of the ΜCN1/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm in the
Biophysically-Realistic Model
When MCN 1 and CΡN2 are co-active, the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
exhibits a slower frequency than that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.3.Β). In
particular, a prolonged LG burst phase facilitates the slower frequency of the
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
5.3.2.1 Network Dynamics During the LG Burst Phase. First, the network dynamics of
the LG burst phase are discussed. During this phase, the LG-mediated presynaptic
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inhibition of MCN1 causes s to slowly decay in the LG neuron (Figure 5.3.Β). However,
the LG neuron also inhibits INT1, which in turn removes the INTl to CPN2 feedback
inhibition (inset of Figure 5.3.Β). As a result, CPN2 is no longer inhibited by INTl
during the LG burst phase, so the membrane potential of CPN2 becomes more
depolarized than the LG membrane potential (see legend of Figure 5.3.Β). Therefore,
since the CPN2 axon terminals are electrically coupled to the LG neuron, the CPN2
terminals pull up the LG membrane potential during the LG burst phase of the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. As a result, a greater decay of MCN 1
excitation (s) is required in the LG neuron before it can fall back down into its inactive
state (Figure 5.3.Β). Therefore, the LG burst phase of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm is prolonged compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.3.Β).
5.3.2.2 Network Dynamics During the LG Interburst Phase. Next, the network dynamics
of the LG interburst phase are discussed. During this phase, MCN 1 is released from the
presynaptic inhibition so that s slowly builds up in the LG neuron (Figure 5.3.Β).
Moreover, the LG neuron is inhibited by INT 1, and CPN2 is inhibited by the feedback
synapse from INTl (inset of Figure 5.3.Β). As a result, the membrane potential of CPN2
becomes more hyperpolarized than the LG membrane potential (see legend of Figure
5.3.Β). Therefore, since the CPN2 axon terminals are electrically coupled to the LG
neuron, the CPN2 terminals pull down the LG membrane potential during the LG
interburst phase. However, the prolonged LG interburst phase of the MCN 1 /CPN2-
elicited gastric mill rhythm is not due to the electrical coupling between the CPN2 axon
terminals and the LG neuron, which already occurs during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm
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(Figure 5.3.Α). Instead, the prolonged LG interburst phase is due to the fact that MCN 1
excitation (s) decays to a lower minimum value during the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm compared to that of the MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.3.Β). Therefore, s
begins to rise from a lower minimum value, which prolongs the LG interburst phase of
the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. It is noted that s rises to the same
maximum value during both the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythms (Figure 5.3.Β), since the electrical coupling between CPN2 axon terminals and
the LG neuron is included in both gastric mill rhythms.
Thus, the biophysically-realistic model includes the biological fact that CPN2
axon terminals are electrically coupled to the LG neuron during both the MCN 1-elicited
and MCNI/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms. Therefore, this electrical coupling is
only responsible for prolonging the LG burst phase of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm,
where CPN2 is uninhibited by the feedback synapse from INTl (Figure 5.3.Β). On the
other hand, the prolonged LG interburst phase of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm is due to the fact that s begins to rise from a lower minimum value when MCN 1
and CPN2 are co-active (Figure 5.3.Β).
5.3.3 Effect of the Local ΑΒ to IΝΤΙ Inhibition
In the biological system, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition both (1) triggers the onset of the LG
burst phase and (2) increases the frequency of network oscillations during the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm (Bartos et al., 1999). These effects are reproduced in the biophysically-
realistic model. In particular, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition triggers the onset of the LG
burst phase in the model MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.4.Α.1). Moreover, the
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frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm decreases when the ΑΒ to 'NT 1 inhibition is
removed in the model (Figure 5.4.Α.2).
Next, the ΑΒ to INT 1 inhibition produces similar effects in the biophysically-
realistic model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. In particular, the onset
of the LG burst phase during the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm is triggered by the ΑΒ to
INTl inhibition (Figure 5.4.Β.1). Moreover, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm exhibits a slower frequency when the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is removed (Figure
5 .4.Β.2).
In both cases (with or without the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition), the MCN 1 /CPN2-
elicited gastric mill rhythm exhibits a prolonged LG burst phase compared to that of the
MCN1-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.4.Β). In particular, since CPN2 is not inhibited by the
feedback synapse from INTl during the LG burst phase, the CPN2 axon terminals, via
their electrical coupling with the LG neuron, pull up the LG membrane potential during
the LG burst phase. As a result, a greater decay of MCN 1 excitation (s) is required in the
LG neuron before it can fall back down into its inactive state. Therefore, the prolonged
LG burst phase slows the frequency of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.4.Β).
5.3.4 Effect of the INT1 to CPN2 Feedback Inhibition
When the INTl to CPΝ2 feedback inhibition is removed from the model, CPΝ2 is no
longer inhibited by INΤ 1 during the LG interburst phase of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythm (Figure 5.5). As a result, CPN2 becomes more depolarized than the
LG membrane potential throughout the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm (Figure 5.5.Β).
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Therefore, the CPN2 axon terminals, via their electrical coupling with the LG neuron,
pull up the LG membrane potential during the LG interburst phase, and, as a result, less
MCN 1 excitation (s) is required for the LG neuron to transition into its burst phase
(Figure 5.5.Β). Thus, removal of the INT1 to CPN2 feedback inhibition shortens the
duration of the LG interburst phase during the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
(compare Figures 5.5.Α and 5.5.Β).
During the LG burst phase, the INTl to CPN2 feedback inhibition is inactive, so
its removal does not significantly affect the duration of the LG burst. In particular, the
CPN2 axon terminals, via their local electrical coupling with the LG neuron, still pull up
the LG membrane potential, as in the intact system; therefore, a greater decay of s is
required for the LG neuron to fall back down into its inactive state compared to that of
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure  5.5.Β). Thus, when the INTl to CPN2 feedback
inhibition is removed, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm still exhibits a
prolonged LG burst phase and slower frequency compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm (Figure 5.5.Β).
5.3.5 Effect of the Local INT1 to LG Inhibition
In the biological system, the reciprocal inhibition between INT1 and the LG neuron is
required for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm to occur (Bartos et al., 1999). This behavior is
also reproduced in the biophysically-realistic model. In particular, the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm is disrupted when the local INΤI to LG inhibitory synapse is removed in the
model (Figure 5.6.Α).
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On the other hand, during the MCNI/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm, INT1
inhibits the LG neuron both directly (via the local INTl to LG inhibitory synapse) and
indirectly (via the INTl to CPN2 feedback pathway). In the biological system, the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm persists when the direct INTl to LG inhibitory
synapse is removed (Akay et al., 2004). Similarly, in the biophysically-realistic model,
the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm still persists when the direct INTl to LG
inhibitory synapse is removed (Figure 5.6.Β). In particular, INT1 still inhibits the LG
neuron indirectly via the INTl to CPN2 feedback pathway (inset of Figure 5.6.Β).
However, during the LG interburst phase, the excitatory synaptic input from MCN 1 to
the LG neuron is only weakly balanced by the indirect INT1 to CPN2 feedback pathway
(Figure 5.6.Β). Therefore, when the INT1 to LG inhibitory synapse is removed, the LG
interburst phase becomes more depolarized compared to that of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
rhythm for the intact system (Figure 5.6.Β). Thus, although the INT1 to LG inhibitory
synapse is not necessary for producing a gastric mill rhythm when MCN 1 and CPN2 are
co-active, the model suggests that it is necessary for producing the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythm that is observed in the intact system. Moreover, the model suggests
that the INT1 to CPN2 feedback pathway changes the locus of coordination in the gastric
mill rhythm, since reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron is not
necessary for generating a gastric mill rhythm when MCN 1 and CPN2 are co-active.
5.3.6 Summary of Results
In this chapter, a biophysically-realistic model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm was developed to check the predictions of the 2-dimensional model (of the last
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chapter) for the case in which MCN1 is tonically active (not affected by feedback). It
was shown that the predictions of the 2-dimensional model are reproduced with the more
biophysically-realistic model. In particular,
• The MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm exhibits a slower frequency than
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
• The locus of pattern generation is different for both gastric mill rhythms in that
the MCN1/CPN2-elicited rhythm persists without reciprocal inhibition.
• The AB-i INΤ 1 inhibition (1) increases the frequency of network oscillations (2)
determines the onset of the LG burst phase for both gastric mill rhythms.
• The INTl - CPN2 feedback inhibition prolongs the duration of the LG
interburst phase for the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm.
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Figure 5.1 The MCΝ1/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm. Α, MCNI descends into
the STG via the ion and stn nerves While CΡΝ2 descends through the son and stn nerves
(see Figure 1.2). B, Circuitry diagram for the MCΝΙ/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm,
which consists of two phases due to the reciprocal inhibition between INT1 and the LG
neuron. During the LG interburst phase, MCN 1 axon terminals excite the AB, INTl and
LG neurons. During the LG burst phase, the LG neuron presynaptically inhibits MCNl,
which blocks all chemical synaptic input from MCNl within the STG. The LG neuron is
also electrically coupled to the MCN1 and CΡΝ2 axon terminals in the STG, while the
cell body of CΡΝ2 is inhibited by an inhibitory feedback synapse from INTl . C, In the
biological system, co-stimulation of MCNl and CΡΝ2 elicits a gastric mill rhythm. Most
hyperpolarized membrane potentials: LG - 57 mV; CΡΝ2 -66 mV (Adapted by permission
from the Society for Neuroscience: Journal of Neuroscience (Beenhakker and Nusbaum,
24:6741-50, 2004), copyright (2004)). The AB and PD neurons are strongly electrically
coupled and burst simultaneously.
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Figure 5.2 The Biophysically-Re Ιistic Model of the MCNUCΡΝ2-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm. INTl and the LG net οn reciprocally inhibit each other and burst in anti-
phase during the gastric mill rhythm. The subthreshold depolarizations (arrow) in the LG
membrane potential are due to the effect of the ΑΒ to ΝΤΙ inhibition. CPN2 is active
except when inhibited by the feedback synapse from  ΝΤΙ. The voltage trace of CPN2 is
for its axon compartment that is electrically coupled to the LG neuron. MCNl is tonically
active in the model. The slow excitation from MCN l to the LG neuron (s) is also shown.
In particular, s builds up in the LG heuron during its interburst phase but decays during
the LG burst phase due to the presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1. Also shown is the circuit
diagram of the full biophysically-realistic model.
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Figure 5.3 Comparing the MCNi-Elicited and ΜCΝ1/CPN2-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythms. A, During the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, MCΝ Ι is tonically stimulated while
CΡΝ2 remains inactive. However, the CΡΝ2 axon is still electrically coupled to the LG
neuron and, since it is more hyperplarized, the CΡΝ2 axon pulls down the LG
membrane potential. The slow build up and decay of MCN 1 excitation (s) in the LG
neuron drives the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials:
IΝΤ1 -62 mV; LG -54 mV; CΡΝ2 -` 7 mV. B, During the MCNI/CPN2-elicited rhythm,
MCNI and CΡΝ2 are coactive (MCNl: tonic stimulation, CΡΝ2: current injection).
During the LG interburst phase where INTl inhibits CΡΝ2, the CΡΝ2 axon still pulls
down the LG membrane potential. However, during the LG burst phase where CΡΝ2 is
no longer inhibited by IΝΤΙ, the CΡN2 axon (max: 38 mV) pulls up the LG membrane
potential (max: -15 mV) via electrieál coupling. This prolongs the LG burst phase
(greater decay of s) and slows the frequency of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm compared to that of the MCNI -elicited rhythm. Most hyperpolarized membrane
potentials: INTl -62 mV; LG -57 mV; CΡΝ2 -78 mV.
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Figure 5.4 Effect of the Local ΑΙ to INT1 Inhibition. Al, The ΑΒ to ANT 1 inhibition
triggers the onset of the LG burst phase during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Α2, The
MCN 1-elicited rhythm exhibits a slower frequency when the ΑΒ to INT 1 inhibition is
removed. Bl, The ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition triggers the onset of the LG burst phase during
the MCΝ Ι /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. B2, The MCΝ Ι /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm exhibits a slower frequency When the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is removed. In both
cases, the prolonged LG burst phase of the MCN1/CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
slows its frequency compared to that of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Most hyperpolarized
membrane potentials — same as in ίigure 5.3.
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Figure 5.5 Effect of the INTl to CΡΝ2 Feedback Inhibition. Α, The MCΝ1/CΡΝ2-
elicited gastric mill rhythm for the ińtact system. B, Removal of the INTl to CΡN2
feedback inhibition shortens the duration of the LG interburst phase compared to that of
the intact system in A. In particular, CΡN2 remains uninhibited by 'ΝΤΙ, so the CΡN2
axon pulls up the LG membrane pótential (via electrical coupling) throughout the gastric
mill rhythm. However, since the INhI to CΡN2 feedback inhibition is inactive during the
LG burst phase, its removal does not significantly affect the duration of the LG burst.
Therefore, the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm still exhibits a slower frequency
than the MCNl-elicited rhythm when the INTl to CΡN2 feedback inhibition is removed.
Most hyperpolarized membrane pátentials — same as in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.6 Effect of the Local INT1 to LG Inhibitory Synapse. A.1, The MCN1-
elicited rhythm for the intact system. Α.2, The MCNl-elicited rhythm is disrupted when
the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse is removed. Most hyperpolarized membrane potentials
(A.1 — same as in Figure 5.3), A.2: INTl -59 mV; LG -39 mV; CPN2 -77mV. B.1, The
MCΝΙ/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm for the intact system. B2, The MCΝ1/CΡΝ2-
elicited rhythm persists when the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse is removed. In
particular, INTl still inhibits the LG neuron via the INTl to CPN2 feedback pathway.
However, when the INTl to LG synapse is removed, (1) the LG interburst becomes more
depolarized than in the intact system and (2) the LG neuron transitions into its burst
phase after less buildup of MCNl excitation (s). Most hyperpolarized membrane
potentials (B.] — same as Figure 5.3), Β.2: INTl -62 mV; LG -48 mV; CPN2 -79 mV.
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Summary of Results and Discussion
The focus of this dissertation was to investigate how: (1) the neuromodulator PK can
elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (2) descending
input from coactive projection neurons (MCN 1 and CΡN2) plus ascending feedback to
these projection neurons shapes the gastric mill rhythm.
In the first case, a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
was developed. Both state variables in this model were directly involved in generating
network oscillations, which allowed for the network dynamics of this gastric mill rhythm
to be fully described via a phase-plane analysis. Next, three different mechanisms were
proposed by which PK could elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. Then, all three PK mechanisms that were proposed in the 2-dimensional
model were also shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm in the context of a more biophysically-realistic model. Finally, the network-level
properties of the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms were compared to
investigate which circuit components coordinate activity in each gastric mill rhythm.
In the second case, a 2-dimensional model was developed to compare the network
dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms via their
geometrical properties in the phase plane. In particular, both gastric mill rhythms were
studied for the cases in which (1) MCN 1 is tonically active and (2) MCN 1 is
rhythmically active due to inhibitory feedback from the pyloric circuit. Then, the
network dynamics of the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm were examined for a
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third case in which MCN 1 exhibits an alternating (rhythmic/tonic) activity pattern. In
this third case, pyloric-timed activity in CΡN2 was shown to play a crucial role for
shaping the motor pattern of the gastric mill rhythm. Finally, the predictions of the 2-
dimensional model were assessed with a more biophysically-realistic model for the case
in which MCN 1 is tonically active. In particular, the MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm was shown to persist in the absence of reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the
LG neuron.
New, the findings of this dissertation are outlined. First, the comparison of the
MCNI-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms (Chapters 2 and 3) is discussed.
Then, the investigation into the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited and
MCN 1 /CΡN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms (Chapters 4 and 5) is discussed.
6.1.1 Comparing the MCNI-Elicited and PK-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms
The purpose of this work was to investigate how the neuromodulator PK can elicit a
gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. In the biological system,
the gastric mill rhythm is generally not spontaneously active, but tonic stimulation of the
projection neuron MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm in vitro (Coleman et al., 1995).
Recent experiments showed that bath application of PK elicits a similar gastric mill
rhythm in the absence of MCNI participation (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004, 2005).
Moreover, PK is the first known neuromodulator that faithfully elicits a gastric mill
rhythm when bath applied to the STG. However, the mechanism by which PK elicits a
gastric mill rhythm is unknown.
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This dissertation used mathematical modeling to propose three different
mechanisms by which PK could elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. First, a 2-dimensional model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm
was developed that was based upon the 3-dimensional model of (Manor et al., 1999). In
particular, the geometrical properties of the 3-dimensional model were used to reduce it
down to 2 dimensions. This allowed for the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm to be fully described via a phase-plane analysis. Then, three different
mechanisms were proposed by which PK could elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the
absence of MCN1 participation. In the biological system, the reciprocally inhibitory
gastric mill neurons 1ΝΤ 1 and LG sit at high and low membrane potentials, respectively,
in the absence of projection neuron input (Bartos et a1., 1999). As a result, the gastric
mill rhythm is generally not spontaneously active in the biological system. Therefore, the
hypothesis of this dissertation was that PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm by inducing
voltage-gated ionic currents in the LG neuron. This would allow for LG to overcome its
inhibition by INΤ 1, which would therefore activate the gastric mill rhythm in the absence
of MCN 1 participation.
First, PK-induction of a low-threshold, slowly-inactivating inward current ('P/at)
in the LG neuron was shown to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm. Ιριαt has both a fast activation and a slow inactivation. In particular,
activation of 'P/a! facilitates depolarization of the LG neuron, while inactivation of 'P/αι
repolarizes LG. Moreover, when PK induces 'P/at in the LG neuron, the PK-elicited
gastric mill rhythm is controlled by the slow inactivation dynamics of 
'P/at. Next, a
second mechanism was proposed by which PK-induction of a slow, hyperpolarization-
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activated inward current (Ih) in the LG neuron also elicits a similar gastric mill rhythm.
However, 1h is a non-inactivating current, and the dynamics of Ih are mathematically
equivalent to the mechanism by which MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm. Thus, the
second mechanism (Ih) was used to suggest that PK-induction of an inactivating current
(such as 'P/at) is not necessary for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm. Then, a third
mechanism was proposed that involved PK-induction of two non-inactivating currents in
the LG neuron. In particular, a fast inward current (IProc) plus a slow outward current (Ικ)
was also shown to elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm when induced by PK in the LG
neuron. Moreover, 'Proc facilitates depolarization of the LG neuron while Ικ repolarizes
LG during this PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm. In addition, the slow dynamics of Ι κ
control the PK-elicited rhythm for the third proposed mechanism. Thus, all three PK
mechanisms elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm in the 2-dimensional model.
In addition, all three PK mechanisms generate plateau properties in the LG
neuron. In particular, each proposed mechanism involves the induction of a slow current
in the LG neuron, which generates a plateau potential in LG after a brief depolarizing
current pulse. Similarly, in the biological system, bath application of PK also generates
plateau properties in the LG neuron (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004). Thus, all three
proposed PK mechanisms elicit a gastric mill rhythm that exhibits the properties of the
PK-elicited rhythm in the biological system. Therefore, this dissertation predicts that PK-
modulation of the LG neuron alone is sufficient for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm and
that PK-modulation of INTl is therefore not necessary.
Next, the individual MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms were
generalized into a single 2-dimensional model. This generalized model was used to
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describe the properties of the gastric mill rhythm without worrying about the specifics of
the individual MCN 1-elicited or PK-elicited systems. Then, geometric singular
perturbation theory (Mishchenko and Rozov, 1980) was used to track the phase-plane
trajectory of the generalized model with a singular trajectory composed from lower
dimensional sets of equations. The simplified properties of the singular trajectory were
then used to compute bounds on the gastric mill period. These bounds were computed by
estimating the minimum and maximum values of the slow variable on the cubic VL
-nullcline in the phase plane. Physiologically, these bounds model the cycle-to-cycle
variability of the gastric mill period that is observed in the biological system (Bartos et
al., 1999). In particular, the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, which triggers the onset of the
LG burst phase, also varies the period of the gastric mill rhythm in the biological system.
Next, the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms were compared
with a more biophysically-realistic model. First, all three PK mechanisms that were
proposed in the 2-dimensional model were also shown to elicit a gastric rhythm that is
similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm in the biophysically-realistic model as well. Then,
each PK mechanism also produced plateau properties in the LG neuron of the
biophysically-realistic model. Finally, each PK mechanism failed to elicit a gastric mill
rhythm when the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibitory synapse was removed. Similarly, in the
biological system, bath application of PK does not elicit a gastric mill rhythm when the
ΑΒ to INTl inhibition is removed (Hertzberg and Nusbaum, 2004). Thus, all three PK
mechanisms are equivalent from the perspective of the biophysically-realistic model
since they each elicit a gastric mill rhythm that exhibits the same properties.
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The predictions of the model can be checked through the use of current blockers
in the biological system. In particular, pharmacological agents that block the proposed
PK-induced currents can be used to check if these currents are also involved in the PK-
elicited gastric mill rhythm of the biological system. For example, to check the second
proposed mechanism, bath application of cesium (Cs+) can be used to block 1h in the
biological system (Angstadt and Calabrese, 1989). Thus, if Cs + application during the
PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm modifies or disrupts the activity of the LG neuron, then
this would indicate that PK indeed induces Ih in the LG neuron to elicit a gastric mill
rhythm. On the other hand, if Cs + application leaves the activity of the LG neuron
unchanged, then this would indicate that Ih is not involved in the PK-elicited rhythm of
the biological system. In the third mechanism, PK was proposed to induce /Pro, + Ικ in
the LG neuron. However, this mechanism would be difficult to test in the biological
system because there are no known pharmacological agents that effectively block
proctolin receptors in the biological system (M.P. Nusbaum, personal communication).
However, the biophysically-realistic model was used to check if 'Proc is necessary for
eliciting a gastric mill rhythm (see Figure 3.3). In particular, IProc, which facilitates
depolarization of the LG neuron, was removed from the model, and the LG neuron was
instead depolarized by current injection (JEXi). However, since a modified gastric mill
rhythm was elicited in the absence of IProc, the model predicts that IProc is necessary for
PK to elicit a gastric mill rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Finally, in
the first mechanism, PK was proposed to induce a low-threshold, slowly-inactivating
inward current (IPlat) in the LG neuron. This current describes a low-threshold calcium
(Ca2+) current in the biological system. However, there are no known pharmacological
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agents that effectively block low-threshold Ca t+ currents in the STG, so the first
mechanism can not be checked through the use of current blockers in the biological
system.
Next, the functional circuits that control the MCN l -elicited and PK-elicited
gastric mill rhythms were compared. In particular, since PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm
in the absence of MCN 1 participation, the PK-elicited rhythm does not involve
presynaptic inhibition of projection neurons. Therefore, the role of this presynaptic
inhibition during the gastric mill rhythm was investigated using the biophysically-
realistic model. First, the DG neuron was added to the biophysically-realistic model.
Then, presynaptic inhibition during the MCN 1-elicted gastric mill rhythm was shown to
be necessary for both (1) generating rhythmic bursting between INT1 and the LG neuron
and (2) coordinating the timing of DG neuron activity. In contrast, during the PK-elicited
rhythm, which does not involve presynaptic inhibition, rhythmic bursting between INTl
and the LG neuron was controlled by the PK-induced plateau properties in the LG
neuron. Moreover, the timing of network activity during the PK-elicited gastric mill
rhythm was shown to be coordinated by a PK-strengthened inhibitory synapse from the
DG to LG neuron, but this synapse is not functional during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
Thus, although the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms appear similar,
their locus of coordination is different. In particular, presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1 is
crucial for coordinating network activity in the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm, while
PK-induced plateau properties in the LG neuron plus a PK-strengthened DG to LG
synapse coordinate network activity during the PK-elicited rhythm.
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Finally, the behavioral significance of the MCN 1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric
mill rhythms was studied. In particular, the biophysically-realistic model was used to
investigate what types of chewing modes can be activated by each gastric mill rhythm. In
vivo, the LG neuron controls protraction of the lateral gastric teeth, while the DG neuron
controls retraction of the medial gastric tooth. During the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill
rhythm, the LG neuron, via presynaptic inhibition of MCN 1, (1) controls the timing of
DG neuron activity and (2) can reset the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Therefore, the model
suggests that MCN 1 elicits a gastric mill rhythm that is controlled by the protraction
phase of the lateral gastric teeth. In contrast, during the PK-elicited rhythm, which does
not involve presynaptic inhibition, the LG neuron does not control the timing of DG
neuron activity. Instead, the PK-strengthened DG to LG inhibitory synapse allows the
DG neuron to (1) control the timing of LG neuron activity and (2) reset the PK-elicited
gastric mill rhythm. Therefore, the model suggests that PK elicits a gastric mill rhythm
that is controlled by the retraction phase of the medial gastric tooth.
6.1.2 Network Dynamics of the MCNI-Elicited and MCN1/CΡN2-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythms
The purpose of this work was to investigate the interaction between a rhythmic network
and two co-active projection neurons. Generally, this interaction is studied assuming a
feed-forward architecture, in which neural input from the projection neurons shapes the
activity of the rhythmic network, as documented in both vertebrate (Swain et al., 1993;
Bussieres et al., 1999; Burke, 2001; Yamaguchi, 2004) and invertebrate (Blitz et al.,
2004; Jing and Weiss, 2005; Marder et al., 2005) systems. However, this dissertation
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also includes the effect of rhythmic feedback from the target network to the projection
neurons. Such rhythmic feedback can influence the pattern of projection neuron inputs
(Weeks, 1981; Kasicki et a1., 1989; Norris et al., 1994; Perrins and Weiss, 1996; Wood et
al., 2004), but its role for shaping network activity is not well understood.
This dissertation addressed these issues using a reduced 2-dimensional model of
the gastric mill rhythm. In the biological system, the gastric mill rhythm is elicited by
stimulation of MCN 1 (Bartos et al., 1999; Wood et al., 2004) or by co-stimulation of
MCN1 and CPN2 (Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997; Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). The 2-
dimensional mathematical model in this work was used to investigate how (1) feed-
forward synaptic input from MCN l and CPN2 and how (2) rhythmic feedback to these
projection neurons shapes the gastric mill rhythm. In particular, both state variables of
the 2-dimensional model were directly involved in generating network oscillations, so the
network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elictted gastric mill rhythms
were readily described via a phase-plane analysis.
6.1.2.1 Effect of the Local ΑΒ to INTl Inhibition on the MCNl -Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. First, the 2-dimensional model was used to investigate how the local ΑΒ to
INTl inhibition affects the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, for the case
in which MCN 1 is tonically active. In this case, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (1) increases
the frequency of network oscillations and (2) triggers the onset of the LG burst phase
during the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. Both of these effects were also documented in
previous modeling (Nadir et al., 1998) and experimental (Bartos et al., 1999) studies.
Thus, the 2-dimensional model reproduced the effects of the local ΑΒ to ANT 1 inhibition
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on the MCN 1-elicited rhythm. In particular, the ΑΒ to INΤ 1 inhibition shortens the
duration of the phase-plane trajectory on the left and right branches of the V L-nullcline,
which increases the frequency of network oscillations (Figure 4.3). Moreover, the ΑΒ to
INT1 inhibition initiates the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline, which triggers
the onset of the LG burst phase during the MCN 1-elictied rhythm.
6.1.2.2 Effect of the ΑΒ to MCNI Feedback Inhibition on the MCNI -Elicited Rhythm.
Next, the effect of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition was included in the 2-
dimensional system in order to investigate its effect on the network dynamics of the
MCN 1-elicited rhythm. In the biological system, MCN 1 is rhythmically active in the
presence of the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (Coleman and Nusbaum, 1994).
Moreover, the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm becomes insensitive to the effect
of the local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (in the STG) when the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback
inhibition (in the CoG) remains intact (Wood et al., 2004). A previous mathematical
model showed that the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (in the STG) must occur at nearly the same
phase of the pyloric rhythm as the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG) in order
to elicit a gastric mill rhythm with the observed frequency in the biological system
(Ambrosio et al., 2005; Ambrosio-Mouser et al., 2006). In the 2-dimensional model of
this dissertation, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition and the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback inhibition
were assumed to occur at the same phase of the pyloric rhythm in order to simplify the
network dynamics in the phase plane. Moreover, this assumption was a reasonable
approximation of the biological system (Figure 4.5).
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This dissertation showed that the onset of the LG burst phase is no longer
triggered by the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition (in the STG) when MCN1 is rhythmically
active. Instead, an episode of the feed-forward MCN l to LG excitation, that is
uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN l feedback inhibition (in the CoG), triggers the onset of
the LG burst phase (Figure 4.6), as was also reported in the biological system (Wood et
a1., 2004). In particular, when MCN 1 is rhythmically active, the onset of the LG burst
phase is initiated during an episode of the feed-forward MCN 1 to LG excitation in 93%
of preparations in the biological system (Wood et a1., 2004). In addition, the 2-
dimensional model in this dissertation also showed that, when MCNI is rhythmically
active, a greater buildup of MCN 1 excitation (s) is required to initiate the onset of the LG
burst, since the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline only occurs when a phase
point reaches the unforced left knee (Figure 4.6). Therefore, a timing mismatch between
the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (in the STG) and the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the
CoG) would not only increase the frequency of network oscillations, as reported by
(Ambrosio-Mouser et a1., 2006), but would also allow for the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition to
initiate the jump to the right branch of the VL-nullcline, and hence trigger the onset of the
LG burst phase, which does not occur in the biological system.
It was also shown that the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG)
terminates the LG burst phase of this MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm. In particular,
the ΑΒ to MCN1 feedback inhibition initiates the jump back to the left branch of the VL-
nullcline in the model (Figure 4.6). Thus, when MCN 1 is rhythmically active, the pyloric
circuit (via the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition) terminates the LG burst phase of the
MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
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Furthermore, the local ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition (in the STG) was shown to prolong
the duration of the LG burst phase when MCN 1 is rhythmically active (Figure 4.7). Α
similar result was reported in the biological system, where the ΑΒ to ANTI inhibition
increases the duty cycle of the LG neuron (Wood et al., 2004), which is the fraction of the
gastric mill period for which the LG neuron is in its burst phase. However, contrary to
the findings of (Wood et al., 2004), where it was reported that the local ΑΒ to ΙΝΤ1
inhibition does not affect the frequency of the MCN 1-elicited rhythm when MCN 1 is
rhythmically active, this dissertation showed that the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition slows the
frequency of this gastric mill rhythm since it prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase
(Figure 4.7). Yet, similar to that reported by (Wood et al., 2004) in the biological system,
this dissertation showed that the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition decreases the latency between the
onset of the LG burst phase and the onset of the preceding episode of the MCN 1 to LG
excitation during this MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Figure 4.6).
Hence, the network dynamics of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm are
changed by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition. In particular, the ΑΒ to INTl
inhibition (in the STG) no longer increases the frequency of network oscillations nor
triggers the onset of the LG burst phase when MCN1 is rhythmically active. Instead, this
dissertation showed that the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition slows the frequency of network
oscillations by prolonging the duration of the LG burst phase. Moreover, when MCN 1 is
rhythmically active, the pyloric circuit terminates the LG burst phase via the ΑΒ to
MCN 1 feedback inhibition (in the CoG).
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6.1.2.3 CPN2 Changes the Network Dynamics of the MCNI-Elicited Rhythm. Next, the
projection neuron CPN2 was incorporated into the 2-dimensional model to investigate
how its addition to the network changes the dynamics of the MCN1-elicited rhythm. In
the biological system, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm exhibits a slower
frequency than the MCN 1-elicited rhythm (Blitz and Nusbaum, 1997), which was also
shown to occur in the 2-dimensional model of this dissertation. In particular, during the
LG interburst phase, CPN2 is strongly inhibited by a feedback synapse from INT1. As a
result, CPN2 pulls down the LG membrane potential via its local electrical coupling with
the LG neuron in the STG. As a result, a greater buildup of MCN 1 excitation (s) is
required in the LG neuron before it can transition into its burst phase (Figure 4.9). Then,
during the LG burst phase of the MCNI/CPN2-elicited rhythm, CPN2 is no longer
inhibited by TNT 1. As a result, CPN2 pulls up the LG membrane potential, via its local
electrical coupling with LG, so that a greater decay of MCNI excitation (s) is required
before the LG neuron can transition back down into its interburst phase (Figure 4.9).
Moreover, for the case in which MCN 1 is tonically active, the local AB to INTl
inhibition (in the STG) was shown to both increase the frequency of network oscillations
and initiate the onset of the LG burst phase for the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm. Hence, when MCN1 is tonically active, the AB to INTl inhibition has similar
effects on the MCN 1-elicited and MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms.
Then, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm was shown to persist after
removal of the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse. In the biological system, reciprocal
inhibition between INT 1 and the LG neuron is required for the MCN 1-elicited rhythm to
occur (Bartos et al., 1999). However, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
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persists when the [ΝΤΙ to LG inhibitory synapse is pharmacologically removed in the
biological system (Akay et al., 2004). Using the 2-dimensional model, this dissertation
showed that the INTl to CPN2 feedback inhibition provides a second, indirect pathway
by which ΙΝΤ1 inhibits the LG neuron (Figure 4.12). As a result, ΙΝΤ1 continues to
inhibit the LG neuron through this indirect pathway so that the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythm persists when the direct INTl to LG inhibitory synapse is removed.
Hence, although reciprocal inhibition between INTl and the LG neuron is required for
the MCN 1-elicited rhythm, the IΝΤ 1 to CPN2 feedback pathway changes the locus of
pattern generation in the gastric mill rhythm so that the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm
persists without this reciprocal inhibition.
6.1.2.4 Effect of the ΑΒ to MCNI Feedback Inhibition on the MCNI/CPN2-Elicited
Gastric Mill Rhythm. Next, the ΑΒ to MCNI feedback inhibition was included in the 2-
dimensional model of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. During the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm (Figures 4.6-4.7), this feedback synapse (in the CoG) was assumed to
occur at the same phase of the pyloric rhythm as the local ΑΒ to INT 1 inhibition (in the
STG) in order to simplify the network dynamics in the phase plane. Using this same
approximation, the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition was shown to have similar effects
on the network dynamics of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
In particular, the onset of the LG burst phase is no longer triggered by the ΑΒ to
INTl inhibition (in the STG) when MCNI is rhythmically active. Instead, an episode of
the feed-forward MCN 1 to LG excitation, that is uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN 1
feedback inhibition (in the CoG), triggers the onset of the LG burst phase. Moreover, the
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ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition initiates the termination of the LG burst phase during
this MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm. Furthermore, as occurs in the MCN l -elicited rhythm,
the local ΑΒ to INTI inhibition (in the STG) prolongs the duration of the LG burst phase,
which in turn slows the frequency of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm
(Figure 4.16).
In the biological system, stimulation of the post-oesophageal commissure (POC)
neurons activates an MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm in which MCN 1 is
rhythmically active (R.S. White, D.M. Blitz, and M.P. Nusbaum, unpublished data).
Therefore, the predictions of the 2-dimensional model in this dissertation could provide
meaningful insights for understanding the network properties of the gastric mill rhythm
that is facilitated by POC stimulation in the biological system.
6.1.2.5 VCN-Influenced Activity in MCNI and CPN2 Changes the Network Dynamics of
the Gastric Mill Rhythm. In the biological system, the VCN sensory neurons elicit a
gastric mill rhythm via co-activation of projection neurons in the CoG (Beenhakker and
Nusbaum, 2004). However, co-stimulation of MCNI and CPN2 in their VCN-influenced
activity patterns is sufficient for eliciting a gastric mill rhythm that closely resembles the
VCN-elicited rhythm in the biological system (Beenhakker and Nusbaum, 2004). During
this gastric mill rhythm, MCN 1 is rhythmically active during the LG interburst phase but
tonically active during the LG burst phase. Therefore, the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback
inhibition only affects the network dynamics of this gastric mill rhythm during the LG
interburst phase. On the other hand, the activity of CPN2 is similar to that described in
the previous MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms.
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Using the 2-dimensional model, the network dynamics of this MCN 1 /CPN2-
elicited gastric mill rhythm were shown to be crucially dependent upon the local ΑΒ to
INT1 inhibition (in the STG). In particular, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition affects this gastric
mill rhythm via two pathways (Figure 4.17). First, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition disrupts the
iNTl to LG inhibitory synapse, which depolarizes the LG membrane potential.
Moreover, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition also disrupts the INT1 to CPN2 feedback synapse
(Figure 4.17), which depolarizes the CPN2 membrane potential, and whose effect is
manifested in the LG neuron via its electrical coupling with CPN2.
First, the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition was assumed to be
transmitted simultaneously through both pathways. In this case, the onset of the LG burst
phase was initiated by an episode of the feed-forward MCN1 to LG excitation that is
uninterrupted by the ΑΒ to MCN 1 feedback inhibition (Figure 4.18). Moreover, the local
ΑΒ to 'NT 1 inhibition has no effect on the frequency of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythm for this case (Figure 4.19).
However, the network dynamics of the MCN1/CPN2-elicited rhythm are changed
if the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is transmitted through the two pathways
in anti-phase. In particular, the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition through the
latter CPN2 pathway was delayed by '/2 of a pyloric period in order to approximate the
behavior of the biological system (Figure 4.20). In this case, the onset of the LG burst
phase is instead triggered by the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition, via its delayed forcing effect
through the CPN2 pathway (Figure 4.21). Moreover, the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition increases
the frequency of the MCN1/CPN2-elicited rhythm in this case (Figure 4.22). Hence, the
local ΑΒ to INTl inhibition (in the STG) plays an important role for shaping the network
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dynamics of this MCNI/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm. In the biological system,
recent experiments showed that the ΑΒ to INTl inhibition increases the frequency of the
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm when MCN 1 and CPN2 exhibit their VCN-
influenced activity patterns (M. Kirby and M.P. Nusbaum, unpublished data). Therefore,
this implies that the forcing effect of the ΑΒ to INT1 inhibition is not transmitted
simultaneously through both pathways, as suggested by this dissertation.
6.1.2.6 Biophysically-Realistic Model of the MCNI/CPN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm.
Then, the biophysically-realistic model was used to compare the MCN 1-elicited and
MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms for the case in which MCN 1 is tonically
active. However, unlike the reduced 2-dimensional model, the biophysically-realistic
model included the fact that CPN2 axon terminals are electrically coupled to the LG
neuron during both gastric mill rhythms in the biological system. Therefore, CPN2 axon
terminals pull down the LG membrane potential during the LG interburst phase of both
gastric mill rhythms in the biophysically-realistic model. In contrast, the electrical
coupling between CPN2 axon terminals and the LG neuron prolongs the LG burst phase
of the MCN Ι /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm but not the MCN 1-elicited rhythm.
Therefore, the MCN Ι /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm exhibits a slower frequency in
the biophysically-realistic model due its prolonged LG burst phase.
Moreover, reciprocal inhibition between INT1 and the LG neuron is necessary for
producing the MCN 1-elicited rhythm in the model. In contrast, the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
gastric mill rhythm persists when the INT1 to LG inhibitory synapse is removed, as was
also shown in the 2-dimensional model. Thus, reciprocal inhibition between INTl and
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the LG neuron is not necessary for producing a gastric mill rhythm when MCN 1 and
CPN2 are co-active. However, since the network activity of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited
rhythm is modified when the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse is removed, the
biophysically-realistic model suggests that the INTl to LG inhibitory synapse is
necessary for producing the MCNl/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm that is observed in
the biological system.
6.2 Applications to More Complex Systems
This dissertation used mathematical and biophysically-realistic modeling to investigate
how oscillations are elicited in a rhythmic network by way of (1) neuromodulation and
(2) projection neuron input. Neuromodulation, which is pervasive in the nervous systems
of animals, alters the cellular and/or synaptic properties within a neural network, which
allows for the same network to generate multiple activity patterns (Katz, 1995b; Stein,
1997; Marder and Bucher, 2001; Marder and Thirumalai, 2002; LeBeau et al., 2005).
One advantage of extensive neuromodulation is that it provides the same network with
the flexibility to generate multiple activity patterns that may potentially underlie distinct
behaviors (Nusbaum et al., 2001; Marder et al., 2005). However, such extensive
neuromodulation is undoubtedly balanced out in the nervous system by circuit
architectures that prevent overmodulation or loss of function (Marder and Thirumalai,
2002; Prinz et al., 2004). To this end, the neuromodulator PK elicits a gastric mill
rhythm that is similar to the MCN 1-elicited rhythm by way of a different functional
circuit. Moreover, this example in which distinct inputs elicit a similar gastric mill
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rhythm by using different functional circuits could have important implications for
understanding how neural networks are configured within the more complex nervous
systems of vertebrates. Therefore, the findings of this dissertation could provide insights
for understanding how neuromodulators both elicit network oscillations and configure
functional circuits within the more complex central nervous systems of vertebrates.
Projection neurons also play an important role for shaping network activity. For
example, in mammals, descending projection neuron pathways from the brain influence
the rhythmic motor networks that generate locomotor activity in the spinal cord (Burke,
2001; Matsuyama et al., 2004; Yamaguchi, 2004; Rossignol et a1., 2006). Similarly, in
the lamprey, feed-forward projection neurons from the reticular nuclei influence the
rhythmic motor networks that generate swimming activity in the spinal cord (Swain et al.,
1993; Bussieres et al., 1999). Although projection neurons are in turn influenced by
rhythmic feedback from their target networks (Perreault et al., 1993; Zelenin, 2005), the
role of this feedback is not well understood. This dissertation investigated the interaction
between two co-active projection neurons and a rhythmic network. In particular, this
dissertation showed how feedback to projection neurons shapes the gastric mill rhythm.
In the case of the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm, the INΤ 1 to CPN2 feedback
synapse was shown to change locus of pattern generation in the gastric mill rhythm, in
that the MCN 1 /CPN2-elicited rhythm persists without reciprocal inhibition between
ΙΝΤ1 and the LG neuron. The findings of this dissertation could provide insights for
understanding how feedback to projection neurons shapes activity in the more complex
neural circuits of the vertebrate spinal cord, whose circuitry is at best crudely known.
APPENDIX A
PARAMETERS FOR THE ΒΙ ΨHYSICALLY-REALISTIC MODELS OF THE
MCNI-ELICITED AND 1 -ELICITED GASTRIC MILL RHYTHMS
This appendix gives the parameter values for the ionic and synaptic currents in the
biophysically-realistic models of the MCN1-elicited and PK-elicited gastric mill rhythms
(Chapter 3). First, a simplified circuit diagram for the model MCNI-elicited rhythm that
includes the DG neuron is shown below.
Figure A.1 Simplified Circuit Diagram of the Model MCNI-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. The neurons are modeled as follows: MCNI the first four compartments (left to
right) are axon compartments, while the last two are axon terminal compartments; ΑΒ
soma; INT1, LG, and DG (left to light) are soma, neurite, and axon compartments.
The table below lists the parametets for the ionic currents in the biophysically-realistic
model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
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Table A.1 Parameters for the Ionic Currents in the MCN1-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm
Cell Current Site gro, Ε,0 State k VK 1 ν1 Τl τ2
1Leak Axon 8.98 -80
Term. 3.59 -70
MCN 1 INa Axon 565.47 45 m3 -0.25 -62 0 0
h 0.24 -64 -0.24 -64 1 5
/K Axon 565.47 -80 m4 -0.24 -54 0.24 -54 8 20
1Leαk Soma 0.31 -34
Neurite 0.08 -34
Axon 0.02 -34
4 Axon 0.63 -20 m 2 -65 2 -65 200 2500
INTl
ΙNQ Axon 11.00 45 rn3 -0.08 -26 0 0
h 0.13 -38 -0.12 -67 0 5
/K Axon 18.85  -80 m4 -0.045 -25 0.065 -30 4 150
heak Soma 0.31 -40
Neurite 0.08 -40
Axon 0.02 -60
LG ΙNQ Axon 18.00 45 m3 -0.08 -21 0 0
h 0.13 -33 -0.12 -62 0 5
/K Axon 12.57  -80 m4 -0.045 -33 0.065 -5 4 100
1Leak Soma 0.31 -40
Neurite 0.08 -50
Axon 0.02 -60
1I'Ja Axon 18.00 45 m3 -0.08 -21 0 0
h 0.13 -33 -0.12 -62 0 5
DG Ικ Axon 12.57 -80 m4 -0.045 -33 0.065 -5 4 100
Neurite 0.6 -80 m -1.5 -36 -1.5 -36 4000 6000
4 Neurite 0.6 0 m 1 -65 -1 -65 3000 5000
IProc Neurite * 0 m -0.2 -35 50 0
1L€ak Soma 0.31 -63
ΑΒ 1Ca Soma 1.26 120 m3 -0.24 -61 0 0
h 0.12 -88 0.14 -84 40 **
(*) g_ρ 0 = 0.4+3 l+exp(- (νΝτCινι,^ ύη πη +50)) , (**) τ2 = 300*exp(0.03(V+162))
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The units for the parameter values of the ionic currents are given as follows: gίon (nS);
Εion, Vk, ν 1 (mV); k, Ι (mΥ 1 ); ΤΙ , Τ2 (cosec).
The second table below lists the parameters for the synaptic currents in the
biophysically-realistic model of the MCN 1-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
Table Α.2 Parameters for the Synaptic Currents in the MCN1-Elicited Rhythm
Synapse Presyn.
Site
Postsyn♦
Site
gSytt Ε5, a νa β νβΡ Τ3 Τ4
MCN 1- ΙΝΤ 1 Term. Neurite 0.002 45 -1 -50 30 0
MCN 1 ΗLG
(chemical)
Term. Neurite 2.14 45 -2 -68 -2 -68 8000 9000
MCΝΙ 4LG
(electrical)
Axon Axon 0.021
MCNI -DG Term. Neurite 0*** 0 -1 -50 400 0
LG-MCN1 Neurite Term. 150 -80 -2 -35 2 -35 5 270
INTl-)LG Soma Neurite 1.40 -80 -0.5 -49 100 0
LG-INT1 Neurite Soma 0.13 -80 -0.5 -45 50 0
Axon Neurite 1.30 -80 -1 -25 1 -25 3 97
Axon Axon 1.30 -80 -1 -25 1 -25 3 97
ΑΒ 41ΝΤ l Soma Neurite 2.00 -70 -1 -55 80 0
( ) g syn =0;  MCN 1 instead activates ΙΡτο in the DG neuron, which follows the a and va
parameters from this synapse (see * in Table A.1)
Units for the parameter values of the synaptic currents are given as follows: gΖ.n (nS);
Εsyn , Va,1βΡ (mV); a, β (mV1 ); Τ3, Τ4 (rnsec).
Next, a simplified circuit diagram for the biophysically-realistic model of the PK-
elicited gastric mill rhythm that includes the DG neuron is shown below.
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Figure Α.2 Simplified Circuit Diagram of the Model PK-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm. The compartments of AB A 'NTi, LG, and DG are modeled in the same way as
in Figure A. l. PK elicits a gastric ΜΙ11 rhythm by inducing voltage-gated ionic currents in
the LG neuron (IPκ). The parameters for three different mechanisms by which PK can
elicit a similar gastric mill rhythm are given in Table Α.3. The DG neuron bursts in the
model due to PK-induction of 'Proc.
The table below lists the parameter values for the ionic cuiTents that are distinct to the
biophysically-realistic model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
Table Α.3 Parameters for Ionic Currents that are Distinct to the PK-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm
Cell Current Site gtor GG it State k Vk l VI Τ1 Τ2
Mechanism 1:
1Plat Neurite 0.65 0 m -0.05 -65 50 0
h 2 -55 -2 -55 2000 6000
Mechanism 2:
LG Neurite 0.75 0 m 0.1 -45 8000 0
Mechanism 3:
1Proc Neurite 0.9 0 m -0.05 -45 50 0
Ικ Neurite 0.3 -80 m -1 -45 -1 -45 4000 4000
DG 'Proc Neurite 1 0 m -0.2 -35 50 0
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The units for the parameter values of these ionic currents are the same as those given for
Table A.1. Moreover, all other ionic currents in AB, INTl, LG, and DG are the same as
those listed in Table A.1.
Finally, the table below lists the parameter values for the synaptic currents that are
distinct to the biophysically-realistic model of the PK-elicited gastric mill rhythm.
Table Α.4 Parameters for Synaptic Currents that are Distinct to the PK-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm
Synapse Presyn.
Site
Postsyn.
Site
Τ,}_η Ε,,,;,, α να β νβ τ3 τ4
DG4LG Neurite Neurite 0.035 -80 -1 -35 100 0
Units for the parameter values of this synaptic current are the same as those given for
Table Α.2. Moreover, all other synaptic currents that involve AB, INTl. and LG are the
same as those listed in Table Α.2.
APPENDiX Β
PARAMETERS FOR THE 2-DIMENSIONAL MODELS OF THE MCN1-
ELICITED AND MCΝΙ/CΡΝ2-ELICITED GASTRIC MILL RHYTHMS
This appendix gives the parameter values for the 2-dimensional models of the MCN 1-
elicited and MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms (Chapter 4). First, the table below
lists the parameter values for the MCNl-elicited rhythm in the case where MCN1 is
tonically active.
Table B.1 Parameters for the 2-Dimensional Model of the MCN 1-Elicited Gastric Mill
Rhythm (Shown in Figure 4.3)
ΙΝΤ1 Pyloric LG MCN1
gαk,ι = 0.75 gP = 085 gak,L = 1 gs =3
ΕLeak,ι = 10 Ερ = -60 Ε^eα1,L = -60 ΕS = 50
gL-ι = 2 per = 1 gι-Ι — 5 Vpre = -33
Ει.->ι = —80 dur = 0.5 Ει-,L = —80 TLO = 14
VL-_>ι = —30 Vq = -35 νι-,L = —30 ΤΗ' = 5
kL-,ι = 5 kq = 3 kιL = 5
The parameter values in the above table are the same as those for the MCN 1-elicited
rhythm of Chapter 2 (see Table 2:1). Units for the parameters in the above table are
given as follows: INT1 gι akι, gL t (mS/cm2), Εjeαiςj, ΕL^Ι , VL '  , kL-,1 (mV); Pyloric
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gP (mS/cm2), ΕΡ, Vq , kq (mV), per (sec); LG gL,eak,L, 	 (mS/cm2), ΕLeak,L, EιL , VΙ^L ,
kΙ-^L (mV); MCN1 gs (mS/cm2), Ε , Vpre (mV), TLO, THi (sec).
The second table below lists the parameter values that are distinct for the 2-
dimensional model of the MCN1/CPN2-elictied gastric mill rhythm in the case where
MCNl is tonically active.
Table Β.2 Parameters that are Distinct for the 2-Dimensional Model of the
MCNl/CPN2-Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythm (Shown in Figures 4.8 — 4.13)
CPN2 LG
gLeak, C ' = 1 ge = 1
ΕΖeαk, ι7 = 10
= 5
Ει,ί = -95
νι-,c - —30
k' 	 = 5
Units for the parameters in the above table are given by: CPN2 gι.eak,c, 	(mS/cm2),
ΕLeak,c, Ει_c , ν1 , k1 	(mV); LG ge (mS/cm2). All other parameters for this model
are the same as in Table B.1.
The third table below lists the parameter values which are distinct for the MCN1-
elicited and MCN 1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythms that include the effect of the AΒ
to MCN 1 feedback inhibition.
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Table Β.3. Parameters which are Distinct for the MCN 1-Elicited and MCN 1/CPN2-
Elicited Gastric Mill Rhythms that Include the Effect of the AΒ to MCN 1
Feedback Inhibition
MCN1
Rhythmic
(Figures 4.4 - 4.7)
ΜCN1/CPN2
Rhythmic
(Figures 4.14 - 4.16)
MCN1/CΡΝ2
Alternating
(Figures 4.17 - 4.22)
gσ = 0.6 same same
ΤLO= 6 ΤLO= 3 τω=3
ΤΗΣ = 5 Τ ΗΙ = 3 τπι = 3
μ =0 (Fig. 4.18, 4.19)
μ =0.5 (Fig. 4.21, 4.22)
Units for the parameters in the above table are given by: gσ (mS/cm2); TEA, THI, μ (sec).
The left column of the above table gives the distinct parameter values for the MCN 1-
elicited rhythm in the case where MCN 1 is rhythmically active (shown in Figures 4.4 —
4.7), and all other parameters for this model are the same as in Table B.l. The middle
column gives the distinct parameter values for the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm when MCN 1 is rhythmically active (shown in Figures 4.14 — 4.16), and all other
parameters for this model are the same as in Tables B.1 and Β.2. Finally, the right
column gives the distinct parameter values for the MCN1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill
rhythm when MCN1 exhibits its VCN-influenced activity pattern, and all other
parameters for this model are the same as in Tables Β.1 and Β.2.
APPENDIX C
PARAMETERS FOR THE BIOPHYSICALLY-REALISTIC MODELS OF THE
MCN1-ELICITED AND MCΝΙΙCPN2-ELICITED GASTRIC MILL RHYTHMS
This appendix gives the parameter values for the ionic and synaptic currents in the
biophysically-realistic models of the MCNl-elicited and MCΝl/CPN2-elicited gastric
mill rhythms (Chapter 5). First, a simplified circuit diagram is shown below.
1
Figure C.1 Simplified Circuit Diagram of the Model MCN1/CPN2-Elicited Gastric
Mill Rhythm. The compartments of CPN2 are modeled as follows (left to right): soma,
axon (4 compartments), axon terminals (2 compartments). The compartments of MCN 1
are modeled as: (left to right) axon (4 compartments), axon terminals (2 compartments).
The compartments of INTl and LG are modeled as (left to right): soma, neurite, axon.
Finally, AB is modeled with a single soma compartment.
The MCN1-elicited rhythm is obtained by setting 1EXt = 0 in the model (which makes
CPN2 inactive). Conversely, the ΜCΝ1/CPN2-elicited gastric mill rhythm is obtained
by setting 1Ext = 80 pA in the model. Therefore, the value of JExt distinguishes between
the MCNI-elicited and MCΝΙ/CΡΝ2-elicited gastric mill rhythms. The table below lists
the parameters for the ionic currents in this model.
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Table C.1 Parameters for the Ionic Currents in the Biophysically-Realistic Model
Cell Current Site g,o„ Ε State k νK 1 v1 Τ1 12
1Leαk Axon 8.98 -80
Term. 3.59 -70
MCN 1 1Νa Axon 565.47 45 m3 -0.25 -62 0 0
h 0.24 -64 -0.24 -64 1 5
Ικ Axon 565.47 -80 m4 -0.24 -54 0.24 -54 8 20
1Leak Soma 8.98 -60
Axon 8.98 -80
Term. 3.59 -70
1Ρ1aτ Soma 0.5 0 m -0.05 -65 50 0
CPN2 h 1 -61 -1 -61 1000 8000
ΙNα Axon 565.47 45 m3 -0.25 -62 0 0
h 0.24 -64 -0.24 -64 1 5
Ικ Axon 565.47  -80 m4 -0.24 -54 0.24 -54 8 20
1Leak Soma 0.31 -34
Neurite 0.08 -34
Axon 0.02 -34
Ιh Axon 0.63 -20 m 2 -65 2 -65 200 2500
INTl
1Νa Axon 11.00 45 m3 -0.08 -26 0 0
h 0.13 -38 -0.12 -67 0 5
Ικ Axon 18.85 -80 m4 -0.045 -25 0.065 -30 4 150
ΙLeαk Soma 0.31 -40
Neurite 0.08 -40
Axon 0.02 -60
LG 'Na Axon 11.00 45 m3 -0.08 -21 0 0
h 0.13 -33 -0.12 -62 0 5
Ικ Axon 12.57 -80 m4 -0.045 -33 0.065 -5 4 100
1Letk Soma 0.31 -63
AB
Ica Soma 1.26 120 m3 -0.24 -61 0 0
h 0.12 -88 0.14 -84 40 **
(**) τ2 = 300*exp(0.03(V+162))
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The units for the parameter values of the ionic currents are given as follows: g (nS);
Είοn, Vk, Vi (mV); k, 1(m Υ 1 ); Τ1, τ2 (msec).
The second table below lists the parameters for the synaptic currents in this
biophysically-realistic model.
Table C.2 Parameters for the Synaptic Currents in the Biophysically-Realistic Model
Synapse Presyn.
Site
Pοstsyn.
Site
g^.Ι ΕS},,^ a Va β νβ Τ3 Τ4
MCN 1-ΙΝΤ 1 Term. Neurite 0.4 0 -1 -50 60 0
MCN 1 4LG
(chemical)
Term. Neurite 3 45 -2 -68 -2 -68 8000 9000
MCN 1 4LG
(electrical)
Axon Axon 0.06
MCN 1- ΑΒ Term. Soma 0.002 0 -1 -50 1 -50 2 500
LG-MCN1 Neurite Term. 150 -80 -2 -33 2 -33 15 225
INT1 4LG Soma Neurite 1.55 -80 -0.5 -49 100 0
LG - INΤ l Neurite Soma 0.19 -80 -0.5 -45 50 0
Axon Neurite 1.30 -80 -1 -25 1 -25 3 97
Axon Axon 1.30 -80 -1 -25 1 -25 3 97
ΑΒ-1NT1 Soma Neurite 3.00 -70 -1 -55 80 0
CPN2-LG
(electrical)
Axon Neurite t
ΙΝΤ 1-CPN2 Neurite Soma 18 -80 -2 -55 100 0
(t) g, 1 = 0.1 + 0.3/(1 + exp (-2*(νιο„έιυπ, + 24))) , this is a voltage-dependent electrical
coupling
The units for the parameter values of the synaptic currents are given as follows: g (nS);
Εsγη, να, νβ (mV); α, β (mΥ 1 ); τ3, τ4 (rnsec).
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